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PREFACE 
Most archit?:Jcts, pondering our present and proposed towns 9 
would say that there is little to do about the street but to 
prepare the corpse for burial. Only a hundred years ago it was 
enjoying an Indian summer; at the turn of the century town 
planners were full of hopes for it; but when Le Corbusier 
stigmatised the evenly built city street as "la rue corridor" 
he sounded its death-knell. Today, as a town-planning element, 
the street is dead. 
In these circumstances no apology is needed for attempting 
an account of its architecture. But although the town planner 
no longer plans with streets, the towns we live in are made of 
streets. All but a minute fraction of urban buildings for the 
next 100 years will face streets. It hardly bears contempla-
tion that they will be built as ugly as those of today. Never 
by any reckoning has street architecture been at a lower ebb, 
Music, sculpture and painting are arts that we can escape 
if we wish. In the street there is no escape: here we are 
the prisoners of our own creations. In many countries archi-
tects are trying to find ways of improving them. So far the 
results are tentative, for there is as yet no broad measure of 
agreement upon the meaning of good street architecture. Argu-
ments swing between uniform order and informal charm. 
It is in the hope of distilling ~ome principles from the 
past to apply to the present that I have undertaken this 
thesi~. My concern therefore is not so much with the building 
of n~w streets as with rebuilding the old. 
In dealing with a subject so vast that within the limits 
of a readable work all the major examples cannot even be men-
tioned by name, bounds must be set. Up to the end of the 
Roman era, the stones and ~~nus<:_r~J?ts that survive limit the 
subject, and it is possible to give a comprehensive if not 
exhaustive account. But thereafter only a few chosen threads 
can be followed. I have naturally taken those that I think 
are the longest and strongest. The stree·c ha.s grown· in the 
stress of two opposing forces. On the one hand is the Road, 
with its manly atmosphere of adventure, exposure and movement. 
On the other is the House, still and peaceful 9 protecting order 
life under the hand of woman. Standing between them is the 
Door, symbol of climax and cris:ts, of both exclusion and inclu-
sion. I have therefore taken the road and the building as the 
main threads, and the minor threads of fire, by-laws to protect 
the city, and street life. 
My conclusions are conclusions about architecture; the 
larger conclusions, relating architecture to economics, politic 
and sociology, I leare to those better qualified to make them. 
I have given full details -of every book referred to so that, 
though my conclusions may be open to question, the facts they 
are drawn from should not. 
The illustrations are intended only as aides-memoir. I 
have thought .it wise to reproduce all building plans to one 
. scale ( iJ 11 to one foot). This has precl\:'_ded many examples 
that are commonly illustrated without a scale. For any inaccu-
racies that this redrawing has caused, I can only apologise) 
the reader is in every case referred to the original source. 
My debt to the various authorities quoted is obvious. 
I should like to thank. the following gentlemen for advice upon 
bibliography: 
Professor Van Riet Lowe, of the Department of Archaeology 
and Professor Scholtens 9 of the Department of Law 7 both of the 
University of the Witwatersrand; Professor D.M. Robertson of 
Trinity College, Cambridge; Dr. Nikolaus Pevsner~ Professor 
of Fine Arts at the same university; and M. Dunand, Direc-
teur de la Mission Archeologique du Liban (Lebanon). Finall~ 
my sincere thanks are due to Professor Fassler 9 Dean of the 
Faculty of Architecture at the University of the Witwatersrand, 
I 
for his advice and constant encouragement. 
Pretoria, November 1953. 
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OBIGINS OF THE STREET 
---~--------------~~-
ThE:_ street is but one aspect of the town. Just as a plan-
tation of trees is not made of the avenues between them~ so 
i' .-·. . ---
towns are not made of streets~ the street is a by-product 
compounded_of roads and buildings, which are the town 1 s chief 
elements. So that in order to trace the origins of the street 
we must look at the town itself. Our i:mmediate problem is to 
see how the ordered network of roads and houses came from the 
apparent disorder of the earliest settlements. 
No account of these origins can be historically accurate 1 
for the town developed at the very dawn of written history, 
and we can only conjecture from such remains - typical or not -
as the caprice of time has left us. rnat follo,,vs is an attempt 
.... - . 
to trace the byways that men trod before they reached an order-
·: '... . 
ed arrangement and to describe some of the forms that'w~nt to 
its maki~g. 
In the Cairo ~~useum there lies a fragment of slatebearing 
incised pictographs of seven citiesl. Each city is shn~ri as 
a roughly serrated sauare enclosing several minor rectari~les: 
The drawing is pri~itivec but the city wall and its bastions, 
the regular house blocks and the straight roads between them 
are unmistakable. Inscribed at the time of tho first dynasty 
in Egypt, this is probably one of the earliest pictorial re-
prese~tations of a city. It gives the ~ssential elemerits. of 
·the type built throughout the Ancient East o and a:stonish[ngly 
. . 
enough it is the archetype of city that served mankind for 
more than fifty centuries after'"JCHds. 
Throughout the early civilized ''Jorld, from the Nile to 
the Indus 2, new cities ~ere planned and old cities rebuilt 
with the three elements of wall, roads and houses arranged on 
this model. From Thessaly to ~ iletus 7 and later from ~lex­
andria to India, the Greeks so built their cities and towns. 
________________________ ...._ _____ . ---·-· ----------
l 
2 
Bell. ~rch. of Ancient Egypt, p.lJ 
As at Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro. 
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The Romans in Britain 7 Spain, Africa and Arabia used the same 
mode. The founders of medieval cities adapted it to their 
needs? ahy.citizen of medieval Europe would have recognized it, 
and had he been a traveller, he would have seen it, as Marco 
Polo did, in.China. Three hundred and fifty years after the 
death of Marco Polo, t"lilliam Penn planned his new city in 
America upon the same model, but without the wall. Hundreds 
of Ameri6an, Colonial and South African towns were developed 
in this way, and many are at the present day extended on the 
same pattern. 
So universally and so early in the history of the world 
does the sirriple reticulated plan occur that it appears almost 
as a natural phenomenon. Even during the literate age ~f 
Babylon, the origins of the city form had been lost, and were 
credited to a tutelary God, who, in a number of visits from 
the sea, confided to mankind the secrets of how to paroel out 
land and build cities, "since vJhich time" added the historian1 
"nothing more has been inverited. 11 
One thing we may safely infer from its age-long use -
that it has solved, nith a fair amount of success, the prob-
lems of those who built the towns~ if the answer remained 
the same, so, we may be sure, did the question. To crowd 
buildings into ~s small an area as possible without depriving 
them of light, air and traffic is the cardinal problem of the 
city planner today as then? But the problem was not urgently 
posed until large numbers of people took up permanent places 
of settlement during that singular advance in our history -
the Neolithic Revolution. 
Although the building of cities vias a direct conse-
quence of the invention of agriculture, comparatively large 
numbers of men must have congregated before they learnt to 
plant seeds and tend cattle. But they were the exceptions~ .. 
l 
- Berossus (Gadd~ History and Monuments of Ur.) 
2 
- Soe Redevelopment of Central Areas, p.36 
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the enormous shell·mounds in Europe such as those in Denmark and 
the .Tagus Estuary~ the -piles of horse and reindeer bones ·at ' 
Solutr~, are the mute debris of solitarJf ·groups. Large· m..L'Tibers 
of men must have mined and knapped at the large flint deposits, 
su:;h as those of Grand Pressi"gny. »bether they lived in a 
community at all is not knovm~ It is certain that ':::hen their 
food supply was assured men ·could and .did build permanent set-
tlements, and had increasingly large families. 
Agriculture was invented in the Nile Valley betweeri 
1 5,000 and 4,000 B.C. · It seems that by the time 1,000 years 
had passed, fully fotrned cities 0ere flourishing in Mesopotamia 
and in Egypt. Of the irmnediate ·antecendents of these cities, 
little has come to light. Archaeological research in Egypt and 
Mesopotamia has yielded insufficient ~aterial of the mesblithic 
and neolithic periods to form a connected chain of development. 
There lies too great a gap betv:een ~:~erimde, the neolithic agri-
cultural village in the Nile Delta, and Kahun, planned not only 
·to a reticulated system, but to a Teticulated system modified 
for the special needs ·or 8 rvorker 1 s town. Of prehistoric 
remains in Western tsia vary little hav~ escaped tho pressure of 
time. 
ItJ is to the J':edi terraneon islands ·and shores ·that vJe 
must look, to ''Jhere sand has not \vorn, nor floods have eroded, 
the remains of the earliest dwellings.· Particularly our eyes 
turn to Crete, v1hich plnyed the foremost role in passing on to 
the 111est and ]\"forth its pecu.liar version of what it received from 
The dwellings hold the key of the town. As YJe shall 
noticB from time to time in the course of history, the city 
was always the true macrocosm of the d·welling 1s microcosm~ 
until it grew beyond his reach, man abnrays · sm( the city as an 
enlargement of his house, embodying the same affections and 
enshrining the same hopes f6r security and peace. 
1 ~ackenzie: Ancient Civilizations: Introduction 
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In the Mediterranean, the first rectangular houses were 
built in. Neolitb.i.G. t:im.cs. Simul tan.eously ·with the round huts 
of Th~ssaly there existed in Crete and upon the mainland two-
roomed houses made of unhe,,·:n stones. They took. the form of 
the Asiatic "but and ben" - one outer·· and one inner. room. The 
slightly trapezoidal house at Vagasa (Figure Ia) and the tomb 
at Mochlos1 are exam~las. Neolithic builders seem to have 
sho'Nn no sudden. pr~ference for rectang1.1.lar over round houses, 
in Sicily round and square huts persisted together until well 
into the Bronze Age. For building settlements the rectangular 
house was preferable~ by adding throe walls to one side of it, 
another room to house the growing family YJas ready. The tvm 
houses found in the latest Neolithic levels at Knossos started 
from "but and ben" nuclei and finished ·as agglomerations of 
more than fourteen rooms (~igure Ib). 
Obviously it was much more difficult to enlarge circular 
huts, or by using them to give proper expression to the genos 
under one roof. At Tyrins over a.n older· stratum -of. round huts, 
the German archaeologists found the remains of a great .rotunda 
embracing a number of circular constructions - an arrangement 
that Must have been abandoned for an easier roofing system. 
Much later, in the Middle ~rinoan period, the great house at 
Chamaizi repeated the oval outline, but had straight par~ition 
walls inside it, suggesting that the roof was flat; 
· f~s the gen0s disintogro.ted, and numbers of small famili.es 
took its place,· tho large house broke up v:ith it 1 . giving .way 
2 to a collection of contiguous but separate houses . Hinoan 
ossuaries 9 which reflect contemporary dwellings 9 were rectcmg-
J, 
ular chambers, each 7li th its separate entrance ·• A. t Dirnini. 9 
Zygouries 3nd Sesklo4, houses of tho earlier "but and benll 
type re.,ppea.red. The "House on the Hilltop" of the second 
Ea.rly Kinoan period at Vasiliki was built true in line and 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Evans~ 
Glotz~ 
Childe~ 
Evans: 
The P8lace of Minos at Knossos, Vol. I, p.72 
The Aegean Civilization, p.l36 
Tb.e Dovm of _European Civilization, p. 24 
0 p cit ~ I I , p . 20 
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angle, ·'iHith a long straight Wall on the south-west showing pre-
conception ahd forethought - a great step forward from tho 
Neolithic house. 
By the time the earliest towns in th~ ~egean were built, 
the rectangular house was the general rule. In ~morgosl not 
all the houses were rectangular and it is likely that rectangu-
lar building prevailed only over the course .of centuries, but 
2 3 -
the first settlement at Phylakopi the first at Troy and the 
) 
third at Orchomenos+ were all built with rectangular dwellings, 
those at Troy having several rooms. So that before the end of 
the third oillennium B.C., rectangular town houses were ip use 
in Crete, the Cyclades and the mainland of Greece. 
The siople system of growth by accretion in any direction 
seems to have been the general method of building in these 
towns5. (See plan of House A at Vasiliki, Figure Ic). How 
light and air found their way into all the rooms, if indeed 
they did, is not certain. The only way of roofing their grow-
ing shape was with a flat or slightly pitched plane. By omit-
ting this over one of the cells the builder could provide a 
small "light v1ell". It is difficult to see how the Neolithic 
house could have been habitable otherwise, particularly as the 
hearth was often in the first room to be entered. In Middle 
Minoan times when the pal8ces of Phaestos and Knossos were laid 
out, their builders made full and imagin8tive use of the light-
well. Evans counted five of thorn in an Dreg of 2,150 squnre 
feet at Knossos. ~-I G also pointed out that inside the enceintes, 
h·ere and at Phaestos, the vsrious pnrts of the palace were 
methodic8lly distributed into "insulae." v~nen the lanes 
between these blocks were roofed, the whole plnn of the palnces 
took on_ their labyrinthine chare1cter. Those observn~idns sug-
gest that the way of building cells into blocks lit by light-
wells had become a strong tradition. (Figure Ig). 
1 
5 
Childe~ 1~ cit, p.49 
~Ibid, P•77 
2 Ibid, p.l-r9 3 Ibid, p.53 
Even in Late Minban times, small huts elustered 
about the walls of the Chamaizi house. 
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~Jii thin the block, each house sha.red its Walls \Vi th. its 
neighbours. Gournia was built in this way on its limestone 
hill. Knossos and Phaostos were lifted above the rock by 
some 26-foet of debris fron the reolithic occupation, and in-
stances occur here and there where the builders 9 not trusting 
older walls, built new walls a few inches away. 
There were two ideas th8t could have inspired the building 
of second storeys. To a people that had a long tradition of 
underground tombs, tho making of basements under houses would 
preseat little difficulty. Cellars have been found under the 
most ancient houses at Koumasa and Chasaizi1 . On the other 
hand, when houses '\Vera built upon hillsides the ground floor, 
level ·with the ro nd, would form Cl tnpering but useable shel tor 
underneath.· This orranger-:.ent later characterised Gournia. The 
flat roofs of the houses provided the most obvious suggestion 
of adding more walls and another roof - an upward application 
of growth by accretion. By wi.1ichever ·way it vras reached, the 
two -storey house fs found from the second Et1rly T'linoan period 
onwards. One of the few early two-storeyed houses is that at 
V8siliki mentioned 3bove. It vvas built of sun-dried bricks 
laced with timber beams with a protection of lime plaster. 
For the appearance of early two-storeyed houses, we have 
tlie evidence of one of the most evocative finds of archaeology. 
In the rubble filling under a basement floor of the Palac~ of 
Knossos Evans found the well-known faience plaques, the reme1ins 
uf a mosaic representing the siege of a Jff.iddle Einoan se3side 
• 
town. Some fifty-two house fronts, cast cociplete from moulds, 
2 painted and glazed, show two and three~storey facades (Figure 
Id). Surprisingly manv of thew are symmetric 2l. They have 
... 
framed w~ndows in four or six panes, and flat ~oofs. Some, 
with no openings at the ground floor, represent houses on tho 
-----------------------------------------------------------------. ---
l 
2 
Glotz: 
Glotz~ 
The ~egean Civilization, p.l09 
Op cit , p . 10 8 ~ Ev ::m s : 0 p cit I , p .3 0 l 
.L__ORJ.Q:IN§_Q.E_Ili1L.§.IBJ2J2L __________________________ _z 
town wall; of the others, some have centrally plac6d doors, 
some two doors directly under first floor windows. "The fronts 
are narrower than their height; thiB and the liberal provision 
of windows suggest thr::t they had no courtyard nor light-well. 
The suggestion is strengthened by the vertical projections at 
roof level. In some inst8nces, these are directly over doors 
and windows, making it seem that the st~ir tower was at tho 
'. 
back of the house, the fronts being pictured in true elevation 
as a force attacking from the sea would see them. If this sup-
position is the correct one, the houses were two rooms deep and 
were contiguous. The svmmetry of their fronts suggests axial 
planning, which does not appear in the actual remains of houses 
until Romrm times. The Tovm Tlosaic housefronts were geily 
coloured - upon a ground of pale grey stucco, the windows were 
painted scarlet1 , tho timber framing and disks brown, crimson 
and green. 
Evans noticed the parallel between these housefronts of 
the Town Mosaic at Knossos and the third millennium votive 
housefronts of baked clay found by Dr. Andrae in the temple of 
Ishtar and Babylon. These were two storeys high, uith the 
second storey opening on to a broad terrace at roof level. 
At tho Late Kinoan industrial toTin of Gournia, the houses 
had light-wells, but the slopes of the limestone ridge upon 
which the town VJ8S built ":J8S no site for a fixed plan~ the 
houses grow. around tho palace, And stood upon the slope with 
a lower storey entered from the back. r·i th its twisting 
alleys and frequent ch~ngcs in level, it had as many differing 
plans as a medieval hill town, such as Eze or La Turbie on tho 
rediterrnnean. The houses were built of mortarless stonework, 
leant agninst one another r:nd were sep2rnted by party walls. 
In fact the wholo to':m ~8Y be considered as an extension of 
the domestic system of grovvth .by accretion. Second storeys 
were an obvious sign that conceritration had started - at 
1 
1
·''indoYiS of the ~Fiddle r'ino an period were glazed vvi th 
oil parch:rwnt (Evnns) or talc 0 1I8rtienssen) 
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Gournia through a rolucto.nce to lot tho tovm spr.ead ovo.r agricul-
turnl aand. ~h important hazard was innnte in .tho system~ If 
nevr brick walls nnd new stone foundntions )IVere not properly 
bon,ded into ,tho old~ any movement would lead towards collapse; 
the whole structure would lose the strength it gained by its 
cellulnr form. The earliest surviving 1aws governing building 
recognized this danger. In the legal code cut into a diorite 
pillar during the reign of HammurC:~bbi 1 ~ l:wJ No. 7 st-::ted~ "If 
a man have given corn or silver or other things for a house, 
and the house is built onto foundations or walls belonging to 
the house of its neighbour~ then he shall lose all that he has 
paid~ and the house shall be given back again. If .the house is 
not built onto existing foundations or walls, then he may buy 
it for corn or silver~ or nny other goods." Designed to keep 
ench house ~md its .additions under one ownership, this. lr:n-v 
shows the importance attnchod by the Chaldaeans to the matter 
of stnbility betvveen a house and its neighbour ... Th8t f:::tulty 
building was an ever-present janger in the first cities is 
evident fron the stringent penalties (upon the principle of. 
an eye for an eye 1 a tooth for a tooth) laid upon builders who 
by collapse of their work, damaged their client's person. 
Houses .built about that t.ir1o in Ur 2 show thnt. simple second 
storeys surmounted tho houses. This must have sadly aggravated 
the results of failure. · 
During the Ln.te IHnortn poriod, it W3S the rulo at Knossos 
to separnto the house 11.1i th 3D interspsce which W8S not always 
·.Jide enough for a pnthway. This was possibly to lo.colise 
damage from the earthauakes th1t have shaken Crete throughout 
its history and that finnlly destroyed Knossos. 
Evans excavated four double-storey houses of this period, 
r-:>11 of which were obviously built for upper-cl:::~ss fnmilies. 
l 
2 
(2123-2080 B.C.) C.3dwards: Tho 'i'orld 1 s Earliest·L3WS. 
The Larsa Quarter. \ plan is reproduced in Frankfort: 
Town Planning in ~nciont ~csopotamia (T.P.Review, 
Vol. XXI, No.2) 
L. __ Q.BIQJJi§._ 0 F _r~rg;_§.l:R1!1]}1: ___ . ------"""----'--"'------'--------- .,....,....-.2. 
Each of. them. str0n~ely enough covered F~ll 2rea of 0bout 2; 3 50 
1 
sq;uare feet. . F.rom th,is he inferred thAt in this prin~ip31 seat 
0f the Priest kings~ there were Sl..L:;.ptuary laws. limiting tJ:leir 
size~ The House ~t Zakros, nlso of the Late Minonn period,· 
shows~a finished type of house plan, obviously for-an upper-class 
family 2• 
Orismt.ation 
v-ith the invention of ngriculture, the fsrmer' s year becaoe 
the measure of time. It was vital for man to study the heavens 
and the results showed in the superstitious siting of.his dwell-
ing. In Egypt, throughout the· I''edi tEJrrane pn and even in Britain 
the door of the Neolithic .house faced e~st or south-east. In 
the.tor1bs, tho~e who would never see Another sunrise h"td doors 
towards it. The habit persisted until the Minoan Lge, ·for the 
buildings at Tylissos, the palaces of qagia Triada, Phaostos · 
. and Knossos vJere all roughly orientated. It is undeniable thGt 
.this must have affected the grouping of houses in early settle-
ments -for tb;e doors of houses to fnce east it would be,natural 
to arrange them running from north to south. However, there are 
examples3 of huts arranged at.haphazard within an enclosure, yet 
l+ 
each or~entated. Lavedan points to Bronze Age stations on the 
Atlantic coest of France for examples of v-Jh.?t he calls "stations 
d 1 alignements" and infer that they vvere tri but2r:;.r forms tov.:ards 
the reticul~tod plan. But by the time the Megalithic culture 
/ 
which produced the rcr1r:ins nt Finistere ~nd ~<1orbihan had spread 
from Central France, the Early ~inoan period in the Aegean was 
in full swing, c'llld C\ strojlger influence - th2t of tho road .... 
was te1king effect. These "constitutions d'8ligneoont" are not 
in tho main stre2m of development. Childe 5' sr>,ys th2t "the 
cult of the dend overshadowed 2ll other activities" in the 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
South house, Rciy al Ville:; 9 House of Chancel Screen, l-Ions e 
Pendlebury: The Archaeology of Crete, p.241 
Grimspound 
Histoire de l'Urbanisme, Chap.! 
The Dawn of European Civiliz.-:tion, p.281+ 
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Neo.Lithic houses (as at Knossos) :1nd the broadening of ro:'1ds 
where they met others, gt }\1Tycenae nre the only concessions made 
by the building to the road. 
Goods weie carried to and from the towns by pack ~onkeys 
and oxen, over roads that in the Late Minoan period were well 
graded and paved with gypsum, cobbles or fla s. Transit roads 
linked ports across Crete. ITithin the mature towns, shops, 
workshops and dwellings jostled one another along the sides of 
the lanes. As the roads were barely wide enough to turn a 
pack donkey in1 , it seems that much of the carrying was done 
by men themselves. Oxcarts of the type found at Palaikastro 2 
could only ply betwEJen the g0tes of towns~ the ho.rse, ·which 
reached Crete about 1600 B.C., wns used in chariots and for 
processions - not for urban traffic. 
T:te width between buildings varied betvJeen 41c :,tnd Bt ft., 
reaching 13 ft. as an e~cEJption. From this, t~o footpaths 
were snmetimos tnken, leaving 8 ft. for the roadvvay. 
Thro~gh these narrow alleys, in towns tho overall density 
of which was 390 persons per. acre?,, 'eVent the ravl materi 81S of 
industry and trade; ti~ber~ stone and bricks for building: 
meat and grain; iron, tin, copper and potter's clay: bales 
of wool and leather~ baskets of olives for the domestic oil 
) presse~. Between the.~lind walls of the houses~ they jostled 
shopper•, offal and refuse removers, the palanquins of high 
born maidens. 
This constitutes one of the greatest enigmas in ancient 
town planning. The standard of living in the LC'lte r~inoan 
period in the Aegean \'.'as ·high - so high indeed that not until 
the .19th. century in Europe wa~ it surpassed; the sanitary 
system in the Pal~ce of Knossos with its baths and elaborate 
drainage system speak of a fastidiousness on the p~rt of 
-:...-I _______ _,_ ______ ~---. ----------:----· ..... _. --· -----·------
The l~:mes of ournia 2re impassable to a modern Cret0.n 
pack animal (rartienssen: Greek Cities) · 
2 Evans~ Op cit II, p.l56 
3 I have taken ~vans' figures of 100~000 persons in 
1,125,000 sq. metres in 1.~. Knossos 
4 Upon only one of the house fronts of the town Mosaic 
is there a windo'P at ground floor level. 
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those in power which they had the authority and the technical 
·m.e-ahs to indulge. Yet in the port of Zakro and elsewhere, sump-
tuous houses faced onto. the meanest lanes. 
There are si_gns that this state of affairs was not thought 
idea.L. At the Palace entrance at Knossos public town traffic 
was separated on to a different carriage way from the palace 
traffic. Straightening or at least smoothing out roads within 
living tcwns was carried out by setting back houses as they 
. l 
were rebuilt . In our own towns, the costliness and· delay of 
this so.rt of regulation is a byword .. In Middle Hinoan times 
street drains and culverts were laid, and a complication fami-
liar to us thus existed. Small wonder that in most towns the 
old lanes were allowed to stand; when Knossos was rebuilt 
after the earthquake at the close of the third Middle Minoan 
period, th.e street lines and drains of the old town determined 
2 its new plan . 
This is as far as prehistory and the Aegean civilization 
takes us towards the Hellenic reticulated plan. Of towns 
built from the end of the Late r.Tinoan and :Mycenaean periods 
(about 1,200 B.C.) until the Hel~enic era, those that have come 
·to light, such as Lato, show buildings erected at haphazard 
. .. . . ~ 
with no attempt at arrangement-·. ~ith the Dorian invasion, 
the Aegean civilization dissolved, and of the life the 
Achaeans led, only the Homeric epics can tell - of the Spar-
tans in their villages left unfortified forruasons of pres-
· .. 
tige; of the h"'mo of Od~Tssous, at one time thought to be a 
)+ palace on Cretan lines, but now recognized as a country farm . 
During their spell of leadership the Hinoans cast wide their 
. . . .. . 
harvest of culture. Though t?e s.eeds they sov;ed lay dormant 
for six centuries, they flowered true to type. In architec ... 
ture, pottery, r~ligio~, classical Greek cultur~ sbowed 
clearly its A~gean ~ncostry~ 
-1 I~-u;~thi~~~;;~~~~-~~:-a~;~t~~~mpl~te--;he~th~~it;-----
.was sacked. . Tho. roads in ono quarter· vvere impeded by 
· oddly placed houses - owned perhaps by influential or 
argumentative citizens. 
2 Evans: Op eft II, p.564 
3 Pendlebury ~- . Archaeology o·f Crete, p~ 329 
4 There is an enigm~tic .referc;mce :i,.n the ·Iliad Book VI 
t·o "Streets of P2lraqes and 17 alks of State" at Troy (Pope's translation) 
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In Ionia, where the Aegean colonies formed a lasting out-
post through the Dark Ages of Greece, the Aege13.n influence met 
,the ·oriental. Here along the coast ended the caravan routes 
from Egypt and Arabia. Hithel~ came merchants from, cities 
built,· for centuries to the -reticulated system. It is not accid 
tal .. th·at her·e, in the town of I'H-letus, was born. the man whom 
Aristotle· credt ted with the inventi.on of the cheque rboard plan. 
c 0 ll c ]:!J.2iQJ11i 
To summarise tbe origins of the town shape and wha..,t, for 
·' 
want of a better term, vJe may call its streets, from the 
invention r,f agriculture to the Dorian invasion, we see firstly 
an established tradition of rectangular house building .. There 
was the agency of the lightwell to loosen th.e bonds of the 
agglomerate form. Secondly, we see the block as the estab-
lished town unit, irregular but none the less definite. 
Because the house and the block were rectangular, the pattern 
of the town was rectangular; Thirdly, this period saw the 
mastery 0f multi-storey construction under the stressof con-
centrA.tion, nnd the use of party walls as a building expE\di~nt. 
Finally, there was some attempt to regulate the spaces 
between·. blocks. This led naturally to straight ro8ds. When 
the pl.ans of Aegean colonial towns are unearthed, it is pos-
sible, if not likely, that they will show elementqry reticu-
lated ~lans. Tha technicnl knowledge necessary to parcelling 
out land on a new site (measuring in a straig~t line and 
setting up a right Bngle) -were well within their compass -
it was merely the process of house building on a larger scale. 
· Y'ith the possible exception of the Tovm Mos~j_c,, tnere 
:is nc; 'evidence thr>t the street wcs recognized BS, a unit .. in 
the concepti.r_,n of the town. -The reason for this is that in 
essence the ~egean town was an a~fair only of buildings~ 
the.<rcad was an incidentnl, a re:sidual necessity.. The rect-
angulir houae was evolved beneat~ its flat ro6f, owing 
nothing to the road in its development. The block was in 
its origin the architectural .. expression of., a grovving family, 
. . . . . ' - . . . ' . . ' ' . ~ 
-------------------------------------.·-----~-----~----.-------
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in its size limited by internal planning. The courty3rd or 
light-well house W8S independent of the road for lighting -
.l~·peeded only a door for,access. Such influence as orienta-
. tion had in the facing of buildings. in settlements was dis..,. 
c2rded by the time houses ?Jere built in blocks vli th ·doors 
faci:ng nll .points of the compass 9 though it recurred later 
on 11s the f . ,ctoi' for determining the ro<1d system and for 
a.rrangement. of rooms >,vithin th::: house. 
The building then wns completely domin~mt in the con-
ception of the townl. Jn Bach cluster of houses the familiar 
' ' 
"but and ben" continually appeared~ V"rying in size from 160 
to 645 sauare feet. In essence the "but and ben" c:rrange-
ment was an artificial c"'ve. It gives to its owner a sense 
of complete enclosure and security~ as anyone of the 20th 
century who. h:<s shel to red frorr1 air raids in ". similar struc-
ture will confirm. 'The Aoge ans ·xho used it were .acknowledg-
ing their troglodyte foref2,thers ~ remembemd by t~.eschylus ~ 
who "dwelt~ like frnil snts~ under the ground in the depths of 
ca~es where the sun did not rea~h." From the walls of tho 
fortified towns of the classical era~ the Greeks grdned con-
siderable security, but enclosure was still the mGin desi-
deratum in their houses . 
. Se"' .trade vdth the East~ p.articularly '.7ith Egypt, which 
so strongly shaped tho lntor culture of Crete, had surpris-
ingly little influence upon the arrangement of the Aegenn 
town. E1ch adv3nce th~t we h 0 .Ve noticed - the rectongulor 
house, the light-·nell, tho building block 9 8ddi tionRl storeys 
and party wnlls moy·of course have been influenced or even 
su~gestod from foreign sources. Development in Egypt and 
Mesopotomia remninod ahe8d of th 0 t in tho ~egenn: but 
that is~ot to say th0t tho Cretans blindly followed the 
Eastern load -.post hoc non ergo propter hoc. In other 
1 r,: re.cent v:riter rejects this~ upon the grounds thc:1t 
mc=tnY tow;ns. ':\D,cient and modern exist wi tn rectnnguLu 
buildings but :m irregular street pattern. The ar-
ticle in guestion (Stanislawski: Origin nnd s~road 
of the Gr1d'Pattern Town) is more concerned w1th 
the spread of tho grid pattern from. a supposedly 
invented pr~~otype than with its generation. 
ways the. Cretans shovved a strong independence, and in default 
of further .evidence we may give to them the credit for evolv-
ing ·their own .townforms. 
VTI.ether. the Neolithic predecessors of the Sumerians 
pr6duced their. towns from similar elements is doubtful. It 
seems certain th0t in th,e mature East, slave labour had re-
leased the building of cities from the.bonds of economy, and 
that autocratic ,power was able to impose an arbitrary pattern 
upcn life. 1Ne may guess that straight roads in towns had 
for Nebuchadnezzar the same military significance as they 
had for .Napoleon III .. Fnder such a regime, the human being 
becomes a cipher· his dwelling, for the ~rchitect, no more 
than a tessera in a mosaic, and the arrangement of houses, 
roads and buildings sinks to. A problem for the drawing board 
alene· a matter of inches and pence. 
Thus we can see ·why the to·wn of Kahun and the Eastern 
Village at Amarna,. although at first sight they appear c:head 
of Gournia, cannot possibly 9ear comparison with it; they 
were force~ labour camps. At Tell el Amarna we get a clear 
vie.'u of the architectural process involved in making them. 
This mushroom city, YJhich all in 8 deqade was buil t 9 
occupied e~d deserted for .ever, 'N8.S bounded by four stones 
set·up.by the king himself~ beyond setting up the main 
rectangles of development. there seems to have been little 
control over.the bqdy of the city1 . 
Upon the upper class houses architects ~ere obviously 
employed. A :I.e'" c: th·:: botm.dD.rie s of each plot, servan~s lived 
in rows of identical 11ni t s reached from ? common lane. Er,ci: 
unit co.nsisted of an entrcmce hall vvith a closet at ene 
end, a main living room and a bedroom and kitchen behind. 
samB · arrc:mgement :c;ns used for housing clerks in the officic;l 
quarters. In the Eastern Villa~e, built to house the 
__________________________ '!""' ____ ._.;, _________________________ _ 
1 For a full description. see "The City of Akhenaton" 
by Peet Clnd Y'oolley. Also Pendlebury' s "Tell el 
Amarn·a." 
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grave-tenders And tomb-diggers-of the Royal city, the archi-
tects took mc:my "security precautions; il a high wall sur-
rourd;ed- the village~ between the village and the city, the 
road!Bas,pvnctunted by guard houses~ a patr0l road ringed the 
hills e,round the vill?ge (Figure Ij). "'i thin the ':Vall, through 
which there v.ras only one ent;rance 9 they placed ro·:rs of houses 
upon the model of the servants 1 anarters (Figure I hand j). 
Thus ·eas produced a reticuL;ted plc:m in r.rhich the cross 
roads were along the walls· terraces of houses bounded by 
roads made up the village· like Kahun it had po shops nor 
public buildings. 
Each house was a simplified mini~ture cf the contempor-
ary upper class house. The walls of the main living room 
were projected nbovo tho others, providing a clerestorey along 
east and west .. These walls were notbonded into the party 
walls and were not quite in line from house to house - perhaps 
each occupier built his own. Even so, the comnlete terrace ~as 
in effect a prism of continuous seqtion, similar in lighting 
to the hypostyle hall at Karnak. 
Such an architectural arrangement of identical houses 
would·;have been ·well within the compnss of the A.egenn archi-
tects~ The system of magazines in the basement of the West· 
section of the Palace of Knossos, along one side of a corri-
dor; or that of·Phaestos, along both sides of the corridor, 
are exactly similar to it in essence. But for people to 
live in identical houses there must be coercion - either 
from authority or econo~ic necessity - and we see little 
sign of it in the Acge8n. 
a. Neolithic house at Kagas?, Crete, from Anders6n, ~piers 
. ' ' . ·····t· .,.. . 
and Dinsmoor: · · l'rrchi tecture of Ancient Greece Figure 1, 
A nbut and benn house, or artificiAl cave. It 
was built 12 y2rds a'iiBY fron 8 rock shelter, which it e;vas 
probably constructed to replace. 
b. Plan of late Neolithic houses, Knossos, from Evans: The 
Palace of THnos at Knossos, Vol. II, p.l8. 
t~pifios gro~th by accretion. 
This group 
c. House 0t Vasiliki, from Pendlebury~ Archaeology of Crete, 
p.lOl. A coll~ction of rectangular rooms without a pre-
conceived plnn. 
d. Faience plo.ques from the nTown Mos8ic 11 7 Kriossos, from 
Evans: The Palace of Minos at Knossos, Vol. I. The 
position of the plaques. in the originc::l mosaic is unknown~ 
they are shown as they were probably arranged. 
c. See text page 11. 
f. Plan of Palaikastro, from Annunl of the British School at 
Athens, V6i. IX .(1~02 - ~), Plate VI. An early Cretan 
town, showing the "block as a well-established town form. 
g. Kato Z:~kros~ House of the Late Minoan II period, built 
to ·~ mature courtyard plan. From Pendlebury: Archaeo-
l'ogy of Crete, p. 2'+0. 
:1. ) Eastern Village, Tell el Amarna, from nci ty of Akhenatonn 
i. ) 
j • ) by Feet 2.rid \rroolley, Vol. I. 
..... ;·: 
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0'hen. P9usanias made his tour of Greece.., n.PCl Y!rpte his des-
cription of its monuments smd thing:s of fame as they .oxisted in 
the middle of the second century A.D., he mentioned~streets only 
in the capacity o-f a guide. and never in appraisal. It is true 
that he did not record any visits to cities that we know as 
planned cities, but it is significant that such a percipient 
traveller had nothing to say of the architecture ~f the.~troets 
he passed through. It is a sign, and theta are mnny others, 
that until Hellenistic times the Greeks did not acknowledge the 
street as an architectural form. Three things were responsible 
for this state of affairs~ their ~onception of architeqt~r~, 
their lGck of interest in the ro2d, and the p.eculiar forr1 of 
their houses. 
Buildings, and particul~rly temples, were, for tho classi-
cal Greek, detached objects tQ bo appreciated objectively. The 
various views by ~hich he:memorizod the building and comprehend-
ed its·sh~pe were important only so far as they built up a 
mental image of it. As Letha by. v:roto ~ "they e.imed nt perfect 
1 form, not r:;t amusement for the eye." Tho eye was only the 
servant of the mind. Since the Renaissance, sensuousness has 
so pervaded our art that it is difficult for us to recapture 
the Greek way of viewing a building: of viewing it, that is 
to say, not primarily as a pattern of light and shade, of 
wall surfaces, of shapes interplaying, but primarily as a 
sculptured sh2pc. The Greek architect strove to express tho 
form thnt lay behind the perceptible object~ Plato 1 s 
"absolute and eternal form 1 vvholly 1'081 2,nd wholly intelli-
giblen2 
1 
2 
Lrchitocture 
Ilerbert Re 2d ~ Art nnd Society, p.215 
In painting, sculpture and literature, as well as archi-
tecture, this conceptual attitude had its effect. The Greek 
vase painter represented the phenomena or nature, not by copy-
ing their ~ppearance; but by presenting them as human symbols. 
The Sunri so vase . in the British 1-.. ::useum is described· as follo' .. ".'S 
. ·. l by Gardner :-
''It sho''S us the v:hole morning pageant of nature human-
ised. On the right appears the sun-god driving a chariot of 
winged hbrsos, 0ho rise out of the sea. Before him the stars, 
represented as youths, plunge into tho water. To the left is 
the moon goddess on horseback? setting behind the hills, on. one 
of which is a mountc-dn god in an attitude of surprise. Before 
the sun hurries Eos, the ~inged ·dawn. We have the features of 
the daybreak; but they are all represented not as facts of 
nature, but in their influence· on gods 2nd men.:" 
1r'hen vJe look at this vase we see the delic3cy r1nd rhythm 
of the figures, congrui tics in the pattorn, · balo.nce 9 and s·o 
forth~ th6 Greek would feel the Blation and promise of dawn. 
Landscape. pairiting - tho simul~tion of visual effects - did 
not .sppear until the close of the classical pori9d ••. In the 
Homeric poe~s, Ruskin was unable to find ''any trace of fooling 
for what ::ve ct:'1ll the picturesque. ,;2 
In sculpture the same propensity - of seeing beyond the 
visual image to the mental association -Tins evident. 
Mahaffy3 ~onsidered th.at the Greek mind TJ"'S vvholly s--ctisfied 
with landsc3po presented 2s sculptured grqups of gods, nymphs 
and so or, e""\ch to the observer evoking their appropriate rocks, 
ler>,ping strenm~, springs or groves. 1~1len he coloured stntues, 
brightening their eyes with gems, or clothing them with 
i~lays, the sculptor did so mote ns o tribute to the subject 
or the statue itself thBn as ~ means of captivating tho obser-
ver. In tho statues of Olympian Zeus or Athena Parthenos, 
the full colouring, the iv6ry flesh and n setting of super-
imposed orders inside the temple to give height to the figure 
contributed to·:n3rds producing "tht? very god, m:::tj estic perso.n-
ificstions of the C"l.ctual presc;nce. "4 
---r--Th~-1;~;;-;r-(};·~~k-~ r t-, -;;;-p-~;~;-;-(}~;d~~;--------------
2 Modern Pointers, Part IV 9 Chap. XIII 
3 Social Life·in Gree~c from Homer to Menander, p~471 
4 Theodore Fyfe: Hellenistic Architecture, p.20. 
See also Seltman= Approach to Greek ~rt, p.82 
The eye was the purveyor of ide2s ~· nothing more. 
Two oxnmples show ho~'Greek buildings were affected by. 
this way of thought. If we contr~st the Greek theattB with the 
Roman~ we see th 0 t the bnckground to tho Greek st:-1ge 7" the skene 
was a separnte building· yJith its 'four 'Nr:.1J:s~· roof ~nd colonnnde . 
. . 
In the Ro~an theatre only thG scen~a frons was visible to the 
audience - n vvall of the snDc height qs the auditorium and 
continuous with it, decorated in~high r~lief·to give a sug-
gestion of solidity. vn.ereas visual sugg-estion could bemuse 
the Roman, only the reql thing satisfied the Greek. Again, in 
the building of stoas, ':Jhich to our ninds ore sur.ely tho most 
elastic of buildings, the clnssicnl Greeks kept. to <}. sol~~d 
object of precortceivBd length. Sto 0 s ~t ~thens, Corinth and 
Assos were built as individual buildings, quite unrelated to 
the surrounding pattern of rot>ds. 
This conceptual apprecia~ion of·2rchitecture demanded a 
space about e'vcry import"ntj building1 ·~ By giving- eacb. temple 
its temEmos, to e::ch gyninasium; treasury" or :council hpus.e its 
open spnco, ::1 sort of 3esthet'ic denesno \"Jas provi-ded, in which 
the observer could move. Eoch monument thus kept.is individu-
uality; a humanist principle dear to the Greek. 
Th.§._Q:.r_ee~_l}Qg_g 
It was unusual in C~oee6 to pave roads. Their overland 
routes wore fairly evenly graded 0 nd consequently circuitous. 
But beyond removing the most obstructive boulders little,was 
done to ease tho lot of the donkeys ADd pack oxen thAt 
carried the merchRndise 2 . fj,lthough tr;1de and· commerce fig-
ured l~rgely in the life of the c~ty stAtes, we may be sure 
that it was the sea routes that C 0 ptured tho Greek's imAgine-
titn. Homer abounds in sea voyages, their hazerds and joys, 
as indeed wu should expect in the poetry of an island or 
maritime people. 
In the citibs, tho roads showed little advance upon the 
track vJnys of Gpu.r_nia. St-eps were indispens~ble u_pon the 
'' ' . ~ . . 
--------------~-..;...  _______________________ . --------
l 
2 
See Hunt: Measure~ Symmetry in trchitecture 
Neuberger: Die Technik des ~lterturmi, p.452 
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hilly sites~ cmd although the .'Niqth of the town roads vvas 
1 probably. adequate 9 the gradicmts must have tqxed the stout-
est-' he ar.t. 
. ' \' 
Pe_rhaps :the strongest argunent that the Greeks thought 
little. of. the efficiency of their to'im transport comes from 
the Hippodfi\L1ian road gr.id i tse..Lf. , Ignoring a number of 
methods by wh;i.ch. ensy gradi.ents could h~we been achieved,. 
' . 
th.e. pLmners chose a plan which .meant steep inclines. to':7ards 
the city walls and ~ross roads every 100 feet pr so 
The G£§.ek HO!J...§..Q 
If ws can generalise from ex~avations at Olynthus, the 
mediuo .. sized tovm house of the fifth and fourthcenturies B.C. 
obtained· its light 1:1ainly fror1 it:$ courtyard. It seems un-
. '' 
likely that windovvs, vJhich were never 8 feature of temples 
and public buildings figures largely in the house 2 . It is 
well knorm thr.t. the citizen devoted his surplus money to the 
public bui'ldings end d~d not, until Hellenistic tirJ.es, vaunt 
it in personal show. Dull.house exteriors were tho result. 
~Pnbaked bricks rendered over with clay were the most connon 
means of construction. 
El£nngg_IQ:w:!..§. 
How the public buildings, the roads and the houses stood 
in.importance in the architect's mind is evident from the 
. ' ~ . 
planned towns. At f~rst glance the Hippodamian town plan 
appears as a network of roads, as if it we~o. conceived as an 
area of buildings with roads cut through it. Closer inspec-
tion shows that the reverse is true - it is an ordered 
arranger:1ent of public buildings and b1ocks, pre -determined 
in• size, fitted together rdth little concern for the r9 ads. 
"ychorley gives the key to the systerr: "Each block is 
) 
allowed its full area, and provision is made in tne origin-
al lay-out for streets of more than usual width where, .th.e:7 
--x-----------------------------------------~---~--·--·--· ·~~~---
In a r 1ocont survey of CAsbridgo~ a carriagB-way carrying up -Eo +00 :ootor vehicles and 2,u00 cycles an hour·was on~y 15 1 6~ 11 rc'ido. nt, ono point (To':m Plnnning Insti tJ?,to 
Suunor School 1948. Trt~nsactions ,_ p. 93·L Th1.s road. ,J..s 
one foot loss th~n tho roads of Miletu~. 
2 For a full discuss.ion. of window.s in the Gre.ek rtouse, 
see Robinson~ Excava'tions of Olynthus? Vol. VIII, p. 264. 
In the reconstructions Robinson shows.windows towards1 the Ntirth on tno upper flbors, renaer1.ng the rooms vu -
nerablc to the ptcsi8n winds~ 
ll..:._ ~H;§_§J~!m~T-1li_ AN C I ~ITT_QES:f1Q~---------·-------------~~.:_ ... 
are r~quired~ the framework of the plan is not simply two 
sets of lines at right angles, b~t something which requires 
ni~er calculation; two sets of strips 3 which though not 
necess9riJ._y alL of the sqme 1'!~dth forr:t rectangles all the 
same size~n At ply_nthus2 .th~ block dimensions. can be ex-
pressed as round.nunbers of unit Greek feet~ the roads 
cannot 2 • 
Neither at Kiletus nor at Olynthus, so far as it is 
excavated, is there 2 sp;i.ne or a road whose requirements 
dictated tho size and shape of the buildings. At Milotus 
the roads in tho throe main areas did not lead to one another, 
and between them the agora and the majority of public build-
ings stood aloo.f fror. the :road ·p8ttern. FThere the plots 
conforned to the grid in one dfrection, they blocked the 
roads in the other. The nrchit_e.cts, it would appear, r:ere 
reluctant to allow anything, even their passion for order, to 
influence th~{r ~onc~ption of the size and 1orm of the build-
ings and house blocks. That they should c6nstrict the tra-
di tionai f;orm. of their, public buildings to fit into a ron.d 
grid did not occur to them until Hellenistic times. That 
a building should be demeaned into a mere facade to contri-
bute to a visual P0ttern ·.vas beyond nnd probably beneath 
them, 
Thus the Greek tm-:n plc=m ':''as a true descendant of· its· 
Aegean forbear~ a pattern of bu~ldings, not of roads9 not 
a cimal.,s.:y;st;or:', but an ordered nrchipelago. The blc:mk house 
wall~, the ·indi~idual ~nd·stulpturesqrie architecture of tho 
public buildings, their island siting,. tho don:inance of the 
building over the road, all c6~bined to prevent tho street 
from becoming an urban form in plnnned to~ns. Tho stre6t 
as we know it did of course exi~t in Gre~6e. Shops li~ed 
-r----------------------------· ------------
How the Greeks ~uilt Citi2s - ~ote VII, 5 (quoted 
froD von GorkanJ. Robortson 1 s analvsis of Priene 
supports this. (H8ndbook of Greek ~nd Ronan ~rchi­
tecture 1. p .190 ( 6) ). Lcwedan, ho1JJever, r.rri te s "Il 
est cer~a1n que, dans tous los cas, les traceurs Q.u,..plan ooT_t. pon$e d' 2bo-rq. 8. lQ rue et nonl pas aux 1J_ots" ~- · \fhsto1re de L 1 l'rban1sr:r1e I, p. l_b+/ 
. ..\ ,. . 
2 Robinson: Olynthus VIII, p.29 
many of the roRds. Through a process ~e shall observe in 
Syria, existing roads must have been a strong force in the 
growth of towns, and thereby caused street development. But 
in plnnning nevv towns 9 vvhere the architects so to speak held 
all the Cards, We should expect theFl to haVe siezed upon the 
chance for developing those eleBents they considered most 
promising -but they discarded the street. It existea only 
as an accidental forM. 
If we follow g freenpn through his day, we can gather 
something of wh2t his attitude must hcwe been towards the 
streets of his town. 
"He rose about dawn and ~/lashed either with the help of 
a slave, or at one of the public fountains in the streets~ 
Then he took exercise at home or in the gymnasia or paid 
calls, until it was tiDe for him to go to the agora. ~his 
was tho time when the market W8S frequented, when business 
was done, ?hen the news.w2s discussed, or converJation on 
more serious subjects was carried on. In bad weather people 
would congregate in the porticoes thet surrounded the agora, 
and even in the shops; in winter 9 those were most popular 
which required a fire, such ss the smithies or furnaces of 
Baths. Boy~ and young men, who as 2 rule avoided the agora 
itself, wore also in tho habit of loitering about the shops. 
At midday the agora bccace deserted. It was usual to take 
a n1Gal of sono sort, though this Y'Ias not of n forrual chnrac·-
ter, nor was it necessary to go home for it. Probably many 
people contented theMselves with buying some of the food 
usually hawked about the ngora and ate it on the spot, or 
in some convenient shop. It was about midday probably that 
places of resort such as the barbers' shops were most fr8-
quented 2nd also the lGsche which correspond in some ways 
to a modern cafe 1 vvhile the afternoon vias spGn t in the gym-
nasia or the baths. So the time was passed until the hour 
of sunset brought tho timG of the evening meal~ vvhich vvas 
more of 9 forr:1al and social function 9 ~md vJas taken either 
at home or at the house of a friend. In most cases this 
meal was probably a ~oderate one and the habit of aarly 
rising seems to imply an habitually early bedtime. It was 
probably an 1.;musual thing to pursue Dny serious· employment 
CJ.fter the evening meal, but n fe'!J studious and literary 
people ·worked lnte at night 9 3nd such. a practice w.as ·pro-
bably necessary to those whose whole day was taken up with 
political and social duties.n · 
The freeman~ then~ spent his daily lif~ in places and 
buildings specially suited to his pursuits9 apart from 
his evening meal, his house saw little of him during the 
day. Tho agora with its shops attracted the crowd~ that 
we now see in the streets. There was little to tempt the 
casual stroller in those narrow windowless alleysj unlit 
This quotation is abridged from ~ace & Gardner 
!!House and Furniture·." 
at night~ without sidew:Jl~? etnd of tog unp,sved~ nnd except for 
-----
nouse aoors occasionally porttcqed~ an occasional-inn-sign 
or street name~ quite unadorned. In ~thens there was some-
time~ beside the door a little stone pillared shrine, dedi-
cated to t~pollo fJ.gyeius, guardian of .the. roads1 . There· were 
few trees in tho city and nona in the streets. Women seldom 
·appeared in tho streets~ when they did~ a rigid docorur:.1 wns 
enjoined upon them2 . 
For most of the ·wintor 9 the east-west streets were 
untouched by the sun, c:md tho knoyledgo that the houses were 
flooded with sunshine ~dded to ~he st~ong feeling of exclu-
sion. Perhaps the closest equivalent to the Greek domestic 
street in our ago are the corridors in an ocean-going liner-
a !}~cessary ni.eans of access behveEm the sleeping, .place.s., the 
bathrooms and tho.public room~~ no ~la6~ io li~ger in. 
Th§Ll:!.Q1U?.Q_End_th_g._Q!'_ty 
In ·fo'rmulptin~ 8 de~8iled to\'rn. plan,. th:o architect 
had first to decide upon the size of the house blobk. From 
it ·the entire -pattern 2:rc so. · ( t. t Prio'no it even d~c.idod 
the size of the r.go·rh). · CcYmpactnoss in tho ne\nJ.ly. founded 
towns .was net an·ovcrriding no~d. Hous6s had an ample, even 
luxurious floor are:--: of 3' 6oo sq. ft. and upw:Jrds. . r~rrangod 
within ,their· three p8:rty ·walls and ift>from. inside~ they 
did no.t· make use of the road as a reservoir' of light' arid 
were~~argor in con~equence. Many more.roads thnn we should 
consider necdssarY were provided. 
The ~orcc of concontratibn was nothing like so stfong 
as it was in·the Kiddle ~gd~ in Northern Europe. Realizing 
that the poor soil of Greece c6uld net support increasing 
populations, tho philosophers encouraged abortion? birth 
control~· ~xposure of newly borh children 3.nd even ho~c-
. ·. .. . . ' ~· 
sexuality in o.n attmnpt t,J keep the popul2tion st:1tionary 
~~Nil~~~~~--ili~to;;-~r-R~iigi~;~-~~109--------------~----
2 "For freeborn d nr:1 e, the street d0or is the 'limit ·by 
convention fixsd." (Ivienander). [, woman wh'' rr;iscon-
ducted .h.orself··:hn· th8 street risked a fine of no ·· , 
loss than 1,000 d·rachr!ae. (Mahaffy~ Social' Life 
in Greece, P-339) 
3 Glotz: The Greek Gi ty, p .2,6 
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In the Middl~ Ages tho most important mat~ematical factor 
in the size. of _0 ,. town w_ns the length of its perime~or~. 
·which had to be w.ql-led, and manned. In Greece slavery eased 
' . < 
th . b d ' t ~'" l t . . d . d b t 
- _ls ur en. n. ,·n e us proVlSlon was rna e 1n an a ou 
the ~gora for. future needs~ but it was only ~00 years later 
that it was used1 . 
By. keeping few. _houses t:' _a b,lock~ the prchi teet left 
each .house its individunlity. By means of the many roads 
thus provided:~ all_ the citizens_ ha.d very _ready access to 
one. another. Plato i.n the 11 1\_epublic 11 gave the social basis 
of. this neeq2 • 
"L city then.~···~·~takcs.its rise frJm this, that 
non~ of us happens to be self suffi~i~nt, bttt is'indigont 
of P.latl.Y things. . . . . Thus? then, one . per son taking in one 
person for 6rte indigence, and anothb~ fdr andth~r: as 
they stand in need of many things~ they,asse~ble into one 
habit2tion many crxapanions cmd nssistants;_ .and tQ_j;{r;i_s 
joint habitation_we give the name city~~·~· ~nd they 
mutually exchange -vvith one another, e8.ch judging ·that 2 if 
he either gives or takes in exchange it will be for hls 
advnnt8ge. 11 • · 
Reinforcing this theoroticnl ranson for 8 lerge· ntunber. of·• ' 
small blocks was the need to localise fire~ 
·The new to>:vns had house plots of ·strmd~rd siz·es l. and 
quite obviously in selt3cting them the archi teet hr:rdr in 
mind the urban, close-built type 'of house 1JJi th its court:-· 
yard. · Ro-binsr;n -~onsidors th'3t the past8s type wns general~ 
the p'rost8s t~rpo C\t Prieno -~ lccnl- vnri..,,tioh. · t'is vre havB 
seen, the urban house in the ["egenn 'rtas bUilt nbout a 
. ' .. 
courtyard, and it i.'s likely th.-,.t the pnst'ns developed 
frcri:t the sunniest roor:1. We 'jre unnble t\"J compare· the 
_, 
town house with early f~rn hous~s, for norie are knowri, 
but it seems·th2t the fifth century marior had the s1.me 
. . . . ·-· 4 
courty3rd rnid bl2nk outer.wnlls 1-. In ri-iaking· the C•Jurt"' 
• •. J 
yard the centre-piece, the urban Greek ~rtshrined ~t~once 
....... 
his wish for enclosure and his.love of space 8nd open 
air (Fi~ure IIa~ b, c and g). 
. . . 
-----· ·-+-------. --. -----. -.. -.... -~ 
l S"!!e '~'ycherley: The ;\got a or' M.iletus ·; 
2 Book II 
3 Jlynthus: 100 x 120 1 Kilet~s: 17~ x 100 1 • 
Priene: 160 x 120' 
4 Rider: T~10 Greek H use 1 p.69, and rrycherley~ 
How the Greeks Built Ci~ies, p.l96. 
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1~'i thin the boundaries of the plot, each house at ground 
- ~ . 
level W3S q~ite free of its fellows in its internal arr~nge­
ment, and apparently so long as the courtyard was pr~~lded, 
any plan could be used. But on the first floor the rooms 
did not extend ever the vvhole ~roa and their· arrangement? 
at least at Olynthus, nffected tho planning system of the 
. whole to1vn. 
Q.J:yntbJd§. 
The r.:rth Hj ll at Olynthus provides the only evidence 
so far excavated for the Hellenic house. In general th~ 
arrangement of the typical Olynthinn house fits the advice 
of Socrates in Xenophon's Memorabili2: 
"Is it pleas nnt," he asked, "to h ~we it cool in sumr.wr 
and warl"l in winter':'" Lnd · vvhon . they n[;reed vvi th tht s also, 
"Now in houses with a south n sp ect, the sun's rny s p ene-
trg.te intc the-porticoes in winter, but in summer the path 
of the sun is fight over our heads and above the roof, so 
thnt .. thGr.e is shade ... If then this i"s the best arrangement, 
we should build the south facing side loftier to get the 
winter sun1 and the north f~cing side lower to keep out 
cold 'Ninds . " 
Similar literary evidence of the need for careful orienta-
tion is found in Euripides, Dc~OJ.csthones :1nd others2. There 
ha~ been sor:w :-::rgument ,qbcmt the precise 2pplic"tir;n of 
. . . . ) 
these principles~. Th~re can, hc~ever, be no doubt that 
the pastas hous6s of Olynthus were designed Tiith them in 
mind. Bach hous o, fi·on ','Jh 1 tcvor direction it 'Nas entered, 
had its pnstns on the N•·rth. Tho prestos type at Priene 
and the psst2s-peristyle type 8t D~los sho~ the ss~e regnrd 
for tho sun and 'ivind. 
Ih the five blocks of houses between nvenues ~ snd B 
and streets V to IX 2t Olynthus, the ~ost striking thing. 
in the gener8l VRriety of pl~ns is how· the pgstas wall con~ 
tinues through all .the blocks (Fj_ --,~.re. lid). The p8st:1s 
itself is sometimes broken, sometimes absent altogether, 
but in each block this line of wall runs through about 
---1---------.,--- ----· --·---------------------------------
Lceb1s tran~lntion, quoted by.Robinson 
2 
3 
Rider~ Tho Greek House, pp. 2J0-237 
Robinson: Excavations nt Olynthus, Vol. XII, 
p.3, nota 7 
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16 ft. from the north vJail. 'e rnust ·suspect· nt c)nce thr:~t it 
has n structurnl signifi~nnce. In the light of other evi~ 
dence.for an upper storey over the northern pArt of the house, 
we CAn see in this rcgulnr distnnce between the pastas and 
' ' 
the exterior W3ll n reasonnbla rnnximu0 for a joist span for 
the upper floor. The upper walls must have followed those 
below, so that the upper storey roof must have been of. con-
. .. .. 
stant span throughout the block. 'H6uses with continuous 
' ' l 
roofs were mentioned in dram~ , and in his reconstruction 
Robinson shov1s tho Olynthi;n houses 'Ni th a continuous hipped 
roof, with gable ends 2 . They are without doubt the earliest 
ter~ace houses·we know.in Burcpe (Figure IIe). 
Not all the houses in these five blocks had upper 
~toreys. · But those which had. were the first to be built3. 
' ' ' 
The double storey terraces g8.VG .. li.near emphasis to the 
blocks, and probably account for their exceptional propor-
tions - 5 to 2. Many blocks Tiere erected as one ·building, 
the found8tions being bonded through ·from house to. house1+. 
There is, therefore, evidence th?t the architect of the 
city had in mind a ·whole residential area of high c.nd low 
terraces 9 ensuring to sll a fpir .share of sunshine· in houses 
designed to enjoy it; Had it boon completed, the city 
(perhaps it would be rnore accurate to call it p suburb) with 
its sunless streets, would have been to a pedestrian the 
dreariest and glooniest of all time (Figrire IIf). 
Let us pause for a moment tr) coEJ.pare it ··with Tell el 
fi.rnarnq. The ccr:1parison illustr~.tes ::m old principle - that 
ooral and amoral intentions can produce similar results. 
Parsioony and military controi produced the terraces of 
--~-------------.:....---------------------------------------
1 Robinson: .Ibid, Vol. VIII, p.2J7, note 14 
2 It i~ interosti~g, in view of ~odern roofing methods. to 
consider that a Slnple hen-coop roof, high at the so6th, 
low a.t the north, rmuld have (a) c'~nplied literBlly with 
Xcnophon 1 s rcc·~:nc.endntions ·'1.. (b) avoided rainv:ater spill-
ing fr•;n a height cnto root-s o.b·;ut the courtynrd, 
(c) justified the drainage alley in the middle of the 
blocks, giving an nlternativ~ reason - protection fran 
splashes - for the rubble lining at the base of the 
north wall, and (d) avoided a thrust onto the upper 
colonnade. The nntofixes may hove been at the lower 
level. 
3 Olynthus, Vol. VIII, p.34 
4 Olynthus, Vol. VIII, p.37 
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th E t V'll t ' e /JS ern J_ nge a '"rt'.8rn'1, Olynthus wss plnnnod t~ give 
to each citizen 8 house of nc6c~tcid adequacy. The rodca~ing 
feature nt Olynthus >.:~s si·-:lply the size of the house, nnd 
the vsriety of plon such rm arc" ·1llovved- ~,600 sq. ·ft. 
against 5'40 ·sq. ft. nt t..r:nrno. ,-c fool thnt only degrndcd 
people could li vu -::t .::- -::rnn 9 ".nd if we knmv nothinG else of 
the Grcdks, we woUld not nttributc Olvnthinns with in1gina-
tion. The kno'?lcdge th.-,t tho Gr::.:ek thought Flore r;f the 
inside of his ho2c th-::n the outside is sufficient to.lift 
Olynthus into ; different class. 
Q~iQntntion_Qf_thg~Hous~nng_t~e Qity 
The ideal oriont...,tion of tho houses and of the town it- . 
self nust have been rel2ted. It is ·difficult to establish 
whether, in gcner'"1l, the house. •oric;nt?ted the tmm. In a 
chequ:erbc: ?rd plrm 'Yi th squ2re insul'lc -:nd introverted hcmse 
plans, no r_~ri ent.,tion of tho city could thr·.)'N: .n house .more 
than 1+5° off its ide2l orient:<tion.-:Von Gork::m 1 s -::n':llysis 
of the orientation of rcpds is br.sGd upon 27' ox-::r1.plcs, -:11, 
with one or two BXtdptions, Holl~histic1 . 
marked prcforGncc for nli~ning nnjor town ro.,ds rrlnng the 
cardinal points. (Roads nt Hcrnkli3, Nic1ea, P3cstu~, 
Solinus, Prienc, Mngncsin, PcrgRDon l2y within J'G of then). 
He makes rescrv1tions for inaccuracies both in nodorn sur-
veys and by tho ancient survsyors 9 nnd the question is 
complicated by the terrain upon 'JJhich the cities were 
built. Only ~t Prione and Delos has a recognisnblo house-
type boon found, and Delos vv..,,s not a planned city. Tho 
blocks and roads at Prienc nero laid exactly on tho car-
dinnl points, but this nrrangenent also fitted the terrain 
and tho coast line. Olynthus w~s orientated almost due 
North and South, and in defnult of further evidence we 
can assurw th?.t the houses 'Nero responsible. The fl.at-
topped I'Torth hill ndnir:1ble sui ted this orient.qtion (its 
sides running roughly cnst and west), but there arc no 
l Griechische Stadteanl~gen, p.79, fig.? 
a. House ~t Pricno (rest red) fron Rsbertson: Handbook· 
of Greet<:: ;:md Ronan .r.rchitccturo, p.299. :Sven where 
daylight was nvnilable at the corners,of blocks, 
the Gr~eks retninod the courtyard plan. 
b. l'1Inisc:>n de ln Colline, Delos, fr•)n RJbcrtson, op cit 
Plate XXII. Tho ro"-d'-'!OY is sir:ply the space left 
over by the buildinGs. 
c. House of Dionysus, Delos, from Royal Institute of 
British trchitects, Town Planning Conference Trans-
·<"lctions, p .120. 
d. ·Plan of five blocks at Olynthus from '7ycherley: Greek 
Houses 1t Olynthus, R.I~B.~. Journal January 1947. 
e. Sketch of building systen, Olynthus, fron south-east 
from Robinson~ Excavations at Olynthus. 
f. Typical Street (Enst-1::est) Olynthus. 
g. Plan of typical house ':D the IJorth Hill, ·Olynthus, 
from Robinson: .Excavations at Olynthus, part VIII, 
Plate 100 also restoration Figure 5. 
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temples ·or 'anything to suggest· ony· ether· foetor th2t could con-
tend in iuportance with the house1 
:f:h.§L.§.tr_sot_in_Unclnnngd Town§. 
Tho pastas house vrAs cv~~lve.d in the o'ldcr unplanned~ cities. 
We may, if we· plcose, consider the. noy:ly plnnned cities as tho 
fulfil6ent of general trends in the old ~ver-grown cities. 
V.!hat is rwre likely, ::md. frnr't our present .doy experience al-
most certain, is that in cDrrecting f:ults of principle in the 
old cities~ tho now depnrted com.pletely fror{l ~he· p ::ttcrr: __ ?.E the 
old. 'There is AS nuch difforcmco botvvoen tho old South Hill 
at Olynthus, which hA.d been iri c·;ntimJ.ous occup...,tion since 
1,000 B.c.~ e:md the nc'.'J tc~n·:n on tho 1-"'orth Hill, as there.is 
between the foreshore schano for Cape Town, ~nd the Malay·quar-
ter of the sa1•1o city.·. Lorge invcl v·od blocks iJ : nri th t•Nr) -rooned 
houses, lin'od ·tho reads;· ccmditi-ons there nust have• boon 
typicAl of' all ald Greek citi.cs. In :.thens itself tho streets 
were ·n:otrniously difficult ·;.. only fi vo p·ersons could vvn~k 
abrdast slo:hg the P:n2thennic '"':y. Sc\ ·crngosted w·ero they 
that aftef the PersiAn :~1rs the city ~ould not be rebuilt to 
a new plciri~ but "like LondDn after tho "GrG2t Fire,, it. arose 
upon tho old. In .'.rist tlo' s tE•e, c:Jndi tions wore \Vors.o 
than ever. In tho Constitution of ~thcns be nontions ~s 
port Of the dutios of the nstyrionoi~ to "prevent the. ccnstruc-
tion of buildings encro qchin:; em and balconies overhenging. 
the ro8ds, of sverhend c·>nduits (gutters).with 11n nverflmv 
into the road, qnd of YJind.)ws opening out7vrtrd on to tho -ro0.d2 . 11 
Se;r,yi,ce§. 
rn· later periods bf history, drninago and-wqter supply 
helped towqrds linc~r·arrnnge~ont in towns: It R8S.not so 
in Greece; utilities f r serving the houses hqd no effect 
upc)n their layout. R'1inwc:Jter sinply rsn down the hill 
along tho roadways, which, tc' prevent scourinG' v:oro c 'bbled 
at their steepesi p~rti. There are few signs of house 
l 
2 
The ternplcs 1t Solinus 9 \7hich lonr~; ·mtedAted the now 
tovm, 'VVere ro spc:nsi blc fr1r its c:rient8tion. 
Loeb 1 s· Tr2nslo.t'ion .. 
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drainage even in Hellehistic to~ns. ·The theatre quarter at 
Delos had street drains serving each hous~, but the stTe~ts 
1 Vvere nr:lrrow c:nd tc:-rtuc~us· . ,.,D ter supply -~-1-J'lS crx:Emnal.. Even 
nt Priene, ':Jhose site YJ?.S fo.vcurable, v1ater \vas supplied 
The pcoplb of Pergamon ~nd . 
Samos 9 vvho· built their water supply \vith so much ingenuity 9 
. . . .l. 
drew th~ir wate~ at public fouritainsJ. 
and wells viere the usual r'l-<"Jthod of supply. 
lirb.§11 Bgi,l,ding£ 
t feature of tho strong t~ad~tion iti urban b~ilding 
was the party wal1, vvhich wqs in generol use,· Many ex8r1ples 
'. ~.. . . 
of stepping the pC'rty "\vall in pLm suggest that ah owner 
b~ilding nlongisde an existing v.rnll hnd the ri[",ht tn toke 
. I . 
support fr.;·: it. The f."lct th2t they r·1ight remnin exposed to 
rm unbuilt site prc1bably 8CCDunted 'flH their thickness being 
the same as the outer walls· stability and resistance to 
weather vJero the Dain ccmsider3tic-hs. In fitting plans 
into the irregl1lar si tcs f tho th·c~trc quarter at Delos-, 
thei cou.rty8rd wr.s s"crificcd ·in tho sEl?ller h(mses! it 
bece:H!lG an i'rregu·l~u light -·well. In the larg'er ht;uses ~ where 
there ;was a peristylar court, tho rooDs tdck second place, 
and ~ere tapered. 
Upper flo rs wer6 also in general use. Iri the ~towd~d 
qu8rtors of Delos there ere exnr~ple-s where they ·cov.ered 
t_!:1e whole plot' except tho c.J·urtya.rd1+. · Delos vies n t~er-· 
chants' city~ 8 fine view of the sen and the harboU:r 9 
escape fros tho vapours of the roadway at night and dust. 
And rrniiJdinoss by dny ::D.USt h?VG rlnde the upper floors pre-
ferable. The oriental hab~t of sleeping upon the roofs 
ll18Y have cc)mo vVi th the l:Jerchant ships that . 8richorod there • 
Generally sleeping r·Jcms r1ere placed upon the first floor. 
Fron the position of stairways it has been suggested that 
. . 
_______ .. ________ __,; ____ . _______________________________ • ____ -!"'jo 
1 Laidlaw: History of D~los, p.239 
2 Vrm Gerkan~ Griechiscf!.e Stadtc8nlagen, · p. 88 
- . . . 
3 For 8 full description of these pipelines see 
Neuburger: Die Tochnik des tlterturms~ p;42l:~t seq. 
4 Robertson: Handbook of Greek and Roman &rchitecture, 
p.30l 
soce upper fl6ors wer~: used as flat~ enter~d froB the street1 • 
Occasionally upper floors. \'.'ere nore .luxurious than the lower. 
This caused the he1ght of the house to increase~ the 11Hcuse 
of the Tr'ident" reached nn overr.ll he~ght of 30 ft. 2 . The 
ordered houses of the ·North Hill at Olynthus 9 in which the 
upper floor was ·devoted to either guests .or women's apartments, 
were only 17 ft.· high. to eaves. 
Balconies, fron which the sights of the city could be 
seen, had been coi:lnon from much e::rlier times. t.ccording to 
~ristotle, ~ippias tax~d balconies in Lthen~ tow~rds the close 
of the Siith Century, B.c~, and later forbqdo them nltogether3. 
She ps T:cr.::: sir~ply. rrjQrJS in the house? wi ~h only a door to 
the street. fit Olyrithus, the north-south avenues (thP~t is, 
' I • -
the sunnier streets) held most of them, and street corners 
were t:1e com:1onest position. Gener.".lly, the shopping centre 
was of course in the Lgora. 
The picture th~t nrchaeclogy and literature give us of 
the Greek street is very sketchy. Llthough at Olynthus and 
early Miletus tho detail is clear 9 ne should give much to 
know hov: representative it is cf the hundreds of other cities 
that form the ·whole scene. In nttempting 8. surTtary it is 
easy to overlook this - th2t we nay be generalising from 
forms th!lt were experimental, locc:l or epheE1eral. 
"On the shore where Tine cnsts up its stray wrecksge 
we gather corks and broken pL:mks, ':!hence r,mch may be 
C:~rgued and more guessed; but whnt the great ship WaP, that 
has gone down int::: the deep 1 thnt we shnll never see~+." 
There is enough evidence, however, tn show th?t, even 
in the formnlised pattern of the pl"tnned tovms, the archi-
tectural character cf the street never bocqne more than that 
of its hegean ancestor, whose shnpe was negC~tive, the resi-
duum of space between the blocks of buildings. 
1 
2 
~ 
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Rrbcrtson: Greek nnd Roman &rchitacturc, p.302 
Laidlaw: Hist~ry of Delos, p.242 
Thr""_ist clcs nls._~ -or~,hibited bnlc nics in tho Fifth 
Century (Rcbins n:c,p cit XII 9 p.399, :No.71 
G •. - . Travoly,-cm: The Present Position of History. 
~..:...:..TH]!___bflG-HI_TEGT1[;RE:...:.,OF_[HE_§J:.:E2E£ 
Exclu~ion WAS ~he keynote - the maze of crossroads, the locked 
door, the blank wall, all c~ntributed. 
The street could nc~er be seen as a positiv~ shape. Gf 
the three responsible f2ctors mentioned at the beginning of 
the chapter, the house •:vas the most effectual. Its sunny 
courtyard, born and nurtured in the tightly built blocks of 
earlier towns, was the stronge~t sinGle factor in the layout 
of the city. 
Common building Y:1CJ.teri8ls and the ropeti tive pattern 
of blocks, which could hnve given o. bssis for architectural 
treatment, were w~sted, because the rdad they enclosed was 
of no crmsequence cr;np.sred to the buildings. 'Yhat happened 
when this precedence Y'!8.S • ro~ersed We Shall study in. tho 
next chopter. 
III 
In orqer to illustrate characteristics of the Greek 
street~ I haveq when it seemed profitable in the interests 
of clearness, referred to the cities of Priene, Miletus arid 
Delos. The Priene we know from eic~vatioris is that of the 
late Fourth Century B.C. s when r;:iletus also had its greatest 
expansion. Delos grew mainly in the Third and Second Centu-
ries. From a chronological point of view, then, there is 
no justification for mentioning these cities in any but a 
Hellenistic context, but in essence their art carried on the 
classical tradition. The growth_of towns and their special 
features is a capricious process. Climate, local abilities, 
the materials at hand for building, the whims of prosperity 
arid the power of philosophy - these factors make differences 
between towns, but they seldom act in unison, and they sel-
dom act continuously. tm analysis by dates is all but 
imp(;)ssi b_le. 
Particularly is this difficulty found in writing an 
acc6unt of Hellenistic, Graeco-Roman and Roman town architec-
ture. In the Roman colonnaded streets of Palmyra we can see 
? .new mcvement in full flood. Although in Etruri~ and the 
Orient, and in Greece itself~ some of its tributaries are 
clearly evident, their influence, spread over some three or 
four centuries, is obscure. In attempting to trace it, we 
are.armed with little in the way of concrete evidence, parti-
cularly.of the period of greatest development. The problem 
is like tho interpolation of a curve, only the beginning 
and end of which are known. 
I propose to trace this new movement from its source 
in the Early East to Roman Syria. If, by doing so, histori-
cal order is sacrificed - for we shall have to retrace our 
steps v'Jhen the Roman street is described - and Rome is 
thereby robbed of BDme _of hGr §hare - I hope that there 
will be a gain in the continuity of this extremely important 
period in street architecture. For the title of the chapter 
I have taken the word "Hellenistic" in its geographical sense~ 
indicating the architecture of the Eastern Mediterranean1 • 
~rti~ti£_Iradi!iog~_Qf_Gr~ce-2n£_the_E~~t 
The electrum coins of J'"iletus bore a lion looking back-
wards over its shoulder; above it was a star. It was an 
excellent symbol of the role that the Ionian city-states~ and 
Miletus in particular, played in the life of Greece. Long 
before the Macedonian conquests~ in the Seventh C2~tury, a 
strong mercantile link had been forged between the cities of 
the East and those of Asia Minor~ and the very appearance of 
coinage there at that time was ~ direct reiult of it. West-
wards and southwards from Miletus the ship was the instrument 
of trade: eastwards and northwards it was the caravan. 
Fiilesian explorers founded colonies up to the shores of the 
Black Sea as well as upon the Nile. The caravan trade of 
Sumer and Babylon reached Ionia~ giving it a connection over 
direct trade routes, protected and governed by a strong legal 
code, with the sea mouths of the Tigris and Euphrates 1,200 
miles away. Such ports as Miletus became entrep8ts between 
east and west~ end thus, in Ionia, were mingled the artistic 
traditions of the two civilizations. 
In many respects they were directly opposed. Classical 
humanism savv the god embodying divine qualities in human 
form: divinity in the east was suggested by men with animal 
additions and symbols, such as Isis and Osiris, the winged 
human-headed lions of Ni.mroud 9 and the ubiqui taus sphinx. 
Individual man in Greece was always accorded his personality. 
In reliefs of battles and processions the sculptor attempted 
to make every man distinct. Compared with them the iden-
tical archers in the frieze of the Hall of Darius at Susa, 
all in step, have an anonymity that makes us shudder. 
-----------·-------· ---· -----~-----------
l See Fyfe~. Hellenistic Architecture, p.2 
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The chief decorative motif in the Palace of Persepol~s is the 
procession 1 either of the king's army or of subjects come to 
pay tribute. Mankind in the East was seen as a file of soldiers. 
In Eastern Architecture, ornament was applied for its own 
sake. The pleasures of the eye were well known. Even in the 
classical period this tinge could be seen in Ionian art, in 
the difference between the Doric and Ionic capital. The Doric 
capital clearly expressed its structural origins, whereas 
whatever derivation 1/,re accept for the Ionic order, vve can only 
view the finished capital as the solution of a visual problem~ 
how to resolve the vertical lines of the column vvith the hori-
zontal line of the architrave. 
Over many centuries, the traditions of the East crept like 
a rising tide past Ionia and into the river of Greek culture. 
With Alexander's conquests, the bore of the river swept far 
out to sea before the waters mingled. Architectural style in 
the east became predominantly Greek, but the forms it e~pressed 
v:ere Oriental. 
1he Rog~_in_the_&g2~ 
It has been suggested earlier that the Sippodarnian road 
grid, which is the most obvious feature of the Ionian planning 
system, may have been imported from the East; and that in the 
East it arose not as a building pattern, but as a road pattern. 
This theory is strengthened if we consider the age old impor-
tance of the road in Western Asiq. 
The regimes of Sumer, Assyria, Egypt and Persia were 
military or theocratic, and held their subjects by means of 
good land communications. The earliest known wheel was 
excavated at Kish and belonged to a chariot dating from 
~,200 B.C. 
2' 50 0 '3. c. 
In the Indus valley the vvheel vJas kno':m by 
A picture of a domesticRted camel was carved 
upon an Egyptian tomb about ~,ooo B.C. Mules, asses and 
horses dre'.:,r W8gons under the first dynasty of Ur. Trade in 
lapis lazuli from Afghanistan reached Persia and Arabia in 
3,ooo B.c. 1 The oldest paved road, made to convey limestone 
to the pyr.amid -of Cheops, '~ras laid at about the· ·sa.me time·. 
Few paved roads outside the cities have been found in Syria, 
but for the camel, which came to be the chief means of trans-
port, paving was not necessary. For the quick move.ment of 
troops, graded tracks were essential, and the general use of 
the chariot shows that they were common. 
From the earliest civilizations, then, the Orient inheri-
ted a firm tradition of land transport. Trading post3 grew 
up about the trade routes, taking the road itself as the 
spine and axis of growth. 
Processional wavs 
---------------~-
Through the agency of religious and military processions, 
the approach road had become the architectural significance 
in Western Asia, but not in Greece. Haverfield stated that 
the processional way had established itself in Greece in the 
? Fifth Century, B.C.- In the Greek religious procession the 
freeman took part as a pilgrim. The journeys to mountain 
tops and between cult-places took routes hallowed by tradi-
tion, and had no architectural setting. The procession from 
Miletus to the temple of Apollo Didymaeus was ~ifu~ly an 
eleven-mile walk over the hills, it left the city by the 
Sacred I~Tay and was joined by those who came by sea. Some-
times singers and dancers met the pilgrims3. The pilgrims 
who undertook the voyage to Delos to worship Apollo or take 
part in the games that followed the festival took-a recog-
nized route from the S.acred Harbour to the temple precincts. 
This route was later emphasized by two stoas. That on the 
west, built by Philip I, was arranged to overshadow the 
older stoa on the east. Thus there was a simple architec-
tural setting of two parallel but not equal buildings. 
The procession best known to architects from the 
" frieze of the Parthenon was the annual ascent to the temple 
1 
2 
3 
J. ,., . G;rogory: The Story of the Road, p. 33 
~ncicnt ToTin.Planning 
Kathl~cn Froonan: Greek City St~tos, p.l45 
to o.ffer a saffron robe to the goddess. Sacrificial beasts~ 
musicians, warriors, virgins and old men took part. Pausanias 
mentioned the special building1 where the proce.ssion was. mar-
shalled; near the Dipylon gate? from which it started., Frag-
ments of stoas have been found along the route to the Agora~ 
but there was no connected scheme2 . 
Very differ~nt from these simple, almost pasto~al.affairs, 
tvere tho processions of the East. In essence they were spec-
tacular, though the state of mind of the participant was 
studied too. The approaches to the Great temple at Karnak, 
lined with rams, sphinxes and colossal figures (Figure IIIa, 
band c) are the acme of many smaller but.similar processional 
ways, som~ with extension of colonnades outside the temple as 
a f~rotaste.of the glories within. At T~ll· ol Amarna, the 
avenue of sphinxes rnn for 100 · ycuds from the ceremonial 
gateway? and than· was replaced by an avenue of trees3. 
Nebuchadnezzar built a processional street at Babylon from 
a bridge over the Euphrates around the angle of the Kasr to . 
the Ishtar gate, and thence to the central citadel. He pave8 
it with limestone flags. Lining it were walls Saeed with 
brilliantly coloured tiles moulded to ·represent one hundred. 
4 
and t~enty identical lions, sixty on each side of the road • 
To pass albng these routes in procession must have 
been a sensational experience. From the bridge, by ramps 
a~d stairs, through the shadows of gigantic portals or 
colossal figures, between obelisks·and colonnades, across 
diminishing courtyArds the wa.v led in increasing mystery to 
the Pre~ence itself. Similar majestic settings occurred 
again under ImperLql and Papal Rome, but· of this architec-
ture of approach modern civilization has nothing to offer. 
trnderlying the architectural style and the particular 
purpose of the rbute wer~ three constant elements - rhythm~ 
symmetry and visible o bj ecti ve.s. In ori.gin, tho sphinxes~ 
-r--------------------·~-._..;.----:-----.....---·---~--~~-·-·-·-~-------
The Pompeion · 
2 wycherley: How the Greeks Built Cities, p.117· 
3. The Pits and Hoots. Hav~ Been Found (Pendlebury: 
Tell el Amarna, p.72) 
4 Bell: Early Architecture in Western Asia, p.l87 
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trees, ·lions· or repeated columns represented the Guardians of 
the Wa~. Visually, their equal spacing and repetition r~flect­
ed the rhythm of the procession itself ~ of the measured tread, 
the drumbeat,• the pledding hooves9 the tremors of banners 
aloft. The moving procession and its fixed setting were in 
sympathy1 . The correspondence of the two sides of the route 
I 
caused the eye to concentrate upon the objective. Seen in 
perspective, the sides acted in the heraldic~sense as support-
ers to the oncoming portal, stairway or temple. Thus the 
columns of the Great Court at Karnak shut off the view of the 
temples of.Seti II and Rameses III~ these two temples were 
tmsymmetrically placed about the route and would thus have. 
distracted attention. We may also notice a neiative qfiality-
the absence of symmetry along the direction of the route~· 
Such symmetry would have broken the continuity; and would 
have been as meaningless, in the progressive sche·me, a~ a 
"symmetrical" melody or sentence. This palindromic symmetry 
is entirely absent in the East. 
The length of the route was broken into reasonableparts 
by inte~mediate objectives in the shape of port~ls, pairs of 
obelisks, and sculptured figures. Bet~een these, the route was 
straight; thus an objective was always in view. 
Such then were the tradit~ons of the open ~oad. The pro-
cessional v1ays were of course exceptional, but they a're · evi-
dence of the high regard in which the road was held. 
:Ih_g_1own_BQ2.9._1n_:th&_~£.2.t 
In· the towns· and ci.ties, the road was of r'irst imp or-
tan-ce. Under the widespread shelter of the· empires, commerce 
had become the normal way of life. Sm~ll villages grew along 
the roads. Hesychius of Alexandria, though a laterwriter2, 
gives philological evidence that this was so. 
__ 1 ___ ._,... __________ ...,.;..,..,,... ________ ~--------.-----~:-----
The Panathenaic frieze is seen from outside the Par-
thenon in such a vvay that the columns of the peristyle 
punctuate it. Perhaps the selection of this position 
was made deliberately to give a sense of rhythm. 
2 Fifth Century A.D. (Oxford Classical Dictionary). 
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In the Anatolian village system~ a line of houses along a 
road constituted a villagel. In the cities, the tradition 
of roadside trading was strong. The shopping centro was in 
the city street. 
The contrast between the Greek and the Asiatic. shopping 
centre is evident in the later development of Doura Europos. 
This city~ a Seleucid royal colony planted at the turn of 
the F0urth and ~hird centuries B.C.? lay ~n tho direct road 
between Antioch ~n the Crontes and Seleucia on the Tigris. 
Vben first laid out, it boasted a purely Hellenistic Agdra, 
with a dnuble ro~ of lock-up shop~ on the north side, and a 
single row returning to tho east and west. The thinner in-
tGrnal vJalls of .these shops, as v1ell as their regular plan, 
show that they were built at a single stroke~ they were 
completed not later than the middle of the Third Century 
(Figure IId). Towards the end of the Second C~ntury perma-
nent buildings began to replace the canvas stalls in the 
open market. These buildings housed the trader and his fami-
ly as well as his shop. At tho end of the Seleucid and 
beginning Qlf the Parthian domination, 1vhen in other words 
local traditions superseded those cf the Hellenes, the ·whole 
Agora was built up, until the cpon space was reduced to lanes 
lined with shops, many with living quarters attached 
(Figure IIIe). 
Thus the Hellenistic Agora was replaced by the Eastern 
bazaar - an expression of concentrated urban economy, con-
sisting of a nexus of streets. The whole process has been 
2 
elucidated by the excavators . It has many parallels in 
later history - in the mediev8l over-building of Roman 
plans, in encroachment upon market places in the Eighteenth 
and Nineteenth c~nturiesl, and even in our own4 . 
l 
2 
3 
4 
~~§i:~. Ramsay· Asianic Elements in Greek Civilization, 
Excavations at Doura Europos 
As at Saffron Falden, Essex 
As in the Piazza Reale, Turin. 
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FIGU.BE III 
a. . The main avenues of Karnak, from Bell:. 
b.) 
c. ) 
e. ) 
e. ) 
Architecture of. Ancient Egypt, p.ll7 
The present state of the Dromos 
Doura Europos: Area of the Agora. The plans show 
. 
not only the dispersal of shops into str~ets, but 
also gravitation of shops to the main road of the 
city. From Excavations at Doura Eorupos by 
Rostovtseff and others, Figures 10 and 18. 
f. Jerash. Approach to the Temple of Artemis. From 
Albright: The Archaeology of Palestine, p.l71. 
The Temple is built upon ground considerably 
above the river, the shops to the west of the 
street being cut into the rock. 
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In tho reversion at Doura Europos 9 the exc2vators see the 
unconscious influence of a local tradition in tovm building,. 
in which the road, not the open space~ is the meeting place. 
In other words, the shopkeepers took their goods to the crowd-
ed road, where the public, as distinct from their fellow· 
citizens, were to be found. In the caravan cities of Syria 
trade and commerce were pre-eminent. Strangers were continu-
ally passing through, and every stranger was a potential 
buyer. 
Busy streets are unsuitable for living in, and in Delos 
and Ionia increasing mercantile prosperity led to simple 
modifications of the houses to shut off the noises of the 
thoroughfares. Ground floor windows to the street walls of 
Delos stood 8' 0" or so above tho pavement. It was found 
desirable to have vestibules to houses1 . In Priene, 
. . 2 
entrances were placed preferably upon the side streets . 
Doors opened inwards (it h8S been mentioned above that win-
dows w~re made to do so in Athens in the time of Aristotle). 
Concern for the preservation of the highway is shown in the 
Second Century B.C. inscription at Pergamon, empowering the 
astynomoi to schedule and subsequently to demolish buildings 
that were unsafe or impeded traffic5. The claims of the 
road in the city's life were being realised. In the East, 
'>'vhere the road served as a market as well, they were fully 
established. The roBdway was more i~portant than its 
buildings, whose shape jt moulded. 
Some centuries after the Pacedonian expansion we see 
some signs that the outside ~alls of the buildings were 
becoming the inside walls of the street in tho shaping of 
the streets and approaches, and in tho use upon building 
exteriors of motifs hitherto used inside - of niches, exe-
drae, recesses and statuary At Jerash the approach to the 
Temple of ~"rte,Y~is from the Eest crossed the river by a 
1 
2 
Olynthus, Vol. VIII, p.l5~ 
Olynthus, Vol. VIII, p.l52 
3 Lavedan~ Histo.ire de l'Urbanisme, Cnap.IV. 
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bridge and entered a street-like court lined with'columns 
(Figure II If I and IVa) .. u··on leaving this the procession 
pauSed in a wider and shorter court before crossing the col-
onnaded st~eei. This.wider court, shaped like an isosceles 
trapezium, had tv~o exedrae turned away from each other, 
making them more visible from the colonnaded street. The 
wings of the court were gathered until they presented an 
opening equivalent to that enclosed by the main order of· 
the Propyiaeum across the street. The architecture of this 
court is entirely internal: it is a great roofless room. 
The awk~Nard shape of its outer ·walls was a hazard tha~ any..: 
"ne who built against it had to R.ccept. Rostovtseff calls· 
it a "veri table trompe L I oeil - a rTIB.rvellous a'ch:ievement in 
illusionary architecture1 ." 
can be B.ppreciat~d even from photographs of th~ ruins. 
H;-;cessed from the gener'3.1 fa.ce of the street and lifted up 
a wide flight of steps, the huge porial, flanked by smaller 
doors arid fiiches, has a striking grandeur. Through it 
passes th~ flight of stops continuing upwards tb the Temple. 
Both this stair and that of the entry to the church of 
St. Theodore look like stairs inside a palace. 
Upon entering the city of Jerash, caravans outspanned 
in the remarkable pear shaped court, bordered by two dis-
connected porticoes of Ionic columns and surrounded by 
shops. This pe~r shape posed great difficulties to 'those 
building outside it~ it made in fact the buildings the 
residual or negative shape. 
The well-known Temple of Jupiter at Baalbek (Helio-
polis) presented to the road a wide colonnade, over the 
six middle columns of which Vc'? s a pediment - a "simulated 
temple front 2 ." Behind this was the singular hexagonal 
atrium, 192 ft. across. Each flanking wall was an exedra. 
1 
2 
Caravan Cities, p.79. He dates it at A.D.l50, p.Bl 
Robinson: Baalbek-Palmyra, p.l2 
The main court had three colonnaded sides, the. inner walls of 
which were alternating square and round exedrae. Here again~ 
the atrium and forecourt were·open-air rooms~ the awkw-ard 
exterior shape of the ~lan was not considered. Throug~out, 
the axis of approach to the temple was emphasised by wider 
inter-calumniation. These examples show that the road was 
being regarded as an internal shape. 
Among the tombs at Petra there is evidence that even 
among houses, the road had architectural significance. The 
facades of the tombs and dwelling houses cut in the rock 
walls of the valley of the Syk are of a stand·ardized type -
~f flat astylar facades~ fielded from the.surrounding rock 
with a door, and well above, a number of horizontal bands 
sometimes surmounted with Assyrian crenellations1 . In many 
of them, although the slope of the rock at the entrances 
made the doors take different levels, the bands are at .the 
same level, and in tho houses they copy, they probably ran 
through continuously (Figure IVb). They presented in other 
words a uniform facade, whose continuity was emphasised by 
horizontal bands. From the blank walls it is apparent that 
these houses had courtyards; The continuity of their ele-
vations may have arisen from identical plans - of housing . 
carried out by municipal enterprise, or they may be·the 
product of stringent by-laws. They constitute the first 
sig~ of a wish to present to the road a considered . 
app.earance 2 • 
The reign of Alexander coincided with the culmination 
in Greece of a movement away from organic solidarity and 
reciprQcal service, and towards the Eastern way of life. 
Individualism had all but superseded the old corporate 
d-emocracy~ it had cosmopolitanism as its corolTary. 
1 Murray: Petra 
2 They be9r a family· resemblance.· to the single storeyed 
house~ of Doura Europos. · · 
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"Democracy ceased to mean a system of collective control of 
a common life. It came to mean rather the absence of such 
controla and the freedom of each individual to lead his own 
life1 ." In ~onsequence the urban art··of Greece herself 
suffered decimation. i7e rc3d of magnificent town houses 
built by merchants~ of Phocion 1 s house, whose walls were 
lined with bronze; of portraiture overshadowing everything-
else in painting; of the private life of a character 
replacing the social milieu as the subject of comedy. 
From wishing to vie with his fellow citizens in the 
selfless service of the city, each successful merchant 
tried to make his own house A monument to his solvency. 
The task of the architect was radically altered. Secular 
architecture usurped the position of religious architecture. 
Consciousness of a cosmopolitan public,to be impressed and 
possibly beguiled by the aspect of buildings, made of the 
architect something of An illusionist, a perruquier whose 
work was to dress up buildings for public appearance. 
Architectural forms hitherto reserved for communal purposes 
were arrogated by the individual in his house or his tomb. 
Perhaps the first signs in Europe of the new publicity 
are to be seen at Delos. ·when it became free in 314 B.C. 
it added the function of a great exchange port"to its other 
activities. In the merchant quarter altars were built on 
the outside of the houses in the street to the right and 
left of the front doors 2 • On the walls of the richer· 
houses votive paintings were displayed. Porticoes, some-
times extending Along the street wall, marked the €nt~ances. 
External enrichment of wind0wS with pilaste~ jambs made its 
first appearance?. Corporate building, not by the city~ 
state, but as a speculation by priv·ate investors, is 
apparent in the row of merchants 1 houses on the quay. 
1 
2 
3 
Cambridge Ancient History, Chap. XVI 
Laidlaw: History of Delos, p. 2t1-9. An illustration 
of these altars is given in Rostovtseff: Social 
and Economic History of the Hellenistic W6rld, 
Vol. II, p.792. 
Fyfe~ Hellenistic Architecture, p.83 
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Identically planned so.far.as the.site wnl.ild allow~ they had 
shops lining the road ~ith peristyled courts behind. 
~~gengg_of_EQ£~QQ~_§g§gic_£Ichi1ectgr§ 
~he Eastern influence of the road and the individualism 
pervading Greece itself created new proble~s for the architect. 
He had to give distinction to secular buildings, and if the 
'buildings were upon a street, he had only one f3ce of it to 
work upon. Suggestion and even illusion were involved. As 
we have see~~ architecture in the East made a more sensuous 
arpeal than in Greece, but some knowledge of the mechanics 
of vision was available to the Greek. 
Over three centuries before Alexander's campaigns~ 
Kirnon of Kl~onae had invented foreshortening 1 . Agatharcus 
of Samos in the mid-fifth century introduced perspective 
into the painting of a stsge background for '&~.eschylus, and 
thus the idea of a spectator~ as an entity separate from but 
influencing the work of art 9 was fully ;ecognized2 • Land-
scape painting, in which the picture was limited to the 
field of vision, followed. 
~he optical kno-.vledge of the Greeks undoubtedly went 
into the production of facades for street buildings. One 
way was in the use of the cngnged column with entablature·-
a wcy of suggesting a colonnade, but taking up a tithe of the 
spac~: it was probably first used in the confines of the 
temple colla and was eminently suitable for giving distinc-
tion to buildings in cramped street conditions, and was 
equivalent to sculpture in relievo. Miniature orders were 
used upon doors, windows and niches. 
The eistinctive treatment of the street face meant 
that the vvholeness of the building had to be set aside. T~10 
front of the market building at Miletus makes very much of a 
point of access in tho Agora wnll; it has a visual, but not 
a functional significance]. To the architect the building 
l 
2 
3 
Dugas: .. Greek Pottery 
G.R. Levy: The Greek Discovery of Perspective 
Sec Figure VIIlh. 
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came to present two distinct probler.1s - the arranging of the 
building within its site and the ~ressing out of. its. street 
wall. . As a result facade architecture, or scenic architecture 
emerged. Fyfe lists the circumste1nccs that fostered scenic,., 
archit~cture as the theatre, the grandiose street, Eastern 
religion, funerary buildings, markets and libraries, and 
changes in the ter.1ple ~orm1 . If these were its cultural 
origins, the street ~;vas its sost likely breeding ground. 
Bearing in mind the terms of the problem, it is difficult 
to detect in the solution any of the neretricious and immoral 
qualities that were decried by Ruskin and his followers. 
There was the interior of the building, seen only after it 
had been entered, and there was the exterior, a unit in the 
whole street wall. The existence of tvJO distinct problems is 
seen cl~arly in the contemporary rock-cut architecture. dnly 
by the hole of entrance are the tobb chambers of Pe~~a con-
nected with their elaborately architectural facades. To 
consider them as an entity, inside and out, is possible in 
the mind, but not in the eye: and to the spectator ptiblic 
in the street, only the eye is available. 
QQ1QUll£1g1~~[eet£_in_§Yii2 
Before discussing the significance of tho colonnaded 
street,.let us look briefly at some examples. . . 2 Bos.qnquet · 
stat~d that it is at Antioch on the Orontes and Alex~ndr~a 
that the classical colonnaded street first appears • Both 
cities were colonies laid out as a result of'Alexander's 
conquests. From literary evidence wb learn that at Antioch, 
laid out by Seleucis in the Third Ct::ntury B.C., there was a 
grBat street two niles long from east to west, and cross 
st~eets, whose covered walks gave nany miles of sheltered 
ways to pedestrians. The central avenue WC\S open to the sky~ 
the side avenues wor·e lined with shops :::nd housss vvi t.h fl~t 
roofs. Antiochus Epiphanes is said to have laid out the 
main street in 170 B.C.; and adcording to Josephus, to have 
--------------------------------.-...·---------1 
2 
Hellenistic Architecture, p.84 
Greek and Roman To~ns. 
Alexandria, founded 332 B.C., had four great colonnaded 
streets meeting in a tetrapylon. Its famous Oanopic Street 1 
? four miles long, had covered footways-. Both fl.!~ttioch and 
Alexandria had regular and rectangular plans. Apamea also 
had ·a broad straight colonnaded street\ as had Seleucia 
'-~ itself . Damascus had two-storeyed sheps and offices lining 
its Via Recta, 1,550 ft. long~. Archaeological evidence of 
the most convincing kind exists at the cities of Jerash and 
Palmyra. Rostovtseff gives his opinion that Jerash was turned 
6 from a local village into a Greek colony by Antiochus II or IV 
but that its general lines were laid out in the First Century 
A.D. In this plan (Figure IVa) the spjne is the first thing 
that strikes us, the straight colonnaded street that runs from 
the Damascus gate on the ~orth to the pear-shaped market place 
and so to the Philadelphia gate. Remains of a colonnade are 
apparent upon the southern-Dost of the tvw enst-west subsidi-
ary streets. The main st~eet has been cleared for almost its 
entire length, and ~as apparently one long colonnade of over 
S®u columns, sorrie seventy of which are still preserved. 
Afbright .dates the colonnades betv-reen 180 and 230 A.·D. 7. 
From the Damascus gate the street ran about 780 ft. to 
the first crossroads, marked by a tetrapylon. Nearly in the 
middle of the length of 1,~00 ft. to the next crossroads it 
crossed the temple approach already referred to. Before and 
after the propylaeum vias 8 ro"J of uniform shops - no·,wiously 
town property8 . 11 !Text to these :-Jere the Nymphaeum and the 
Temple of Dionysus. Another tetrapylon set in a circus 
marked the next road junction, and 6~0 ft. beyond the street 
entered the market place9 . The colonnade consisted of 
1 
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Fyfe~ Hellenistic Architecture, p.83 
Lethaby~ Architecture, Chap.VII. 
Haverfield: Ancient Town Planning, Chap. IV 
Neuberger: Der Technik des Altcrturms, p.~05 
Anderson and Spiers: Architecture of Greece·and Rome 
Caravan Citi~s, p.61 
The Archaeology of Palestine, p.l70 
Rostovtseff: Caravan Cities, p.81 
The distances given have been scaled from a small plan. 
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plain shafted Corinthian columns, with a continuous entabla-
ture stepped down where the levels called for it. 
Robert Viood published his "Ruins of Palmyra", the first 
scientific .record of. the ruins~ in 1753. Since that time the 
site has been steadily plundered, and until the Frence "Service 
' des Antiqui t~s" vvas established~ little attempt to survey them 
was made. At the moment some excellent photographs have been 
published and a general plan of the city. Authoritative 
• 
restorations of the streets are not yet available. The follow-
ing description is taken from a number of worksl. 
Palmyra was built and develqped to its full and amazing 
prosperity astride the caravan road. This road - the spine of 
the city - was about four thousand feAt long and was colonnaded 
from the propylaea where it entered the.city to the termination 
at the entrance to the Temple of Bel (Figure IVc). Along this 
... 
'· length were some 375 columns of rosy -vvhi te limestone with a 
continuous entablature. The colonnade was in four lines - the 
roadway 37 ft. wide and the side aisles or covered footways 
16ft. wide. The columns were jl ft. high. The street was in 
four lengths, the second break being marked by a tetrapylon, 
the third by a triple arch. Near this arch was an exedra from 
which citizens could watch the sacred processions vJhich paS$Sd 
along this length to the temple·. r., t the west entrance gate, 
another colonnaded street ran south to a city gate . 
. li feature of the street columns (as of those in the 
Peribolos of the Temple of Bel) was the insertion 5 above half-
way, of a drll:m carrying.a rectangular projecting bracket. 
Upon each of these stood a statue of the merchant who had 
subscrtb~d .the column Arches along the colonnade marked the 
entrance to important buildings and minor roads. 
In ruin, .the colonnades, improved probab.ly by the dis-
appearance of the statues, escaped plunder because their 
. . . . 
structural value was'limited. They dominate the city. 
l Rostovtseff~ Caravan Cities .. Robertson: Handbook 
Greek and Roman Architecture. Fyfe: Hellenistic 
A.rchi t'ecture. Neuberger: Die· Technik des ,'iltert.urms. 
Unwin: T. P. in Practice. J. H. Huxley: t>. Picture of 
Palmyra. "Baalb13k Palmyra" by Hoyningen-Heune. 
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t.s a recent writer has said, ''the ime.gi'nation is· violently 
. . 
struck by the contrnst of.th~ richness of the dead city with 
the surrounding 1vaste of desert1 . '' In the living city thE3ir 
splendour can hardly have been less. The whole·conception of" 
the street is a tribute to the caravan trade by which Palmyra 
lived (Figure IVd). It was the route by ·whi.ch the riches· of 
. . . . . '2 
India and China reached Rome • 1\t its zenith, the lives of 
all its citizens must have throbbed to the rhythm of the cara-
van. As the instrument of its prosperity, the a'?rrival of a 
caravan must have galvanised the city like a ship entering a 
port. In the shade of the footways, the people gathered to 
watch it. Preceded by the clatter of the :t!l.ountedParthian 
archers forming the outriders, the swayi~g laden animals with 
their riders' shadows leaping from column to column, p·assed · 
below the lines of raised statues; They brought goods :.from 
Egypt and Africa, India, Persia and China - gold and silverwork, 
spices, precious stones, animals, ivory, sugar cane, silks,-
scents, asbestos, glass, pearls, corals, carpets and s1aves. 
'I'he tetrapylon and triple arch,· with its tvvo faces inclined 
to show a fact at right angles to each street, serv.ed th~, same 
visual purpose as did the pylons at Karnak. When ·the temple 
approach was rebuilt as part of the systBn a new door and 
propylaea were formed in the peristyle of the temple - not 
centrally upon the side, to create a final objective upon the 
line ~f approach. 
In cross section, the street seems to have had itsrcolon-
nades ~eparate from the buildings (Figure IVe). No doubt 
the front of the buildings took a line a fixed ~istance from 
the outside of columns. The very high aisfes, o·r footways, 
must have allowed plenty of sunshine ·and light into the 
faces of the buildings. Balconies 1i'v'ere common: 
Fyfe clc:tsses the colonnades both of Jerash ahd Palmyra 
as Hellenistic. Inscriptional and archaeological evi~Snce 
of colonnaded streets built under the Romans in other towns 
. . 
-----·--·---------·---.. --------------1 
2 
Dr. Julian Huxley: ·, Picture of Palmyra 
• • j . 
fi.n account of trade in Syria is given in 'Pet'!' a, by 
Tv1. L. Murray~ Ch'ap. V. 
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of Syria and· ~.sia 1Hnor seems to show conformity to the same 
type. The Arcadius street nt:Ephesus, one-third of a mile 
long, was one of three parallel streets with canopic colonnades 
of definitely Roman date1 . The roadway was paved in marble 2 
and· was 36 ft. wide and the footways were 17 ft. wide, floored 
. ' . 1 ' . ~ 1n s1mp e mosalc--·. t.t the west end 'Nas a gate to the port 9 
at the east an ornamental triple gateway to the place before 
the theatre. Southwards ran another street to a segmental 
frontispiece of superimposed colonnades opening to the port. 
The street was· illuminated at night. r~mman, Bostra, Olba and 
4 Pompeiopolis boasted colonnaded streets Hadrian, about 
132 t.D., laid out ~ntino~ on the Nile. It was built by the 
Greek~, and two (possibly three) of its nain streets were 
lined with Doric colonnades5. ~t the two main crossings .were 
sets ~f four columns 58t ft. high surmounted ~vi th statues. 
C· 
Triumphal arches terminated the main street. :I'ho ro~dway 
was 52 ft. wide, footways 6L ft. 
Roughly contemporc>ry was the city of Lambaesis, famed 
for. the tetrapylon that covered an erea 100 ft. x 77 ft. 
It presented to each of three streets one wi&and two narrow 
arches, marked by free standing columns on advanc~d pedestals. 
The roadway was 40 ft. wide and the covered.footways 14 ft. 
each. 
ConclusiQ.M 
Apart from the pre-Roman foundations of colonnades at 
·· Antinch, ·the classical colonnaded streets appear to have nf-') 
direct antecedents. The most obvious explanation -:- that 
they arose from Greek architects working, at a tim~ of out-
standing prosperity,· upon the indigenous verandahs of th_~ 
East - is probably correct so far as it goes, but it does 
nr~t account for the covered footpath receivtng such singu-
lar attention~ there is a difference in degree. as well as 
in si~e between the simple shelter from sun and rain and 
the columns of Palmyra, only 3 ft. or so less in height 
') 
----
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Von Gerkan, p.91 
Bosanquet: Op -cit 
~nderson and Spiers: Op cit 
Hobert~on: Op cit 
For a plan see Hughes and Lamborn~ Towns and Town 
Planning, p .14 
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than those of the Parthenon. 
The colonnades were not: j,Uo''~t uniform facades to buildings 
voluntarily erected by the owners. In Roman Doura there is an 
' , 
example of the results of this wa:;r of building, ·where porticoes 
were erected to a large number of shops. , Th:y are disjointed, 
unequal in depth and spacing. Robertson thinks they were a 
11 country copy" of the Palmyra type~ and they achieved little 
in either impressiveness or continuity. Action upon a city-
wide, possibly a country-wide scale was neressary to build 
those of Palmyra? Jerash, Antioch and Ephesus. The accurate 
colunm sp·acing throughout the city alone shows that they were 
built to an overall plan. In terms of cost, there was probably 
. ' . ' .. 
no other element in the city to approach them. Everything 
points to the supreme veneration of the traffic rout~~ the 
car8.Van route~ the road itself. The colonnaded street vvas an 
. . 
architect~ral tribute to th~ road~ as were its mosaic and 
ma~ble pavings and the handsome facades that lined it. 
There is, in the architectonic qualities of rhythm, bi-
lateral symmetry, and what I have called visible objectives -
present in all these streets - a direct link with the earlier 
processional ways. This suggests that the forms were borruwed 
from Eastern religious architecture~ and Rostovtseff suspects 7 
upnn the evidence of the exedra that looked upon the length 
of street leading to the Temple of Bel, that one part at least 
l 
of the street at Palmyra was a sacred dromos . Certainly the 
temple approaches of Jerash and Baalbek have not the same 
continuity as tho streets, but their episodic arrangement has 
9tro~g echoes in the separate lengths of the streets. It is 
remarkable too that tho cross-section of the streets was like 
a temple turned inside out to produce an hypaethral naos with 
inward -looking ambulatories. B·· R·i. · ~·-: ti:·s.c s, the merchant 
had advanced in stature until he stood the equal of the 
priest; the street had been glorified until it was the 
architectural peer of the temple (Figure IVe and f). 
1caravan Cities~ p.l27 
a.· J era sh ~ P 1 an . F R t t ff. . c c • t .. c:') I rom os ov se ~ aravan 1 1cs, p. ;.-. 
Not all the buildings e~cavsted are shown. 
b. Petra~ Rock-cut tomb facades 9 froD N:urray~ Potrn 9 
plate 17.· Petra Pas 8 cc:ravan city and the house 
. . . 
fronts 9 though dating from Nabataean times, are of 
Assyrian origin. · (See also Petra, by Sir Alexander 
Kennedy 1 p. t+4 et seq. ) 
c. Palmyra~ Plan.'' From Hoyningen Heune: BaPlbek-Palmyra. 
d. ) Palmyra~ Colonnaded street. The rel3tionship of the 
e • ) 
colonnades to the adjacent buildin~s is conjectural. 
f. Temple of Athena Polias, Prienc, from Benoit: 
. . . 
Architectur~ I. Comparison with (e) shows that the 
". ., 
street finally approached the highest temples in size 
. ' . . . - -- ··-
and als~ in a transposed f~shion, resembled their form. 
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In the Hellenistic stoa there is an obvious secular pro-
totype. Its usc as a cover for shoppers was traditional, and 
at times it reached large proportions. In the Ionian agora 9 
continuous architecture in the shape of colonnades was used to 
define and organise exterior spaco 9 so making of it an interior 
shape. It is difficult, however, to explain tho colonnaded 
street as an attenuated agora, just as it is difficult to 
l 
explain the Ionic agora as an enlarged domestic peristyle . 
It appears more likely that tho Hellenistic architect accepted 
the oriental form and expressed it in his traditional way. 
The full plans of Jerash and Balmyra have not yet been 
published, so that it is not possible to see how the spine 
of the city affected their growth. At Palmyra a number of 
closely spaced cross-streets ran northwards from the main 
street, and between t'NO of those, taking up tho whole depth, 
are houses of the courtyard type. Development by thE? agency 
of the road is not apparent. 
The Greek street and the Syrian colonnaded street are 
tho two extremes in street architecture. At one extreme the 
building dominates all' its size, its shape, its orientation 
decide where the road shall be. At the other extreme the way 
of the road decides the buildings; they take their shape from 
it' they line each side of the road to ',:ratch it pass, and 
they dress up for the occasion. In every subsequent period 
these two attitudes can be seen, but never since to such 
perfection. 
l Dr. Rex ~rartienssen oointed out the close correspondence 
between the colonnad~d agora within the city and the 
peristyle within the house as an arrangement of building 
~leme-nts in space (The Hellenistic House). 
that no modern tovm could afford the damage if a blo~k 
burnt out would have increased if the number of roads had been 
reduced. 
The chequerboard town of the Romans,. in its regulation of 
both roads and buildings, reflects the strong disciplinary 
bias in the Roman character. Compared with the HelJ.enistic 
cities of Ionia, it lacked balance, sensibility and taste: it 
displayed orderliness rather than order. But its small size 
redeemed it from many of those aesthetic faults that we debit 
t~ the same plan today. 
There is very little evidence to shoYJ how the early inhabi-
tants of Italy evolved it.. ChildEJ1 sees in the Danubian cul-
tures of Aichbiihl and ]Hchelsburg, ';7:llere huts were roughly 
aligned, remote predecessors "f the Bronze Age people who built 
the terra:mare. During the Bronze Age the town near Marzabotto 
was built. It was one of the earliest Etruscan to,•ms, and it 
showed similar grouping to the terramare .. The Etru•cans them-
ielves were of Anatolian stock2, . and they may have brcught the. 
chequerboard plan from the East. Stanislawski, in pursuit of 
his general thesis, supports this vieu3. 
There is an undeniable relationship between the plan of 
the typical colonia and the plan of the ca•tra ~tativa, or 
fixed permanent camp. Both had a reticulated plan about two 
main crossed roads. :Many coloniae actually grew from mi~:t tary · 
camps4, but if a .reading of Polybius? is correct, the town 
used the system first. 
ThE; plans embodied two features of .great importance to 
street architecture~. the central crossroads and the terminal 
building. Emphasis upon two main crossed streets between 
gates, which is a feature of Silchester and Aosta, suggests 
that communication was uppermost in the mind of the surveyor, 
as if passage through the tovm vvore an important consideration. 
-------------------------------------
-----·--·---1 
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Dawn of European Civilization, pp.255 and 269. 
in Prehistory, p.l80. 
R'lst()vtseff :. History t'f the Ancient Y'orld II, 
Origin and Spread.of.the G.rid.Pattern Town 
4 · For example,· Ostia, ·Spal~trd, Lambaesis 
? VI. .27;...-:>2 
.. ' 
Danube 
p.8 
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It also shows that planning about two axes w~s fully established. 
Many of the coloniae were virtually fortified crossroads, and in 
. ' 
this way the crossroads may have given its form to the town and 
been embodied in the planning system. In the East a tetrapy-
lon or a quadrifrontal arch gave a central focus 9 but the 
crossroad town was al~ays in essence a roadside town~ an inci-
dent upon the journey. From the entrance gate the exit gate 
was visible, and the main streets expressed no destination. 
In many towns the forum r!as placed in an equivalent p<•si-
tion to the praetorium of the camp, across the decumanus 
(Figure Va). In the camp, this position was useful for quick 
muster and sortie, but in the to'·'n.s there:! 't.ras no such practical 
reason for planning vJi th axes and symmetry. The four areas 
that the roads made vere not of equal weight, because public 
buiidings were placed in any auarter regardless of balance. 
' ' 
There was no practical significance in the medial position of 
the road: from a traffic point of view it could have beenra 
block or two to east or vest. 
There is no evidence for the growth and maturity of a 
separate town planning art. Such tradition as there existed 
in town and street lay-out grew outwards from the house and 
temple: in other words, the colonia plan resulted from the 
architectural tradition of axis and symmetry applied to blocks 
of buildings. The street, as we shall see, had no marked 
devel~pment as an urban motif in Italy. It was not in the 
planned tovms that the street building developed, but in un-
planned towns such as Ost~a, Po~p2ii, Rone ~t?elr; and the 
can~bae o~ Camp-followers'settlements that grew along roads 
outside the city. 
Influen£~Qf_1h~BQ£~ 
~~1-len the emperor Caligula had boats decked 1vi th earth 
and moored together so that he could ride his horse across 
the bay of Baiae, his preposterous act must have struck a 
chord in many a Roman heart, as evidence of the same urge 
that mcved engineers throughout the Empire to build roads 
over the m~st difficult country, roads that bridged ravines 
and swollen rivers, that crossed mountain and marsh. The 
Roman road was a superb achievement: it was the greatest 
single agency in forming and holding the Empire 9 and as we 
sho~1d expect~ it influenced the pattern of ~o~~ building. 
We must remember that communication and not transport was 
its first purpose. J,:agnificent as were the feats of trahs-
port the commerce in statues and marble from Greece and 
metals from Spain and north-western Europe, the shipping and 
hauling to Rome of 210-ton porphyry columns from the Imperial 
1 quar~ies near the Red Sea 9 the feats of communication sur-
passed them. The average speed of couriers from provincial 
2 governors to Rome was 50 miles a day • A messenger taking 
the news of Nero's death to Spain covered 332 miles along a 
Spani~h rnad in 36 hoursl. Tiberius once travelled through 
Rhaetia and Germany to L?ons to see his dying brother, cover-
- . '-~ 
ing 200 miles in one day·. High speeds, such as the-s-e rmidom 
instances, were possible because the posting system, with a 
change o_f mounts every few miles 9 was given the highest prior-
ity. Travellers too had every encouragement. Inns were 
protec~ed by the state. Between families the custom of 
exchanging hospitality at great distances (the jus hospitii) 
was an honoured institution. 
Obviously, transport upon a great scale was needed to 
keep the larger cities alive~ but customs dues prevented· 
commerce in any but luxury articles between the various parts 
of the Empire. Generally goods produced close· at hand were· 
preferred to those brought from a distance5 . Speed and not 
volume of traffic dictated the roads 6• 
-------------------------
1 See articl~ by D. Meredith in Illustrated 
December 16, 1950 
London News, 
2 Stevenson: Legacy ~f Rome, p.l51 
3 8teve~scn: Op cit, p.l52 
4 J. V!. Gregory: Story .r"f the Road, p. 64 
5 Stevensdfi: Op' cit~ p.l66 
6 Pausanias noted, as especially wide, a roaq_ in Attica 
over which two chariots could ride abreast. 
In the towns, too, transport was not the first considera-
tion. ·Town traffic was not in the main wheeled traffic. In our 
petrol driven age we are apt to forget how small is the power of 
a horse to pull a·cart up a hill. The slopes of Rome were inac-
cessible to carts~ and in the ago of Cicero it vvas men with the 
aid of mules and donkeys that did 1 tho work . Indeed in a 
chequerboard town with rectangular corners to the buildings~ 
four-wheeled carts would have very limited use~ for the swivel 
front was not invented until 16 centuries later2 . The damage 
to paving by heavy loads caused Theodosius to limit loading in 
Byzantium in the fifth century, and it is interesting to learn 
• 
from his code that the angaria, probably the heaviest horse-
drawn cart~ was allowed a load of only 1,000 lbs. say nine 
bags of 4,.ement. The tvm-wheeled carpenta, VJhich with help 
could turn a corner in a chequerboard to·Nn 9 was limited to 
650 lbs. ? say six bags of cement . 
It ·seems to be accepted by a number of vvri ters that the 
prohibition ~f wheeled traffic during the day was general, and 
LJ-
not uonfined to Rome Lavedan states that it was in cperation 
during the first days of the Republic?. We notice it again in 
the Lex Julia. ~;Tunicipalis, l1-6 B.C. 6 , and in the Tabula Hera-
cleensis, which exempted traffic necessary for public works, 
state and religious travel, wagons that had entered at night 
and discharged their load, and the transport of matrons on 
. 7 
public holidays· . 
Riding and driving within the city walls were considered 
undemocratic, and it has been noticed that in Pompeii only one 
doorway for carriages inside the city has been discovered8. 
1 
2 
V'arde Fo·wler~ 
p. 55 
J.A. Godwin: 
Social Life at Rome in the Age of Cicero, 
Communication has been Established, p.9 
3 Ibid, p.204 
4 E.g. Neuberger, Haverfield, 
5 Histoire de L'Urbanismo I, Chap._ V 
6 Warde Fowler: Op cit, p.244 
7 
8 
Godwin; Op cit, p.2l4 
Neuberger~ Die Technik des Alterturms 
p.3ll 
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The EmperorClaudius prohibited travellers to pass through 
1 Italian tmvns except on foot . Fany streets in Pompeii and at 
least one in.Herculaneum2 were blocked to traffic altogether. 
For those who could afford it, litters were available. 
All this points to the pedestrian's right df way in th~ 
towns. Juvenal complains in his Third Satire of the rich be~ng 
carried over the heads of the throng in Rome, while he is 
squeezed, blocked, bumped with a sedan pole, trodden on, and 
a pine pole tears his clothes as it is borne along. It is the 
pedestrian 1 s point of vimv - he does not enquire whether the 
city's transport system is working smoothly. He wrote after 
the Neronian improvements; previously many streets in Ro~e 
were too narrow even for litters. 
The need for widening the stre~ts of the Republic became 
urgent in the early days· of the· Empire. Up to that time roads 
seldom exceeded 23 feet in width Po~peii's widest street 
measured 32 feet from house to house. Under the &9pire street 
?, 
widening became a popular public gift···,· and when Tacitus- in his 
·Annals XV piaised narrow streets for their shade, he was. pro-
bably making a virtue of necessity. 
When the new coloniae were laid out, the architects chose 
a pattern that gave com!-iJ.unication a dominant right. They used 
the straight Roman ropd. As in our own times, the road~ made 
the plan. At Timgad the roads were actually overdone, ·the 
remaining insulae being so small that some important buildings 
projected into the street; thus causing the constriction that 
the plan was meant to anticipate. 
The country road brought with it into the town two of 
its characteristics. The original meaning of "vicus" a 
row of houses along ~n open road was modified to ~ea~ a 
town road with houses on ea~h side, in fact a street formed 
1 
2 
3 
------------------
Neuberger~ Die Technik des Alterturms, p.~l2 
Maiuri: Herculaneum, p.)o 
An Augustal of Cales, for instance~ 8ave a broad road 
through the town to -che citizens or libur. (Dill~ 
Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius, p.226) 
.. 1 
by the fronts of flanking blocks . The road and houses were 
referred to as one, a sure sign that they had, for the town 
dweller:, become an entity. The country crossroads, or campi ta, 
regarded by all early civilizations as a place fraught with ten-
2 
sian and danger , were in Italy held sacred and honoured with 
an altar. In the town they became the meeting place of the 
dwellers in the neighbouring vici, ~ith sacella or altars erec-
ted.to the lares compitales~. From these grew the Collegia 
l 
compitalica and the January festival of the compitalie4 • In 
new planned to~ns these quadrivia became especially public 
places, a circumstance that may have led to their adornment 
with tetrapylons (Figure Vb). In Jerash and Antino~ the 
centre of the crossroads was left clear, and as a concession 
to truffic the bases of the columns v1ere placed at an angle 
across the corners. 
The trivia or thre~-way junction left a dead area of road 
which increased in size with the acuteness of the angle. By a 
little widening it became a small open space eminently suit-
able for a shrine, statue or fountain. There are examples in 
Ostia and Pompeii - two in the via dei Sepolchri, two in the 
Via Consolare (Figure Vc). In such a way the Forum Triangolare 
and even the Forum Romanum itself may have arisen. The fre-
quency with which they occur just inside city gates is remark-
able') an¢!. suggests one way in '.Vhich the Piazza del Popolo may 
have originated. 
AKQhi t eg_.t_ural_Q[ls.r sct_ er.:_g_L.t.he 8 :t_re§..t. 
For the pedestrian, the street of the Boman ~mpire took 
over a good deal of the character that had, in Greece, been 
of the A:;ore. In the ~.ugustan era the citizen passed his 
lazy outdoor life in the streets as much as in the open spaces 
-------------··~----'--·-------.. , ... ---~-~,.----·-------~-----------
l 
2 
3 
4 
Angiportus m .. eant, a lane at the backs of houses 1 and 
1 platea 1 a Tiider street in a town. 
For instance, the dreadful coincidence that led to . 
Oedipus' tragedy occurred at a place where three ro~ds 
met. Uecatp was ~orsh1nped at crossroads 1 .wher§ sta-tues V!lth tnree faces aha bod1es, or somev1mes rour, 
·we:re set up. 
rr-ost of. the stro.et sh:r.;i;ne~ in PompE?ii were )dedicated to 
the lares compltC11es '-"'-81.L Pompe11, p.23l. . 
Warde Fowler: R6man Festivals of the Period of the 
Republic, p.2?9 
Ostia - Porta Laurentina, Porta Romana: 
Pompeii - Porta Vesuvio 
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of the city~ Partly this was owing to the placing of important 
secular buildings along the streets 9 and partly to shops spread 
along the roadsid~s. Cosmopolitanism always brings crowds to 
,-
the streets1 ·the Strand, the Champs Elysees 1 the Koruts in 
Budapest are full of interest for those who~ like Antony? 
"wander· through the streets and note the q_uali ties of people''. 
It was for such idlers as these that the Pompeians wrote on the 
street walls 9 making the city, as Faiuri says "one vast archi ve1.' 
Notices of the municipal elections, performances at the amphi-
theatre, houses and land to let, were brushed in red or black 
upon the white stucco, With the point of a stylus 7 poets wrote 
extempore verses 9 lo'1 e:r £ their in vi tat ions and spectators 
praised their champion of the arena. Paintings of vari~us 
divinities adorn the outsides of houses. One inscription reads 
"Otiosio locus hie non est~ di~cede, morator" - No place for 
loafers hers; move along! It is significant that both Vi truviu 
and Oribasius take the street and not the house as the criterion 
for the 16rientation of the town. 
In two other ways the characteristics of the road gave a 
more precise form to the street. In order that the roadways 
should keep what little width they possessed, a line was laid 
down beyond which the buildings should not project. This is 
now refe~red to as a building line, although it ia atill in 
essence a road line. In Pompeii there are many examples of 
widenings having taken place by this means (Figura Vc). The 
practical intention was to preserve the road from encroachment~ 
its aesthetic effect was to align the buildin~s. In. this 
alignment, 'each building lost some of its individuality, 
resulting in a continuous i.Nall along each side of the street~ 
the road was given upward, three dimensional expression. 
To these two continuous walls was added a third artificial 
surface~ the paved road. The consonance of masonry walls 
and fluor. (particularly where a road vli th polygonal paving 
·passed between buildings faced vvith opus incertum) created an 
interior with great architectural possibilities. (See Fig.VIIIa) 
----1-------~-..... -----·------------------------·-----------
Pompeii~ p.l5 
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ror reasons which will presently become apparent~ these 
possibilities were not developed in Italy. The street was 
certainly se~n as an interior shape. As in Hellenistic streets, 
it was common to use the exedra~ borrowed from the peristyle or 
atrium of the house 9 as an external adornment~ it was a very 
common motive for tombs lining ·a street.' The so-called 
"incrustation" style of interior decoration was often used on 
the street walls. But such organic appearance of the street as 
a whole as we find in Pompeii seems to have arisen more from 
cu.stom enforced by by_-laws than from any preconceived plan. 
To achieve continuous architectural treatment of buildings 
alon,g a street~ .either the whole must be rebuilt atune stroke, 
autocratically, or more humbly as a piece of new development on 
virgin.ground. In the coloniae the conditions were right~ but 
the chequerboard plan, as we have seen, was the wrong pattern 
for street architecture. For the emperors the fora of Rome held 
more interest than the streets. In other towns Roman conserva-
tism bridled at the demolition of old and honoured buildings to 
make new streets. After the fire of 6~ A.D. Nero cut a number 
of wide straight streets through the ruins of Rome; They must 
have been large in scale, but unfortunately his successors 
swept away all traces of his improvements. 
Acting against the full development of the street as a 
piece of architecture was the preference of the Romans for en-
closed places. The Greek temenos - a piece of ground cut off 
from the rest of the world -was imported as a temple setting. 
The_ house peristyle was adjoined to th(3 Etruscan atrium - the 
family stronghold. The Forum enshrino::l the same idea of inclu-
sion. Baths, gymnasia and schools were built facing onto peri-
styles~ or like the theatres had a peristyle attached to them. 
Even the horrea or storehouses were built about an open space. 
The three public haths of Pompeii, built at intervals of cen-
,. 
turies~ all had a line of shops forming upon three sides of 
the palaestra a buffer. against the streets. Narrow passages 
. . . . . . 
between ~he shops gav~ entrance to the baths (Figure Vd). 
Each peristyle fulfilled the wish to escape the noisy streets, 
to retire to ~ quiet place· to form a precinct. Sometimes 
these cells dominated tho plan of the town. In Rome the Vicus 
Argentarius, entering the Forum Romanum from the north, was 
lined by a singl~ row of little shops - all that separated the 
road from the gigantic con~tructions behind. 
As a consequen~e the street in Italy was neglected. There 
was, however, one unifying element that had a casual effect in 
Italy~· but was deliberately cultivated in the East and Africa. 
In continuance of the Hellenistic tradition, the emperors built 
in Syria colonnaded streets of great magnificence. The splendid 
colonnades of TimgadJ which may have boon repeated elsewhere in 
•1 
North Africn , seem to have been an importation from Egypt or 
Syria. 
Very few colonnaded streets, however~ have survived from 
Ro~~n Italy. That of Ostia is probably the most complete. 
From the Forum to the Tiber the Carda was symmetrically arcaded 
in brick, domestic in scale (Figure VIIg). In the same town, 
along the south side of tho Decumanus Maximus, was a covered 
arcade three yards wide and 117 yards long. The Roman additions 
to Miletus included a long Ionic colonnade with shops on one 
side of th~ way between the port and the Agora~ its apparent 
purpose was to mask the sides of the baths and gymnasium. In 
arrangement it was neither axial nor symmetrical2. Apart from 
these there are no remains of continuously covered footways in 
Roman Europe. 
Disjointed covers to footvJays were common enough. They· 
seem to have arisen in three ways: firstly, to protect citi-
zens from the weather· secondly, as a means of supporting 
balconies; and thirdly, to protect goods in shops from damage 
by the weather. Shelters built for pedestrians were most 
often upon private land. They extended only along the front-
age of each building, recessed under an upper floor. 
------------· -----·--------··--.. ----------------------
1 
2 
Dill: Op cit p.201 points out that there were in the 
fifth centurf.no fewer th?n 297 episcQpal sees in North Afrlca. Rema1ns or more than 20 amphltheatres have been 
traced. . . 
Y1ycherley.: The Agora of Miletus. 
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vVll,E;3P UJ:lde-r~ak,en by municipal authori tios 1 . as in the Cardo at 
l Ostia,. they came out to the roadway . Cantilevered upper 
floors -and balconies were built in Herculaneun? and Pompeii '3 
and the disrepute in ;.vhich balconies were held throughout an-
tiquity may have led to the custom of supporting them from the 
curb. The footpath _surface varies from house to house in 
Pompeii~ l boundary stones_ set ;Ln the paving _define the frontage-~. 
If, as .this suggests 9 it was the duty of the householder to 
maintain the footpath, a right of support for balconies may have 
been a compensation. Sockets along the curb in Pompeii took 
standards to support awnings outside shops. According to 
Bosanquet~ the ancients _had parasols but no waterproofs nor 
umhrellas 1 so that the awnings ;,vera to protect merchandise from 
the sun. In mar.~· inscances roofs were bracketed out from the 
wall face. This gave cov~r to. shoppers where shops existed, 
but_outside private houses it.solved an onerous problem for 
th.e archi teet; how to get rid of rainwater from an outward 
slJping. roof. These cc:-.ntilevered hoods led the rainwater down 
to dis-charge over the road gutter. 
There is a difference between ~he purpose of the foot~~ay 
coy~rs in Italy and those in Syria. Meteorologists tel~ u~ 
that .. ~he climate. of Rome, Syria and North Africa has changed 
... ;_ ··_, ' ...... ' . 6 
~ictle in historical times . A comparison of present-day 
sanshine and rainfall shows a sub~tantial difference between 
Rome and the ci~i~s of the East, as follows?:-
----------------- -- ---l.=_ ~i~_ -~==-t--1 ~~~~~~-~~~= -i3~~hd~~=-y 
. Av~~age ~otal yeariy 
··rainfall 1 inches "J2.7 2r).5 7 
Rainy day:; in a year 102 6~ 27 
Average maximum tempera-
tures, degrees 9') · , 98 117 
--.----""7---' -----~----:----..,.....J._ ________ : -------· _________ j 
------. --.--· -.-------:---. ~-~--~-· ----~~---. -------------------
1
· ~ero defray~d the cost of porticoes outsi~e private and 
lo_dging houses ( Dictionnaire des Antiquit6s under 'Domus '). 
Julius Caesar did the same - Adams~ Ortline of Town and 
Cit¥ Planning, p.61 . • .. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Samnite house: _ Qasa del Tramezzo di Legno. 
Foi ~iailipl~, Casa del Balcorie Pensile. (Mau: Pompeii, p~273) 
Mau: Op cit, p. 228 
Greek and Roman Towns (Town Planning Roview 9 Vo1.v) 
Brooks: ClimatB Through the Ages, p.~24 
Brooks: Cljmat9. (For comP-arison~ the 0 figures for 
·Kimberley are 16.2 in., 7~ ~ays ana 101 
Q.Z~_Iti.E AHCI-J±.TECT'QJ3]1....QE_THE_§TR~]!'L ______ . ---· ----------· _ 
In Italy and Syria tho cover had to shelter from both sun 
and rain~ but as these figures show, in the East the sun wes 
the major problem~ in Rome it was rain. Spoaldng of cities 
who$e people~ having no colonnades; were kept apart by the 
weather~ Libantus 7 a fourth century writer 9 said "How different 
is Antioch! ~Vhere Zeus sends no fierccl hail nor prolonged snow 
nor heavy rain to interrupt our continuous intercourse1''· The 
covered arcade on the Decumanus 8t Ostia was on the south or 
shady side of the street~ it WBS not built as a sun shelter. 
Now shelters from rain are preferably low to prevent it driving 
in. Sun covers are preferably high to·allow tho air to flow 
freely. , 1!1 Syria high vorr:~ndahs served both practical and 
monumental needs~ 
Tormingl B~il~tng~ 
in Italy they were used only in the fora. 
In the.colonnaded streets that they built in the East~ 
the Romans continued the Hellenistic use of bilateral symmetry. 
At Palmyra and Jerash arches 9 ge1tes and tetrqpylons formed the 
distant objectives of the route, which went through or between 
them and continued onwards. In Roman Ephesus a.nd Antinoe · 
(Figure V.e). the route was closed 9 at least to the eye 7 by a 
solid building; in ·both ·instances the theatre was placed ·at 
the end of the main colonnaded street~ b8cked against a hill .. 
These-are the first closed street vistas on a monumental 
scale~ with the triumphal arches they constitute the 
grounds upon which many authorities ascribe to Rome the cr.edi t 
for introducing the street terminal. The idea was qu.i te e.vi.:. 
dently borrowed from temple approaches. A brief consideration 
of its origins will show that movement towards the terminal 
buiJ_ding was an essentiRl part of it. 
Just 100 years ago 1 Herbert Spencer published. an es-say 
entitled "The Sources of Architectural Typos 2 . 11 Therein he 
developed a theory relating buildings to t~oir s0ttings. His 
main contention ;. 'th2t ''all conceptions must be made up of 
---------·---~- ........ , - ·--~-----.. ·-.--.... .: ....... k_ ... ________ .. ·--.-~--------~---·-------------.------------
l 
2 
Adams: Op 6it, p. 68 
In The Leader (reprinted in Essays 9 Scientific, 
Political and Speculative 1 1883 9 Vol. I) 
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. . II 1 d images. o_r parts of images, received through .tho .senses , .. e. 
him to ascribe t:1e origin of bil2teral symmetry to natural 
objects - animals, insects, the human body. The· earliest 
artificial forms exhibit the kind of symmetry that we find in 
these animals, i.e. the front is symmetriccl in itself~ the 
·two flanks are alike, but there is no symmetry between the 
front and the back. This characterises many forms of life, 
the symmetry being about the axis of movement, as it is in all 
the vertebrates. It was copied in forms connected with mbtion-
ships9 sleds, chariots1 . It is also found in the earliest 
temples and tombs - things themselves not mobile nor auto-
motive, but connected with movement indirectly~ 
If we accept the mechanist principle that there is a pre-
vious experience or image for every new form th<:)t man "creates" 9 
then these natural objects are certainly the prototypes of 
symmetrical buildings. B1_;_.t we cannot adopt the same explana• 
tion for interior symmetry, because it is very difficult to 
imagine any natural object or experience that could have sug-
gested a symmetrical· interior. · (Early man know better than 
we·do that no animal has an interior symmetrically arranged). 
The most promising theory is th3t interior symmetry arose from 
-the internal expression of constru6tion, for it is simply an 
introversion of the exterior appearance. 
Temples and tombs in Egypt and the East usually had some 
obj e·ct of veneration set at the end opposite the door. This 
gaV~ a front and a back to the building - a quality much more 
not~ceable in Etruria thnn in Greece 2 . It gave to the Roman 
temple its characteristic portico and steps. The habit of' 
placing temples in a rectangular space, giving emphasis to 
the front, led to riegloct of tho sides and back~ the sides· 
at ·first h3d attached· columns, later pilasters ~nd finally· 
were left in plain walling. 
1 The same sort of symmetry in chairs and beds is obvi-
ously rleveloped from their close association with ·the 
human body. 
2 1The ideals of axial planning and mechanical symmetry .. 
~e implicit in the pl,3n of the Etruscan temple 9 ac-
ce~sible ·only from the front, and sacrificing every-
thing to the facade." (Robertson: Handbook of Greek 
and Roman Architecture, p.l9l+) 
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'Outside the temple, the interior symmetry w11s projected 
along th.e line of approach 9 which WAS marked by wider inter-
1 
calumniation in portico, peribolos and propylaoum . Tho sides 
of the approach were similar, and the doorway of th6 temple was 
the focus·. · ·v.11.en the propylaeum of the Temple of Bel at Palmyra 
was rebuilt, a new door Was cut in the side of the temple 
opposite to it. This extraordinary step shows that the build-
ers thought more of axial approach to the doorway than they 
did of the traditional entrance of the old temple. 
The whole system suggests that symmetry - this attribute 
of the moving animal - had been transferl'ed to the stationary 
temple, the actual movement being supplied by the devotee 
approaching along the axis. But if symmetry originally appear-
ed in the outside appearance of single objects, its development 
as a system of arranging a number of buildings was via the 
interior. Axial planning 9 th2t is to say 1 is a manner of dis-
posing interiors~ a manner of securing. ordered approach from 
one to another. There is no virtue in disposing buildirigs 
/ 
about an axis unless this approach exists 2 . In laying out 
the Fora or the Baths of Diocletian and c~racalla, the Roman 
architect can have had little thought of producing a symmetri-
cal exterior. 
Bilateral symmetry, then, implied movement1 the axis 
was the line of approach. Both Rome and the East subscribed 
to these principles. Even in the house, the Etrusdan parts 
(the fauces, atrium, alae, tablinum) were arranged axially 
about the door, while the Greek parts (peristyle, triclinium, 
oecus) were not. The door in fact cont~ibuted towards the 
placing of buildings in the street. From it the building took 
its axis and its consequent shape - narrow on the street front, 
and of greater depth. This is sufficiently familiar as to 
seem axiomatic. Vitruvius, however, thought it worth record-
ing his advice upon placing temples upon the public street3. 
1 
2 
3 
See Baalbek above 
An example of planning without approach is the r"useum 
area of South Kensington in London 
Book IV1 Chap.V. All Quotations are from Granger's Translation. ~ 
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11 If the edifices of the gods are about the public thorough-
fares, they are to.be so arranged that the passers-by can look 
aside and make their reverence in full view.'' 
That is to say, the altar.and door were to face the street. If 
they did not, the unfortunate effect of the Templ~ of Apollo at 
Pompeii would result; the door would be upon a side str~et, 
and effective approach would be lost (FigUre Vd). 
To return, then, to closed street vistas, the symmetrical 
arcaded streets of Ephesus and Antino~, with all the parapher-
nalia of ritual approach, gave the greatest emphasis in the 
town to the theatres. It was a sign that the architecture had 
become vulgarised. The temple approach at Jerash was divorced 
from the street system, and so kept its especial character, a 
character that is lost if a symmetrical street leading to a 
terminal building is used in the every-day life of a city, with 
movement in both directions. 
Apart from these examples, there are few instances of 
closed street vistas. At Ostia the arcaded Carda Maximus· led 
to the back of the temple, off centre. The Decumanus Inferior 
at Herculaneum led.to the vestibule of an insula. At Palmyra, 
the,small.temple on the axis of the main street at·the western 
end was quite insignificant. On the whole there are slender 
grounds for giving the credit for development of tho closed 
• street vista to Rome. Although she gave to the world the gram~ 
mar of axial design, her preoccupation with communication on 
the one ~and, and on the other with monumental enclosures, 
prevented its use in streets. 
The Door and the Gate 
-------------
The practice of carrying a corpse from a house feet fore~ 
most originates from the Romans; who did it so that the spirit · 
would forget its way back, and so would not trouble the .house-
hold1. A man who returned after a .supposed death in a foreign 
country customarily entered the house by way of the roof,' so 
that any re~ated spirits should not have access to the housa 
via the door. For .the house door was a dangerou~ point,· a· 
place of crisis in goings and returnings. Especial spirits 
1 For references to religion see Warde 6Fowler~ Religious Experience Qf the Roman People, p.7 et seq ~nd Roman 
Festivals or the Period of the Republic, p.28b et seq. 
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hovered about it~ as they did about the gates of the city. 
There were commonly in Italy three door-spirits:- Forculus~ 
of the door itself; Limentinus, of the threshold; and Gardea, 
of the hinges. But the original door~spirit was Janus, who 
combined in his person many of the qualities that the doorway· 
symbolises. He gave his name to the entrance (j anua). He was 
a sungod, connected with the dawn - (there is here a possible 
link with neolithic orientated doorways). He was the oldest 
god of all, the beginner of all things. In legend are as-
cribed to him the beginnings of art and science. He was wor-
shipped at the beginning of the year, the first month after 
the winter rolstice taking his name; at the beginning of the 
month; at the beginning of the day. He was the first deity 
to be invoked in praYer. 
These superstitions and religious associations of the 
doorway were reflected in its architectural treatment. It may 
even be that they caused it. We ccmnot explain the gigantic 
size of Roman doors, their porticoes, frontals and enrichment 
in terms of scale - our conception of scale being derived~ com-
parati~ely recently, from Roman examples amongst others. 
Janus was also connected with the gete of the city, where 
it was necessary to ensure his good offices at the start of a 
journey abroad and to defend a weak point in the walls from 
attack. It is likely that his cult came from the East; both 
the Old and New Testaments abound in imagery taken from the 
gate and the door. Janus was pictured upon coins as two~ 
headed one to watch the coming, the future, and the other 
the going, the past. At Falerii he was given four heads in a 
simulacrum set up in the Forum Transitorium. In the Forma 
Boarium at Rome, the famous quadrifrontal arch embodied the 
same idea. Thus his image was the formal antecedent of the 
crossed sign-post and the four-way traffic signal. 
It is usual to make an architectural distinction between 
the arched gateway and the triumphal arch, but their common 
origins must not be forgotten. The earliest arched geteways 
of the Etruscans ~t Perugia, Falerii and Volterra were 
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essentially holes in the city walls1 • With the expansion 
of the city the gates, hallowed by many religious observances, 
were often left standing 9 as they were at Ostia. They became 
isolated, no longer related to the defence system, much as 
those of the 1.~ur d 'Octroi at Paris. It is a tribute to Roman 
conservatism that this prototype was followed long after the 
triumphal arch had been emancipated as a free-standing build-
ing. The fourth century arch of Constantine - one of the 
last remaining.~ has, upon the sides, only a medallion and a 
narrow frieze below the cornice - a reversion from the general 
type, which had columns attached to front and sides equally. 
Warde Fowler stat;es categorically: "Triumphal arches of 
later times developed from an origin which belongs to the 
region of magic 2". 
Quadrifrontal arches were common in Syria. At Bosra the 
main crossroads was covered by a vaulted arch. One at 
Lambaesis was erected in the second century A.D. 3 . It is 
not qlear whether these arches were ltnked to the corner 
buildings, but the later quadrifrontal arches in Italy and 
Africa were definitely free-standing. At Tripoli and Leptis 
Magna two remain of the same period. The arch of Caracalla 
at Tebessa 214 A.D. consists of a simple crossed archway each 
opening being flanked by two free-standing columns. These 
arches had the character of separate shrines. 
In the placing of monumental arches, the Romans show 
that they regarded them as punctuation marks in tho road 
system. They placed them at entrances to Fora - the most 
common site~ at trivia Cas at the entrance from the via 
Sacra to the Forum Romanum); at changes of direction (as 
at Palmyra); at crossroads. To the devout Roman, passing 
under their shadow must have meant a religious office4 . 
Aesthetically they meant much the same thing - a p~use, 
----------~-------~---~~·----------------------------------
1 For 6illustrations see Rivoira~ Roman Architecture, p.5 et seq 
2 Religious Experience of the Roman People, p.217 
3 Bosanquet= Greek and Roman Towns. 
Review, Vol. V. 
Town Planning 
4 The origin of a triumphing 3rmy passing under an 
arch was in an act of separation from a profane world. (Warde Fowler). 
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(a) Plan of ~ RomRn cawp 9 with praetorium axially placed. 
From Neubsrger: Technical Arts and Sciences, p.301. 
(b) Colonnaded street at Ephesus. From Hagemann: 
Facades of Buildings, p.7. 
(c) Part of the Vie dei S2polchri 9 Pompeii, The gate into 
the city is on the right, R typical trivium on the 
left. From Maiuri: P0~peii. 
(d) The Forum area Pr~.,-:,peii~ The Forum i ts.elf ·was entirely 
cut off from traffic. It is interesting to see the 
devices used to square the faces of buildings with the 
building line (e.g. the Eumachia and Tc~ple of Apollo), 
and also how buildings were surrounded by shops. 
·Fro~ M"~! Pompeii, Plan II. 
(e) . Plan of An tino e, showing colonnaded street leading to 
the theatre. From Hughes and Lnmborn; Towns 2nd 
Town Planning, p.l4. 
(f) Roman Bridge at Alcantara. The arch was erected to 
the honour of Tr2jan. From Bevan~ History of Spanish 
Archit~cture 9 Plate II. 
(a) S A A l B U I' G Plan of com~ 
oz::=~loo=====~3"0~===?.5oo f£<t Scale 
(b) E P H E 5 U 5 
f TTT 
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a node in the JOUrney . In the open country this is even 
more noticeable, in their association with bridges. That of 
St. Chamas had a simple arch at each end; that of Alcantara 
in Portugal was placed with superb drama over the middle 
pier (Figure Vf). 
The arch 9 echoing the gate and the walls, gave a sense 
of enclos-e to the street. But the road had to pass through 
). 
it. It is another sign that in their towns the Romans' 
interest was in communication, a fact that prevented them 
from developing the terminal building in their streets. The 
chequerboard plan, the isolated forum and temple acted against 
the cul-de-sac street which so far as traffic circulation is 
concerned, is the essence of the closed vista. It was the 
medieval city, with its buildings stopping roads, that pro-
vided the chance for the closed vista to develop. 
1 The relief 
Colosseum 1 
sufficient 
procession 
on the tomb of .the Haterii illustrated the 
the temple and three triumphal arches -
to identify the route taken by the funeral 
(VJickhoff~ Roman Art, p.49) 
(f 
v 
From. the ci:rcum.stances of .its growth 9 the· street b'Uilding 
nad cer:tain, peculiarities of shape 9 plan. and appearance. These 
are most marked in the house. Although the invaluable work of 
archaeologists.has given a compl~te picture of the urban house 
at Pomp~ii, Herculaneum and Ostia 9 it is Roman ·l-aw that gives 
.. 
the strongest hints about its early development.· 
Pr.a§.diaLSor:y1tug§._2 
About five centuries before Christ~ the celebrated twelve 
tables, which were ,the germ of. Roman law, were distilled from 
ancient custom1 . Among their provisions were the protection 
~f rights of way and water.~ necessities of life that urban 
. . . ·.. . .. 2' 
conditions .threatened . Fur-ther legal processes to cover 
indi v:L<iuaf: building r:Lgh ts took the forD of praedial servitudes. 
The urban servitudes originated in Greece, and we may regard 
t~em. as the answer to problems that beset all early town-
dwellers. In esse?ce'J they released from the common law· of. 
property an owner who could not, without.such servitude,·make 
reasonab;_e use .. of. his land~ in this sense they were negative. 
They, bound.the owner G:>f o;ne plot or b'l)ilding to abstainfrom· 
ce;rta_~n- actions-which would pr~judice the use of another. 
They were a-burden upon the land-rather than the owner, and_ 
oncE?_established acted in perpetuity unless terminated by a 
process of the law. 
The urban praedial servitudes were3 ~-
•- Ii.&tlLimmi ttendi - The right. to insert a beam in your · 
.neighbour's wall, for the purpose of supporting a 
floo~i for obtaining additional stability, or for 
covering a walk alongside a wall. 
Cn.§.r.is_fer.§.ndi - The right to have a wall supported by 
y-our neighbour'swall~ It imposed upon him the duty 
of keeping-his wall in repair. 
--------------· _._. ______ ~--------
l rxford Classical Dictionary 
2 ·Buckland~ Manual of Roman Private Law, p.l55 
3 The412rovisions are taken from Bunter: Roman Law,_ p.2 /, ·et seq~ Buckland: Manual. of Roman P~iva~e 
Law, pp .. 155, 156 and .Textbook B:f Roman Law, .,p.259. 
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l!dLill:Q.iici_gp.di -The right.to project 9 over your neigh-
bour's land, cantilevered b-alconies and eaves • 
.Qloacfr.§._mi.ttendag - The right to pass a sewer through 
anoifher's ground. 
Ius g;r,Q.teg.§_p.di - The right to have tbe rt:lindrip from your 
roOf drop upon your neighbour's land . 
.§_tillicidit_ve1_flumini.§.-Dl£.lliertdi velJ19.ILKQciniensH. -
.The right to receive rclinwater.. This forbids your neigh-
bour from building so high as to interfere with your du~ 
reception ~fit. Or the ser~itude may bc.the right not to 
receive it 
Ne_d,gmi:gj,_bu§_.Qfficiatu;r, ... The right that light is not 
obstructed. It applied to trees as well as buildings. 
Altius non tollendi - The right to prevent your neighbour 
'fromb'U:Ilchng"higher. 
These servitudes were of the greatest importance in the 
larger cities, and must hAve been in general use in Rome. 
Vitruvius 9 in-listing the desirable accomplishments of an archi-
tect, says 
"He must be familiar with the ~ights or easements which 
necessarily belong to buildings with party walls, as regArds 
the range of eaves droppings 9 drains And lighting2." · · 
... 
They are woven into the legal fabric of every land in 
Western c~viliza~ion3. 
In the first two· - tigni irnmi ttendi ·and oneris ferendi 
there is the basis of party wall legislation. They encoutage 
. . . 
the building-of party walls. In early towns the citizens could 
afford rieither the labour to build two walls beside e~ch 6ttier, 
r .. 
nor could they spAre the valuable space within the' city walls 
;4 
to do so • Upon a site of 30 ft. frontage, additional 18-in6h 
walls inside each boundary would take up lC per cent of the· 
site. Vitruvius (II, ··viii) gives some idea how the legisla-
tion worked. 
"When arbitrators are taken for pArty walls, they do not 
value them at the price at which they were made, but when'from 
accounts they find tenders for them they deduct as price for 
the passing of each y~ar the. 80th part, and so - in that f:rom 
the remaining sum repayment is .made for these walls - they 
pronounce the opinion that the·walls cannot last more than 
eo years.'' 
---------------·,-~--·-----__.:__ _____________ . -~--
1 
2 
3 
4 
This sometimes reads Stillicidii avertendi (Moyle: 
Imperatoris Iustiniani institutiones, p.216 Footnote l) 
Book I~ Chap. I 
. . 
Their present application in South Africa is slli~marised 
in Hall and Kellaway~ Servitudes . 
The twelve tables ordered a space of 2l, ft. clear around 
each house in an attempt to localise fire, but party 
walls took the place of the firebreak (Marshall: 
Companion to Latin Studies, p.223J 
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It seems from this that when an adjoining owner built, he paid 
his share of the. cost of the party wall he used .. Vitruvius 
continues:-
''Public statutes do not allow of a thickness of more than 
a foot and a half to be used for (stone) party walls. ·But other 
walls (of unburnt brick) are nlso put up of the sa.me thickness 
lest the space be too much narrowed." 
Concentration remained a strong fore~ throughout the Republic. 
Haverfield1 quotes enactments prohibiting the pulling down of 
an existing building unless as good a one were erected in its 
place, and after the Neroni an fire 9 · prohibiting n.n owrier from 
withholding a site from anyone who ~~Jished to build upon it. 
The need for concentration is also reflected in ius·pro-
jiciendi and cloacae mittendae. In ius protegendi and stilli-· 
cidii there is again evidence of cheek-by-jowl building, where 
roofs abutted walls, and the only way to get rid of rainwater 
w~s to discharge on to your neighbour's roof or land2 . 
But more interesting than this is the silent commentary 
these praedial servitudes give upon the earliest w~ll, gutte~ 
and roof construction.· Up to late. R2publican days unburnt or 
sundried bricks were the usual walling materials. Although 
their strength was ample for a one or two storey structure 
(the Romans, as we have seen, thought them good for eighty 
years), they were very vulnerable to dampness. Vitruvius · 
stipulates that when they are used they must be coped with 
burnt brick under the tiles and a deep cornice3. This gives 
po±nt to jus protegendi. Even when they were protected by a 
stiff stuccci rendering on each side, the adobe was iiven to 
subsidence. Wattle and daub were sometimes used, and Vitruvius 
recommends that such walls should have foundations "untouched" 
by the stones of the p8vement .·" 
Such ~~lling materials were sound, then, if given a soli~ 
dry foundation; if they were adequately cope~, and if the 
roofs and gutters were arranged to take rainwater quickly 
. . 
----------*------------·-------· __ , ____ .....;.._· ----------
1 
2 
3 
Ancient Town_Planning, Chap. X and Transactions of the 
R.I.B.A Town Planning Conference, p.l24 
I can find no evidence that eaves gutters were in 
general use even in Imperial times. 
"Thus when tiles are broken burnt brick will act as 
a shield and the cornice wiil throw the drippings 
clear." (II, VIII) 
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1 
away . By exerci~ing the rights·of stillicidii avertendi 
(where such a servitude existed) and shooting his water onto 
his neighbour's land, the householder himself could keep his 
walls dry; but it only increA.sed his neighbour's difficulties. 
The Roman tile, like thAt of the Greeks, WA.S water-shedding but 
not w~terproof 2 (Figure VI b and c). If, then, a building was 
higher than its nei~hbours, the neighbour suffered from percola-
tion by water dripping from a height onto his roof and from 
overflowing valley and verge gutters. Knowledge of.the con-
struction of Roman gutters is slight; lead might have been 
used for box gutters as well as for downpipes. Valley tiles 
were common in Pompeii (see Figure VIa). But thGre are no 
signs that the Roman cared for valley and box gutters more than 
we do ourselves. Vitruvius, speaking of displuviate roofs, 
says "there is this disadvantage in the upkeep: 'When the rain-
water flows down, the pipes round the walls receive it but do 
not quickly take the water flowing from the.channels; as they 
receive it, .they are clogged with the surplus water. ·conse-
quently the joinets work and the walls arG damaged3''· We may 
well imagine from our knowledge of similar faults with lead 
parapet ~gutters. and brick walls, what trouble this must have 
caused with .adobe walls. 
In many a town, the early houseowner had to conserve as 
much rainwater as he could for drinking and household purposes~ .. 
With a displuviate atrium, the only water he could save was 
that which fell through the compluvium~ the rest was shed away. 
This difficulty probably gave rise to stillicidii vel-fluminis. 
recipiendi, whicn conferred the right to receive water from 
his neighbour's roofs where they were suitably shaped. 
'1 
2 
3 
4 
----------------
This is graphically expressed in an old Devonshire saying: 
"Giv'un a gude hat and pair of butes an er'll last for 
ever." · (Clough WilliBms Ellis~ Cottage Building in Cob, 
Pise, Chalk and Clay) 
Thatch and shingles covered the. roofs of Rome until the 3ri 
century, B ~C. (Neuberger; Op oi t. p. 277) (u lyntl1US! 'l~ha 
roofs· were laid tQ a pitch of :L8 'in. an.d depended on a 
rapid run-off to av_oid leakage)· (Robinson: Olynthus, 
Vol. VIII, p~236) · 
VI, iii 
Pompeii, however, had a good water supply. 
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.. ·-Tn-e- ·-:i:rnr-ent-i.on. .. of the. new. shape of roof s·eems to. have. b:een 
made' in the early yearls of ·the secDnd century B" c.l. There are 
very few examples of displuviat:e· atria in Pompeii 4. Hercul-aneum 
has more3, but so far as rainwater was concerned? each house 
was s·elf -contained. By the use of the compluviate roof, and 
surl,'ounding each light well and perist~le with a flat funnel 7 
all the difficulties that arose from hipped rDofs disappeared· 
(Figu:ne VI g and h). Party walls were protected by a roof ridge 
)r the top of a leap-to roof, and their efficacy as firestops 
~as at a maximum. Box and verge gutters could be avoided. The 
'Jorst hazard that was left in roof construction was the sloping 
Talley -.~uch.less treacherous than a flat box gutter. 
Thus eme~ged the type of house that, up to the Empire, 
~as the main urban form. It was built in a three-sided box, 
lt looked inwards and upwards, was lit from the centre. Its 
street face was blank except for the door (Figure VI d, e and 
f). If we contrast this form with that of the free-standing 
1ouse 9 we can rel.ate all those features to its position in the 
nidst_ of its. neighbours~ its form arose from its surroundings. 
[n short, it had a contiguRte form4 . 
There is considerable evidence that tho Roman house, 
~entred upon the atrium, was of country origin 5. iJlTe have then 
~he phenomenon of a free-standing house suffering inversion 
ghen it was built in the town. To accept the country origin 
)f the urban house enables us to account for its internal sym-
:letry, .about which there are the difficulties mentioned above. 
Cf we envisage: a. symmetrical insular house maintaining its 
~ymmetry during a change to contiguate form, it enables us to 
3Xtend Spencer's theory to internal symmetry in this particu-
_ar instance. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
--------
The Oxford Classical Dictionary (under "houses") dates 
the first impluvium from this time. 
House of M. Lucretius (Maiuri: P~mpeii, p.55) 
One was the Casa dello Scheletro - a small house pro-
vided with light wells, another was the Casa dei Cervi, 
large enough to be unaffected by its neighbours (M2uri: 
Herculanemn, pp. 35 and 63) 
There is no word ·in cornnon use to describe this charac-
teristic. To denote the form of the free-standing 
building, "insular" is effective enough, and unequivo-
cable. 
Robertson: Greek and Roman Architecture, p. 305 
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(a) Roman valley tile, from Neuberger~ Technical Arts and 
Sciences, p.332. 
(b) Roman tiles, from Brickwork in Italy (Amer~can Face Brick. 
Association), p. ~, · Tiles without subst.antial lap, which 
must have relied upon a waterproof bedding. 
(c) Portion of a reconstructed roof at Pompeii, from Neu-
berger, Technical Arts and Sciencesf p.332. 
(d) A modest house in two storeys. The form is Oriental and 
shows light courts used in· place of th.e usual atrium. to 
light the house. From Mau: Pompeii, Its Lif~ and Art, 
p.341. 
(e) Another house of small dimensions lit by a light well 
although it is upon a corner site. From Mau: Pompeii, 
Its Life and Art, p.343. 
(f) The fully developed house of the Roman period. It pre-
serves in stone the characteristics of the earlier sun-
(g) 
(h) 
dried brick hous~. From Mau: Pompeii, Its Life and 
Art, ·P. 3 22. 
Roofing plans. · For the· sake of . cloarne$ s, the party. 
( i) ··walls are shown ex:;:JO sed; · they were actually covered by 
·the roofs.· 
(j) Plah 6f #'house upon a typical street site. Compared 
with (f) it shows an anamorphosis of the domus plan to 
suit a shorter purse. From Neuberger: Technical Arts 
and Sciences, p.326 
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During Roman times the first evidence of attention to day-
lighting appears. Although the Romans did not make great de-
mands in this respect - many rooms in the horise were lit dnly 
by the doorway - it became impossible as the towns were built 
up~ to secure light and sun. At the end of the Republic the 
problem was acute. Vitruvius wrote~ (VI, vi) 
"Care is required that all buildings should be well 
lighted. This is more easy in farm buildings because there 
are no party walls to interfere; whereas in cities~ the 
heights of party walls or ths.narrow streets are in the way 
and cause lack of light. Therefore~ trial should be made 
as follows:- In the quarter from which light is required, a 
line should be drawn from the top of the party wall which 
seems to obstruct 7 to the point where light should be admitted. 
If the amount of open sky seems sufficient when we look up · · 
from that line~ the light will not be obstructed.~ ......... ~.~ 
the whole must be so \.>J.Ci~rol:L~.:ll.'A. Vua L from whatever quarter the 
sky can be seen, window openings must be left there.". 
This~ like so·rnany of .the words of·that sagacious.Roman, 
has a very familiar ring; it riontains the essence of mod~xn 
methods of predetermining.daylight. Vitruvius wrote at a time 
when insulae were bE:Jing built to unprecedented heights., and. 
t11e problems he ·had to face were equal to any ·today. ·During 
the Republic there v.rere fow windows. Glass was used by rich 
1 
ovmers , but most buildings had simple shutters~· ·which could 
only. be opened in warm, still, ·dry weather. When they wore 
closed, the o:Ll lamps hnd to be lit .. Researches. into .theJoper-
• ation of.•Roman lnmps show that they were anunmitigated nqi., 
sance •. They smoked and smouldered incessantly. Juvenal said 
that fumes from .lF11nps brought in by boys blacl\:ened busts of 
Horace and Virgil in the schoolroom2 . It was in fact the 
poor artificial light·that caused the general habit pf early 
rising ani retiring~. 
----------·------------------------------------··· '.. .., .. . . .. . 
1 
2 
At Pompeii panes 1 1 x 2 1 have been preservBd. ~he apo-
dyterium of th~ Small Baths had bronzE;) frames to take 
sheets 40 11 x 2b"i .\-n thick (NeubergerJ.M.ail)ri menti.ons 
a gl~zed-in logg1a in Region IX Insula 12 tfocipeii 
p. '/4 J. JYiau s a:Y s that narrow panes have occas·ionaliy 
been foPnd set in masonry. (Pompeii, Its Life arici Art, Q.279). Mica ?nd selenite 1 but not glass have ·been 
round at Ostia LCalza: Ost1a, p~lb). Evi&ence Df its 
use in.Northern climates is more abundant (Rushforth:. 
· Legacy of Rome). · · · · . 
NeubQrger: Op cit, p.242 
3 warde For:ler: Cp cit, p.267 
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·Tn o-rder to secur_e better day-lighting 9 devices such ,as 
. l 
clear-storey windows were used Of the three public baths 
at Pompeii the first, built in the second century B.C., was 
dark and lit by lunettesj the third 9 which was still building 
at the time of the eruption, had its main apartments lit by 
large windows onto the palaestra. They were probably to be 
glazed, as those of the baths mentioned by Seneca, which had 
2 
"large windows protected by glass " 
The servitudes of ne luminibus officiatur and altius non 
tollendi must, after the evolution of the Roman town house, 
fuave fallen into disuse, or been compounded. Ne prospectui 
offendatur was also a luxury that it was impossible to indulge 
in towns. The Roman law protecting its citizens from darkness 
has been preserved·in England throughout its history, though 
at ome stage at least a mutual cancellation of all rights of 
light was made3. A similar stage must have been reached in 
Rome about the time of the first century A.D., when everything 
had to give way to increasing populations in cities. 
lM.Jdlae 
In Pompeii, upper storeys are primitive and rudimentary. 
Maiuri is of the opinion that "if the eruption of Vesuvius 
ha~ taken place a few decades later, Pompeii .•.... would have 
off:'ered~us the uniform aspect of a typical Imperial city, 
with.houses several storeys high upon a more or less extensive 
'+ ground plan " Pre-Roman Pompeii was mainly of one storey. 
Later it was common to have double storeyed rooms about the 
atrium, those· over the shops being let with the shops, 
either as additional showrooms or flats 5. 
1 As in the Tablinum of the Casa dell 'Atrio a Mosaico at 
Herculaneum. (Maiuri: Herculaneum, p.28). It is con-
ceivable that this explains Vitruvius enigmatic recom-
mendation for displuv1ate roofs~ that they do not 
interfere with the lights of the triclinium, but create 
valley gutters (VI, i1i) 
2 Mau: Pompeii: Op cit, p.208 
3 Waldiaci: Methods of Measuring and Predetermining day-
light. 
4 
5 
Pompeii, p.l4 
Mau: Pompeii~ pp. 27l5 274 
In the block of two-storey shops and flats in the Strada dei 
Sopolchri (F'i'gure -vc) there is the start of commercial devel-
opment by larger blocks. Further evidence of expansion is· to 
be seen at Herculaneum 1 where there are two-storeyed flats in 
'· ·.. - 1 
·the Casa con due Atrii ? the double-storeyed atrium of the 
Sainn:ite,ho~se 2 and an actual insula in the East of the city3. 
Peristyles were walled in and the domus adapted for letting 
to a number of families 4 . Cenacula? or upper floor flats, 
gave to their tenants some of the privacy of the house, and 
perhaps recommended the idea of multi-storeyed dwellings 
(Figure VIIId) . 
. The Greek word synoecia shows that tenements were not a 
Roman invention. From early times tenants were housed in 
5 large blocks ; in the third century B.C. 9 they were ordered 
to have water on the premises to fight fires. The buildings 
were of wood. The ambitus already mentioned of 2* ft. about 
each block was an attempt to isolate them~ and Nero forbade 
wood for their construction, stipulating that each block 
. . . 6 
should be surrounded by roads and faced with stone . 
At the end of the Republic the insula started to oust 
the domus as the normal Roman dwelling. Shortly the domus 
disappeared entirely, to reappear in an Indian summer during 
the closing years of the Empire. In a census of 357 A.D. one 
quarter of Rome consisted of 1,790 of the domus type and 
. 7 .. 
46,602 insulae . 
Of the transitional period 9 Vitruvius gives a clear 
. t 8 p1c ure ; he lived r.'hen burnt bricks were making their 
appearance in Rome. 
,l · Maiuri~ Herculaneum, p.37 
2 4 Maiuri: Ibid, p. 2 
3 
4 
5 
Maiuri: Ibid, p.54 
Maiuri: Ibid, p.l6 
Li vy ( 218 B. G. ) records an ox having. c'limbed to the 
third storey of a house (Marshall~ 'Companion to 
Latin Studies? p.22l). -
6 Dicticinnaite des Anti qui tes ~ Demus 
7 Ibid~ Insula. The figures are puzzling. They cer-
tainly do not refer to buildings? but it is not clear 
whether they indicate persons or families. 
8 II, viii 
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· ······· "Vfith. the greatness of the city .. and the .. unlirnitE!d "c_;rpwdf'ng 
of the citizens, it is necessary to provide very numerous 
dwellings.· Therefore, since a level site could not receive, 
such a multitude to dwell in the city, circumstances themselves 
h·ave compelled the resort ·to the raising of buildings. A.nd · 
s~ by means of stone pillars, walls of burnt brick, party walls 
of rubble ·(masonry), towers have been raised, and these being 
joined ~ogether by frequent board floors, produce upper stories 
with fine vie~s of the city to the utmost advantage~ · ThePe-. 
fore walls are raised to a great height through various stories 
and the Roman·people has excellent dwellings without hindrance." 
The excellence of the buildings was questioned by Juvenal~ 
Martial, Sulla, Catullus· and Strabo. From them we have-~ 
picture of a city shored up with fiimsy props; 'tiles crash 
down from the lofty roofs; the buildings themselves creak and 
are on the point of collapse. From the windows of highly 
priced garrets, the street is seen dimly as through a mist/ 
One wretch had to climb 200 ·steps to reach his bedroom" These 
were the dwellings erected for the unemployable masses of 
Rome living in the slum districts of the Suburra and A.rgiletum, 
whose only pleasure was the circus 9 who were fed by ·the statel, 
and who knew nothing o'f home life2• Great fortunes fell into 
the laps of landowners who, sanctioned by the State, ignored 
all by-laws in building these shacks]. Their methods were .· 
worthy of the times. . Crass us· bought slaves who were . architects 
and builders, to the number of )00. He then bought up houses 
that were actually on fire, and concluded deals with· thee: ter.,-
rified ownersof the neighbouring properties,<and proceeded'to 
rebuild. In this way he came to own a substantial part ·of .the 
4 
capital • 
Yet it was not only the poor who lived thus.- ·The remains 
of insulae at·ostia, whichreflect those of Rome, show a 
very different sort of building, answering more nearly to 
Vitruvius' description. The following is a summary of ·their· 
1 
2 
3 
'+ 
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Last~ Legacy of Rome 9 p.233 
Dill ascribes the tremendous dev. elop_ment of t_ho Colleges 
to a wish for a socigl life (Rom?n Society from Nero to 
Marcus Aurelius, p.267) . . , 
A.ugustu_ s. fixed the maximum height at 68 ft, '. TrAj an 
requcod · l t to S8 ft (Robertson: . Op cit, p. 307: ·: 
'i-'TardeFo-~iler~ Op cit, p.3 
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main characteristics1 . They were solidly built in burnt brick 
with stone staircases having a high £ire resistance. Vaulted 
ceilings 5 mosaic floors 9 and the generous size of the rooms show 
that it was the upper classes who lived in them. They were four 
storeys high9 each floor repe_ating that beneath it and consist-
ing of a number of apartments often with separate stairs. When 
the building was on a street 7 shops and vestibules took up the 
ground floor. In the planning 9 the corridor appeared 5 giving 
access to the doors of the apartments or externally 9 colonnadedJ 
for circulation within each flat (Figure VII a and b). The 
rooms lost their old distinction: it is no longer possible to 
·tell from the remains what each room was 2 • '~Then built on 
street sites, light wells and courtyards occur frequently, and 
gardens were· placed behind, reached by angiporti. 1Nhere a 
large enough area was available, ~& in the Case Giardino at 
Ostia or the Insula Orientalis at Herculaneum3, the building 
was an isolated rectangular block (Figure VII e and f). ~indows 
in the external walls lit the rooms, and a new street sight was 
exposed to view. ·Faced with brickwork and with their many 
windows dominating the facade? they must have been an object of 
wonder to the visitor (Figure Vli c and d). The facades were 
relieved by enriched doorways and simple string courses follow-
ing relieving arches over windows. Continuous balconies were 
substantially made in wood, corbelled in stone or vaulted in 
brick. 
This sort of building shows a revolution in the urban home. 
Each of the features described was an innovation. Little of 
the traditional house, with each room distinguished by its 
height, was left. The domus concentrated upon the atrium, 
shutting off the world; the insula looked outwards over the 
city roofs, or later upon other blocks. This was a welcome 
1 
2 
3 
Comprehensive ?Ccounts are given in Robertson: Greek 
and Roman Arch1tecture 5 pp. ~07-309, Calza: Ostia 1 po. 17~20~ and Ander~Qn 5 Spiers and Ashby: Architecture 
or· Anc1enG Home, p.lJ~ 
But see remarks against Figure VIIe 
This insula was under excavation in 19l+5; 
is not available. 
its plan 
(a) Plans·bf Cas~ di Diana, Ostia. From Calza, Ostia, and 
(b) 
Hostovtseff ~ History of the Ancient 1i"orld,. Vol. II, 
. p.246. The room at the north-east corner (.ground floor) 
has been identified as a dining room. 
(c) Facade of an insula in Rome, from Rushforth: Legacy of 
Rome, p.409. 
(d) Restoration of facade of Casa di Diana, from Anderson, 
Spiers and Ashby: Architecture of Ancient Rome, PlateXC. 
The restoration is conjectural above the second floor. 
(e) Plan of two large insulae at Ostia from Celza, Ostia. 
(f) 
Although the use of the various rooms cannot be identi-
fied, there is a noticesble similarity in the arrangement 
of rooms 3 with the cubicula of the domus (see Figure VI 
f and j), room 2 being equivalent to the atrium, but 
facing out to the street. The fauces (l) retain their 
old character. The plan represents the arrangement of 
the domus, but extroverted to suit the form of the in-
sula. 
(g) One of the few arcaded Roman streets in Europe from 
Calza, Ostia. The massive piers of the arcades along 
the footway remain to a height of 5 ft. 7 in. 
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·ehange, for the--realistic wall paintings of the domus, giving 
an eipressi.on of ~pace, light and air~ show that the occluded 
. . . . 
life of the atrium had begun to pall. For the first time the 
street was used as a reservoir of light~ a new urban form~ 
with a new urban plan immanent 9 had been made. The contiguate 
form of the house was merged in the insular -form of ~he block, 
which fitted.ill in the pattern of narrow streets. Each new 
insula sounded the death knell of the houses round it, which 
thus were exposed to view from above. As sites became vacant 
they were built up, and ingenuity was shown in arranging light 
wells, but the sites most valued were those that allowed a 
' . . . ·. 
precinctual garden to be included. The Casa Giardino, built 
upon a cleared a~~~ b~tween streets, shows how the city could 
have been redeveloped. It was reshaped in its Eastern part 
during the time of H~drian, by making large sauare blocks, 
but no replanned insula quarter remains. The effect of' this 
rebuilding can be studied to better advantage at the present 
day, when the problems of fitting large insular blocks into 
a street system still await solution. 
The Fa£_gg_g 
Before the Empire 1 there were few houses that had espe-
cial architectural treatment to the street wall. The only 
point of interest was the doorway, which was accorded a 
simple frontal, and occasionally flanking pilasters. The 
wall was built in tufa or limestone ashlar, opus quadratum, 
signi:hum or incertum. Stech windows as pierced the walls 
have the appearance of after thoughts, their placing being 
q~ite unstudied (Figure VIII b 9 c and e). The domestic 
.. 
streets of a provincial town in the second or first centur-
ies, B.C., must have had great charm, with their contiriuous 
two-storeyed fronts, doo~wais simply adorned and ~he rows of 
open shops that formed the ground flo6t of nearly every 
building. 
. . ' . 
They cannot have differed very much from the 
Hellenistic streets of Ionia. In the Augustan age, with 
the increased use of stucco and expo~~d brickwork, portals 
. ' . . . 
became more impressive, but there are few signs that the 
_[tL_ __ THS· -~R~HIT_?_CT~:BE~OF~ THE_ S~TRE~~----------­
h6ri~etrorit wai considered impor~ant, an~ n6ne that the interior 
w~s ever modified to accord with a designed facade. Stuccoed 
fronts were treated as'rusticated stonework or applied marble 
in the "incrustation" style. 
Illus1Q.ni.21__Facade.§. 
In Rome and the larger cities, it often became necessary 
to place important buildings upon street sites (Vitruvius, as 
we have noticed, gave advice upon siting a temple in such a 
position). How the Roman architect gave to such a building 
some of the distinction it would have had as a free-standing 
building is evident in at least one facade - the library at 
Ephesus 9 built about 115 A.D. 
only one face was important1 . 
The site was hemmed in so that 
This front wall was pierced by 
three doorways) over each of which was a window (Figure VIIf). 
Inside 9 the building was simply one high room, giving nothing 
as a starting point for the design but the plain wall. It 
was ornamented with columns in two storeys, the lower paired 
with entablature between the doors, the upper with padiment~ 
over the doors; a playful but rhythmical arrangement. This 
addition of detached columns, which the Romans gave to the 
sca.enae frons of theatres and to the faces of triumphal arches, 
is a type of' ornamentation in which the members are large 
enough to be capable of contributing to the structure. That 
they did not do so is perhaps the main reason for so many 
critics dismissing the system as dishonest and debased. The 
accusation has a great deal of force when levelled at a num-
ber of Baroque buildings; but these originals had one thing 
in common; they were, in essence, plain walls or parts of 
walls. 
The purpose of the Roman scaenae frons was to complete 
the enclosure of the cavea 7 and to serve as a background. 
Although a plain wall with the traditional three doorways 
would have been sufficient, it would have been an intolerably 
------------------------------·----------
l 
·Robertson: Op cit, p.291 
-·.· 
dull background to the conventional and often monotonous Roman 
play. It is not surprising to read that even in the early 
wooden theatres, the scaenao frons was ornamented. In a tem-
porary theatre of 58 B.C. Scaurus enlivened the background with 
l 
?,00 columns arranged in three storeys and 3,000 bronze statues 
The action of tho play traditionally took place in a street, 
with three houses represented by the doors 2, but it is obvi-
ously wrong to take the Imperial scaenae frons as in any way 
3 giving the appearance of a street ; it was simply a piece of 
applied decoration. How ornamental it finally became may be 
seen in the restorations of Aspendus 4 and Ostia5. 
·This system of niches, columns, entablature and pediments 
I 
interspersed with statuary. and the recurring aedicule that 
characterizes them all was a translation into three dimensions 
of the illusionist style of mural painting. Tho wall decora-
tion to be seen in the second and third periods of Pompeii, 
and also in Rome 6 created an appearance of architectural 
reality by giving to invented .forms the colour, light and 
shade, projection and recession of an actual piece of archi-
tecture. They were fantastic .but convincing. 
"We do not think of asking if7the castles could"·be built, for they are there before our eyes ." 
From Vitruvius who saw them fresh from the painter's brush~ 
we learn their power for deception: 
"The judgment is cftendeceived by it (i.e. by observa-
tion) just as when in the paintings of dining rooms, there 
seem to be projecting columns, corbelled mutules, outstand-
ing shapes of statue~, although the picture is undoubtedly 
vertical and regular ." 
In this matter tho painters showed tho way to tho architect~?· 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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Gray~ Companion to Latin Studies, p.521 
Beare~ The Roman Stage, pp. 170, 172 
Vitruvius V.vi says that columns, pediments, statues 
and other royal surroundings arc suitable to tragedy~ 
for.comedy, ~rivato buildings with windows and bal-
conles. 
Robertson~ Op cit, p.278 
Neuberger: Cp cit, p.360 
House of Livia, Thermae of Titus 
Hickhoff; Roman Art, p. 13) 
Book VI, Chap. II 
Not for the first nor the l0st time. Hellenistic 
carved ornament copied painted forms, and fifteenth 
century backgro\illdS influenced later architecture (See Chap. VIIIJ 
(a) Street in Herculaneum from Mniuri: Herculaneum .. 
(b) The same street as (a). The placing of windovvs is un-
studied for exterior effect. From Maiuri: Herculaneum. 
(c) Housefronts in the Strade di Mercurio. From Gell: 
Pompeii~ Vol. II 7 Plate LXI (18":.<.2). "There are certain 
mouldings which seem to indicate that the houses were 
not higher than at present." 
(d) Cenacula, or first floor flats, were usually entered by 
a stair from the shop 1 and had loggias open to the street. 
From Maiuri: Pompeii. 
(e) Another house front showing how the windows were ignored 
so far as the exterior was concerned. From Maiuri: 
Pompeii. 
(f) The Library, Ephesus. From Robertson~ Greek and Roman 
Architecture, p. 290. "The restoration is quite certain", 
p.289. 
(g) The Nyphaeum, ].0.iletus - a free -standing building of the 
time of Trajan. From Kunst Gcschichte in Bildern 
(Schaefer, Frank and VVinter), where the restoration by 
Hfilsen (printed in colour in Wiegand: Milet) is repro-
duced. 
(h) Miletus: The Market Gate. An el~boration of the 
entrance in the Agora wall. From Hegemann~ Facades 
of Buildings, p.S 
(Ll) H E f\. C U L A N E U M 
y,ew 1n Cardo IV 
----<-~~, --~-
vm 
(b) H E R. C U A N E U M 
Housczs in CArda IV 
(c) P 0 M P E I I Hous<Z fronts (d) P 0 M P E I I Cu,_,.-,,!a 
lc) P 0 M P E Houscz of Caius S<Zcundus (f) E P H E S U 5 Th~t Librar-y 
(h) Th"' Morke~ Go~e 
MILETUS 
G. Q.l '51 . 
y. 
S·culpture ·also played a part in the formation of th~ style. 
One wall Gf. the S tabian .Baths nt Pompeii ·shows the same motifs 
a§ the·wall paintingsr but plastered in relief - an actual 
intermediat-e between forms painted upon a wall and similar 
forms built against it. 
The general tendency is shown in the triumphal·arches 
in the progressive detachment of the column and its·piece of 
entablature~· until in the reign of Hadrian 9 it was usual for 
the column to stand·free. In the development of illusionist 
bas r-eliefs there is a noticeable parallel, in the deeper 
undercutting, giving to a moving spectator variations in 
1 light and shade . 
As·the movement reached its climax, pilasters and columns 
shook themselves free of their background~ the forms of span 
and support shed their weight and leapt upwards in~iers, 
like troupes of acrobats. The architects wrought 'tl:'hiracles of 
fantasy. The Khazn~ and other rock-cut tombs of Petra were· 
extravagant enough, but at Miletus a closer adherence to 
classical £orms made the fantasy even more piquant. In both 
the Market Gate (Figure VIII h) and the Nymphaeum (Figure 
VIII g) projecting wings were added to the colonnades. The 
Nymphaeum outstrips ·all Eastern brilliance. Built with the 
simple object of adorning·a fountain and its tanks, it-con~· 
sists of a light wall dressed out· with three tiers of col-
umns, with deep two ... tiered wings thrown out in front~ 
Statues and niches· Catch the light that dances between the 
columns. It is a piece of uncurbed exuberance; of gaiety. 
so irresponsible that to criticise it in terms of structure 
andexpression accomplishes nothing.· The columns support 
only. themselves~ ·there is nothing to express but their 
own existence. 
These examples possess nothing to demand outward expres-
sion; nothing, that· is to :say, of· the least interest to the 
1 
A development fully described by Wickhoff (Roman Art) 
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spectator. Illusionist architecture, in this application, was 
simply.mural decoration "in the round." In practice, it was 
carried out by a separate s~t 6f cjaftsmen to the designs of 
the~r master, often many yea~s after the brick structure was 
finished1 . These craftsmen had their separate college and 
separate traditions from tho rest df'th~ building trades. By 
dec.orating their walls with architectural for.ms, they intended 
no m~re delusion than we, in plastering a wall, wish to beguile 
the spectator into believing that it is of solid plaster. Upon 
moralist grounds, which are those from which facade architec-
ture has most persistently been attacked, there is, in the 
disunion of interior and exterior form, at the worst a sin of 
omission rather than commission. '.~.There the building consists 
pf a wall, or has only one visible face, as it has in a street, 
the moralist argument becomes increasingly difficult to support. 
To takeanother case, let us consider the building whose front 
is net in line with the street, such as the building of Eumachia 
in the Forum at Pompeii (Figure Vd). No-one would cavil ~t the 
step of building a secondwall·along the street front. What 
then is to be the moralist treatment of this wall? Is it to 
be left. in its constructional mate~ial, or is the impossible 
.. . 
task of expressing the interio~ of the building to b~ attempted? 
The. facade wall separates· the interior of the house from the 
interior of the street~ if the ~tre~t side of the wall is 
wholly dictatedby.the·interior of the he'luse, the street wall 
is denying.its purpose,· just as it would if the rooms were· 
entirely dictated by the street. 
Qon:c]:usi.Qn 
. In the first chapter it:w~s sugg~sted that th~ reticula-
ted plan could have arisen through the agency 6f. either the 
road or the building. The evidence for the Roman chequer-
board is strongly in favour ofthe road. In the city, as 
outside it, .the road was dominant~ 'not necessarily straight, 
but ··always continuous. Unlike Syria, Rome had neither the 
---~---------~--- .. --..;......;..,.-:....~..:----· ....... ~·--·--....__,;.;.. ..... ~.:,.__;.,.,_;, _______ .:.._ ____________ _ 
1 Giovannini: 
climate nor the transport to make the town road the main archi-
tectural element in the city. It was in the precincts, the 
fora and temple enclosures, that the grammar of civic art was 
evolved - a grammar that was to be such a priceless bequest to 
succeeding ages. 
In the street buildings, the contiguate form of the domus 
expressed the rights of the citizen within the city. The 
legal code embodying these rights will probably outlAst all 
architectural influence, as it did in Roman times. For the 
domus 9 because of the lighting system that limited it to two 
storeys, could not survive in a constantly growing city. In-
creasing numbers to be housed and high land values demanded a 
new architectural form. Then as now new constructional means 
were at hand, and the Romans took the same upward p8th that 
we are now so busy exploring. Towns had to be reorganized to 
be made suitable for high buildings upon larger areas. Only 
one part of one disinterred city - Ostia - shows the form 
fully developed. Pompeii and Herculaneum, the most informa-
tive remains, were arrested at the transitional period, a 
period roughly equivalent to our own in South Africa, when 
large new buildings were the order of the day, built, as sites 
fell vacant, among one nnd two storey dwellings. In these 
conditions one looks in vain for org~nic street architecture. 
VI 
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"In the ·word 'Fear'" 9 it has been said , "may be found the 
key to the medieval city plan." The city wall, raised at such 
labour and maintained at such-cost, was the greatest monument 
to th~ burgher's wish for safety. But within it a passion more 
creative than fear was to be found? the love of liberty that 
brought the landless men crowding into the city, to make it 
grow and prosper. For srich men town life was freedom. Their 
love for their new home expanded to embrace the whole town, 
worthy of the b~st they ~ould lavish upon it of money, of art 
and personal sBrvice. 
If these e8rly European townsmen ·were rebels from their 
country life 9 they left behind as a hostage an innate affec-
tion for its sights~ sounds and scents •.. In the mature medi-
eval town, all beauty and gaiety were imagined in a setting of 
greenery. Fl6~ers, birds and animals were the very language 
of decorati.~n, as they were of poetry. . Upon Sundays and holi-
days the country reclaimed the citizens. . "In the moneth of 
May, na~ely on May~day in the morning, every man, except 
impediment, would Walk~ into thB sweete meadows and.greene 
woods 9 there to rej oyce their spiri tes .with the beauty and 
. . . 
savour of sweete flowers, and with the harmony of birds 
praysing.God in their kind2 ." 
',.' 
During the week they.tended their gardens within the 
town. In the Twelfth, Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries 
these gardens were inseparable from the town house, and they 
gave to the medieval town its greatest distinction from the 
. . . . .. 
Roman town of Italy and the Mediterranean seaboard .. Tbe 
contribution they made to the larders varied, and as the 
towns filled up it diminished~ From Harrison's description 
1 
.2 
E.A.A. Rowse: Plans of the Cities of Europe 
Jo1;J,n Stoi~: . Although a late. writ~r 1 the abbv.e was 
wrltten ln 1603, he formed h1s op1n1ons up9n A 9are-
ful study of documents (G. G. Coulton~ Soc;L al .Life 
in Britain, p ~ 193) . . · · . . .· · 
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of England in 15871 9 it appears that by then they had taken on 
the mixed character-of fruit 9 vegetable ahd .. ·flower that they 
still. enjoy. . In the· .earlier years substantial pieces of land 
and common· fields .inside the town were given over to market 
2 gardening ~ . The burgher kept one hand on the hoe. In some 
towns he held plots within and without the walls3. The charter 
of Grenade in Southern France, .for instance, created 3,000 
houses and gardens, and 2,000 vineyards4. 
, In the main, the surrounding lands and peasantry provi-
sioned the town, but for some six centuries the whole of 
Europe had lived only by agriculture, and the town garden meant 
for its owner something more than a source of food; it was a 
sheet-anchor amid the strange hazards of city life. This is 
the_ only possible explanation of its persistence during the 
centuries of increasing population, whon every piece of 
unbuilt land meant additional length to tho town wall. There 
'· . 
must have been a natural temptation for the communes to 
encourage building over gardens rather than to extend the walls. 
Even so in Rothenburg - probably the best preserved medieval 
city - it is surprising to see .that the easterly and southerly 
extensions were walled while substantial areas of unbuilt 
ground remained in the older parts (Figure IXa) 
Each of the hundreds of new tovms founded in England, 
Wales, Southern France and Germany during the eleventh to 
fourteenth cunturies was a pattern of garden plots and roads. 
The siz.es of plot varied from 160 ft. x 40 ft. as at Beaumaris, 
to 78 ft. x 24 ft. at ]~onsegur 9 where the roads were 24 ft. 
wide5. Various stipulations were made for the hpuses -
that they were to take up the whole frontage~ that one.,.third 
1 Quoted in Wilson: Life in Shakespeare's England; ~.271 
2 ·Mumford~ Culture of Cities, p.24 
3 As in the.New Towns of No:~;th Wales (Lewis: Medie:v.al 
Boroughs of Snowdonia, p.60) 
4 
5 
Heritage: Bastides of Guienne 
Carnarvon and Criccieth were 80 ft. x 60 ft. 
Le·wis: On cit,_ p.6':l,. · Tout gives 72 ft. 
ft. X 24 tt., cO ft. X 24 f~ and 60 ft X ~b. ft. 1 as the usual size of the Gascon bastide plots: Meaieval 
Town Planning). Monpazier had curtilages of l ft. x 
2 ') f t . (Her 1 t age : 0 p cit ChaP ~ I I ) 
Tne Scottish code fixed plots at one-Quarter acre with 
widths of 20 ft. x 30 ft. (Hears: PLanning of Medi-
eval Cities) 
was·to-be built the first year, and two-thirds the second; and 
1 
the depth of the house vvos sometimes fixed . The typical 
ilot or block in Guienne had a lane through it serving the 
gardens. The piece of land surrounded by houses was the normal 
· block in the town. It WCI.S perhaps a legacy of the Saxon "ham" 
that sometimes took this form. 
For a civilization that owed its existence to transport? 
that of the Middle Ages had very bad roads. By the ninth 
century the Roman network of roads had fallen into disuse 9 at 
least in England 9 oviing to the neglect of the bridges by the 
Saxons, who had no dur?ble cement. Packhorse ways - narrow 
strips of cobbles - carried trade on the Continent. There were 
no properly paved roads. For the townspeople it was more im-
portant that goods reached them regularly than quickly - timber 
for ship-building, carried by ox-waggon 9 sometimes took years 
2 to reach the coast of England . This principle of easy 
rather than fast transport accounts for tho weak attempts at 
road building, as it does for the popularity of river transport. 
In tho towns~ the good condition of the road was usually 
a matter for the householder who lived upon it. He had to 
clear and repair tho road for half its width opposite his 
frontage. If ho was a merchant he probably paid his pavage 
cheerfully enough; thoro are even records of bequests and 
gifts for road repairs? to remind us that once again tho road 
was the visible instrument of the town's prosperity. 
The existence of paviors in the thirteenth century, 
(their wages were fixed by a London ordinance of 1301)3 is 
no proof that the town roads wore well paved. Stone was often 
4 
used , but the value of a good foundation was not understood. 
More afton than not 9 and always when tho householder did the 
work himself) paving meant sim~ly filling potholes. In 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Tout~ Op cit 
Boumphrey: British Roads, p.75 
Salusbury~ Street Life in Medieval England, p.31 
Holborn in London was p88vo..d with cobbles in 1417 (Boumphroy: )p cit 9 p. lJ 
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addition t_o this, the authorities scarified the surface and 
. punned gravel or soil to a fair level. In Canterbury in 1'+81 
offic·ials ordered faggots of broom to be laid in the wheel-
tr~cks. 
The roads were so narrow that it was out of the question 
to take them up for a thorough relaying~ the result was that 
1 
the level of the road rose each time it was repaired . INhen 
it approached to the level of the ground floor of the houses, 
stormwater entered the house with a vile burden of filth from 
the roadway, Floors were usually of beaten earth, so that 
the first floor must, in old towns, have become preferable for 
living in. Roads generally had stone pitched kennels in the 
middle or at the sides. Raised footways for pedestrians ap-
peared sporadically2 and streets completely paved in stone 
existed in Italy in the fifteenth century. 
Measures similar to those of Rome speak of increasing 
congestion in streets. Throughout the period, enactments 
~ere made against wheels with iron rims or follies, to guard 
the road surface from damage. Market regulations fixed times 
and places of sale in each town3. Stallholders had to leave 
a space of three feet for pedestrians between their stalls 
and the house walls, and shop stalls were forbidden to pro-
ject more than two and a half feet. The shop counter was a 
shutter let down for the display of goods; the customer 
4 
usually stood in the street to make his purchase , thus 
adding to the ~ongestion. In the late Middle Ages, carts 
were altogethc:t ba:-:..:LJ. from Suiuo Bristol streets5. There 
was an obvious remedy for all the congestion these measures 
1 
2 
3 
5 
A corporation minute of 1546 instructed men not to 
pave "so highe as the gro'L1!lsells of men's houses" (Salusbury: Op cit, p. 36. · 
P~ris, 1~84; F~orence~ 1235~ Lilbeck, 1310 (I.~umford, Op Clt, D.t:J-;. 
A plan of 0Jcford Market based upon a document· of 
1319, is reproduced in Liddell~ School History of 
Oxford. It shows how heavier goods were kept to the 
periphery, and were to enter by a specified gate. 
This sort of shop is illustrated in Viollet-le-Duc: 
Dictionnaire Raisonne d'Architecture, under "bou-
tique." 
Salusbury: Op cit, p.58 
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·tmply ---·the ·holding- -of-- the market outside the· walls •'--:~Jt .was 
unthinkable because it would have removed tlle whole market 
institution from strict control. 
Here and there there are records of road widenings~ and 
enlargement of squares. But encroachments were much more 
common. To gain ground, burghers 9 town councils and even the 
king himself tried to obtrude buildings on to the road, or to 
take support by means of columns standing upon it. The traf-
fie ways were threatened~ how much, we may guess from a legal 
measure empowering the burgraves of Strasbourg 1 Regensburg, 
Worms and Cologne to ride through the streets with a lance or 
staff of office held crossways, and to order the removal of 
everything they struck1 . Some encroachments were allowed 
after deliberation~ some refused; the decision was a6cording 
to the worthiness of the owner. Many more, such as those 
that replaced a temporary building with brick or stone, went 
unchallenged. The councils often took the chance to fill 
. . 
depleted coffers by selling off portions of common' land. 
It is undeniable that encroachment played a strong, if· 
not decisive part in the formation of the medieval street 
line. Each owner wished to push his building as far forward 
as he could~ short of having it damaged by traffic. Over the 
course of centuries, traffic ways were moved considerably. 
Roman towns such as Trier were left with only a travesty of 
their original road system. But encroachment cannot have 
been the only force at work. One feature of the medieval 
street speaks of definite control, and that is the smoothness 
of the building lines; of the High Streets of Oxford and 
Chipping Campden, the Carolinen Strasse, Augsburg 9 and 
scores of other examples. This, their most distinguishing 
feature~ is the most difficult to explain. After a devas-
tating fire, the authorities were eiven an opportunity to 
regulate building lines broken by encroachment, but pre-
cisely how they were made into the curves we now see 
1 Huebner: History of Germanic Private Law, p.267 
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(a) Plan of Rothenburg o.d. Tauber? showing early formation 
of fluent road shapes. From Unwin: Town Planning in 
Practice~ Fold Map III. 
(b) Plan of Brigg? Lincolnshire. ·A market town formed about 
the junction of two roads and a bridge. The barnac:f-e 
pattern of buildings behind the streets (and the exis-
tence of four smithies and nine public houses in the area 
shown) testify to its dependence upon the roads through 
it. Reproduced by permission of Her Majesty's Stationery 
Office from the 1907 Ordnance Survey. 
(c) Carolinen Strasse, Nuremburg? from Stevenson: House 
Architecture (1880). The placing of the two turrets 
in the very eyes of the scene? where they command views. 
of the greatest spaces? shows how street buildings can 
express their environment. 
(d) Aerial view of High Street? Chipping Campden, Gloucester-
shire. A striking example of fluent road shapes. 
lc) N U fl... E M a. uUR.G Carolinen 
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without surveyed plans (of which none survive) can only be 
guessed at. 
It is not too fanciful to say that the actual wheelruts 
may have been the controlling line. For in tho end, the 
walls of the streets look as if traffic had moulded them, as 
the waters of a river fashion its banks. They have a seem-
ingly natural fluency; widening towards the city gates, and 
widening again outside them~ bellying on curves, constricted 
when passing an obstacle such as the market hall; curving to 
approach a bridge 9 or where contours had first determined the 
road. It is the continuity, the smoothness of the medieval 
street line that gives it fo.rrn, and the form is that of a 
traffic channel (Figure IX b, c and d). 
Villages that sprang up about a road have the same flu-
ency and express dependence upon traffic in the pattern of 
their buildings. In these villages, such as Chipping Campden, 
leisurely housesline the road with their long side exposed. 
But behind them, like barnacles, rows of buildings hang to 
the road 9 served by the yard gate of the houses. In the towns 
a similar pattern developed: with mouseholes leading through 
to alleys and lanes. 
1[rban_1_if§_ans!__E.tr.sQLQh.araQ.te.r. 
Our sensitivity to public health makes us look askance 
at stree~ life in the Middle Ages, and our towns are free 
of many distasteful ingredients that made up the street 
scene; the filthy kennels, piles of butchers' offal, fea-· 
thers and man~re~ t~o scavc~~i~g dogs and pigs, the ques-
tionable water supplies, the dorters and privies, the 
beggars, lepers and cripples that walked the unpaved and 
potholed streets.· But we must admire the tenacity with 
which the r.1edieval administrator fought these things, and 
remember that it finally triumphed. If its street life did 
not approach our sanitary standards, the ~edieval city had 
brilliant colour in its shop signs and its dress; it 
worked to the music of continual bells, and it enjoyed 
within sight of the market place the repeated wonder of 
-blossom and ripening fruit. For the loss of these delights 
we must take what comfort we can from our tarmacadam and nicely 
laid sewers. 
Concentration was the force that created the unhealthy 
conditions of the medieval city. During the twelfth century 
towns were small in size and nrunber. One authority has esti-
mated that only one person in ten was a town dweller1 . During 
the "Ehirteenth and f'ourteenth c'entu'rios, trade ar1;d manufacture 
demanded more pairs of hands than they could find. Ghent~ for 
instance, enlarged her boundaries in 1163, 121?,, 1251+ 9 1269 
and 12992 . All houses became contiguous, and gardens were 
swallowed up. Buildings rose higher and were given basements3. 
Plots were narrowed. A considerable area was gained by the 
system of jettying, by which floors were pushed out over the 
street. 
As a result of this concentration, tho street house as-
sumed a peculiar appearance. This, imposed upon the road, 
made the architectural character of the street. To generalize, 
if it is possible to do so upoh so vast a subject, the roads 
leading from the gates to tho market were usually continuous 
channels, though of varying width. The roads that led into 
them very often had tee-junctions or broken crossroads. 
Straight roads were rare. By virtue of the curves and bends, 
the broken junctions and the city wall, the scene on the 
traffic way was usually bounded by buildings (see plan 
Figure IXa). This fact, with the enclosed form of the medi-
eval square, gives t~ the objorver that comforting feeling 
called the "sense of enclosure." In tho streets this must 
have been deepened to tho point of oppression by the jetties 
impending overhead (Figure Xa). 
It has been suggested by some writers that the wish 
to create enclosed spaces was so strong in the Middle Ages 
1 
2 
3 
Pirenno: Economic and Social History of Medieval 
Europa? p.59. 
Pirenne: 0~ cj_t, p .172 
Even London Bridge 1 completed in 1209, had houses of 
several storeys wi~h basements in the piers (Jussornnd: English V,Jryfaring Life, p.)O) 
. . . 
that it became the touchstone of town design; that cross~6adi 
. . . 
were broken and streets curved deliberately in order to ~6hi~ve 
it. This contention is reinforced by the practical arguments 
of defence and climate. Crooked streets are easier to defend, 
and are more sheltered from wind and rain than straight streets. 
Yet in the planned towns both these principles of defence 
and climate seem to have been ignored. In the South of France 
the bastides were laid out with one avowed object -to form 
strong, defensible points in a restless countryside. Here, 
if the military theorists favoured such a pattern, we should 
expect to find a labyrinth of streets. But in every bastide, 
even in the Mons~gur type (in which the axis was bent) the 
roads run in long, straight lines giving a clear bow-shot of 
anything u~ to 300 yards from the wall. They also give a free 
run to the wind - the only enclosed place was the market. 
We should, perhaps, exp~ct no aesthetics from military 
men; but the terms of reference of Edward I's planners, who 
were recruited from the length and breadth of the land, can be 
construed to mean the design of cities pleasant as well as 
practicable1 . They produced a reticulated pattern of straight 
roads. 
How much can we infer from planned towns of the needs of 
contemporary town life? To put the question in another way~ 
did the town.plans enshrine the ideals of the time, or were 
they wo:r'kaday.solutions to everyday problems? If the planned 
towns were ideal towns, then enclosure was not valued aes-
thetically; :i_f they vvere uti::;_ ty towns, why do they seem 
to ignore the wind? 
One answer is given in a poem by John Lydgate, who 
wrote Troy Book between 1412 and 1420 2 . In his description 
the New Troy was founded on a 3ite where the air was whole~ 
some. It was square., surrounded with high marble battle-
ments. Every palace, mansion and house within it was built 
. . . 
--. __________ . ________________ ....:., ___ . ·--· -· ·-'--. -. ~--· ', .__,;,..;,_.. 
1 He invited 24 cities "faire elire quatre prodeshommes, 
des }:)lus sachantz etplus suffisantz, qui mieux sach-
ent :·deviser, ordoner et arayer une novels vile au 
DlUs. grand interest de nous et des marchands ~.,, Heritage: 
2 Op Clt. 
The pertinent lines are quoted in Harvey: Gothic 
England, appendix I, pp. 163 et seq. 
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of marble; al~ the houses, poor and rich, were of equal 
height~ and decorated with carving and traceried windows. The 
st:reets were large and wide and were so arranged that whole-
some air could play along them, and Zephyr could rejoite the 
citizens "with sugred flavour, so lusty and so sweete." 
Each street had cloisters along each side to keep off ~he 
rain and temper the wind and storms. Every house was roofed 
with lead~ pipes took the water down to discharge underground. 
The streets were paved with red and white stones laid chequer-
wise. Through the town ran a clear, fast river, so devised 
that it cleaned the streets and kennels, and took away all 
filth, sewage, "wikked eyr" and infection. In this ideal 
medieval town, the nose had as much consideration as the eye. 
Summer winds were welcomed to take away the stench of the 
streets, which were accordingly made straight and wide. 
Like those of our present age, town planners probably 
sought to correct the worst features of existing city life. 
If in the process, others were overlooked, the result had at 
lease .the merit of simplicity. Their plans, like those of 
today, started from a clear road system, which, though it 
improved the town in summer, gave its people no· shelter in 
winter. 
There has been considerable discussion about the infer-
mality of the medieval town. The arguments have centred upon 
its picturesque qualities, whether they were accidental or 
deliberate. In one sense we must concede that they were 
deliberate; we have no right to deny to a past age the 
credit for any artistic success achieved. We cannot in 
' 
other, words, pre.sume that in trying for one effect they at-
tained another, unsought and unsuspected. But in another 
sense it is just as false to say that picturesqueness was 
deliberate. Picturesqueness was a conception of the e~rly 
eighteenth dentury. It is a matter of ~ictorial arrangemen~ 
of visual balance and contrast and emphasis. It is a view 
of the medieval world through the eyes of seventeenth cen-
tury painters - a view that men of the fourteenth century 
Vl ··--· ·-T-H-:§=§:'E:RE E~O F.;;J'J:Uit -MED.I EV A:k_1'.Q:@L.. 
cot£ld hardly f·ore.see: 
·Analyses such as· that of :Buttstedt by Unwin1 , while entirely 
convincing us that the finished town is wholly picturesque;· leave 
doubts about the way it was built. If we accept the ''deli berate" 
theory, we h~nre to imag·ine the designers standing about the town 
assessing th~ views fro~ stations that are chosen arbitrarily, 
deciding, let us say, that from point A the church tower shall 
rise over the Rathaus roof, that from point B the turret on the 
guildhall shall lie between the curve of the street wall and 
the trees opposite, that the· rose window shall be seen from 
alley C. Now if planning by this means is possible, it calls 
for extraordinaloy geo1netrical aoility 9 to translate a number of 
two dimensional views into a three-dimensional city. Perhaps 
the Gothic builders possessed this ability. But in addition it 
demands extraordinary legal powers. To mould·a growing town or 
to remodel any living town in this way, the designer must be 
able to close and open streets at will, to order height and 
expenditure, to override servitudes and easements to dictate 
demolitions. No record of such powers has come to light. 
One is forced to ask, therefore, whether credit for the 
picturesquene-ss of the medieval town is due to the genius, not 
of those who built, but of those whc painted it. Until further 
evidence comes to light we must accept the ~rinc~ple advised by 
. 2 
the late Professor Reilly that "the picturesque is properly 
inherent in the site, and cannot be artificially brought about." 
lfle must remember to apply this not only to towns of today, but 
to the picturesque tmvris of yesterday. 
The medieval street had two unities that ours do not pos-
sess ...: ~f material arid building type·s. · Transport costs pro-
hibited foreign materials for all but the inost important 
buildings, or for buildings where.ostentati.ous expenditure was 
required, such as those of rich Dutch merchants ·who ·used storte 
_____________ .__ __ . -· ·-------~......;,....__. ·-· _,4-;...._ ___ ........... ~--.-...-------,----· ------
l 
2 
Town Planning in Practice, p. 215 e.t. seq, 
Quoted in Triggs: Town Planning, Chap. V. 
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brought from abroad. Until concentrated building made the fire 
ri.sk __ t_.ao ___ gr.e.at., .. timbe.r :was .... the universal material in. Europe. 
Although stone and brick supplanted it, they did so slowly; in 
London native oak was used right up to the Great Fire. Origin-
ally in Holland house fronts were of vertical boarding over. 
l 
the framing . The-predominating front in England was the 
.·close timhe-r ·frame with panels filled with wattle and daub. 
Local variations·of material such as brick-nagged filling, or 
complete plaster fronts, must have given to the street a unity 
of colour and style that we can appreciate today in the stone 
villages of the Cotswolds 1 the brick streets and waterways of 
Holland, or the plastered fronts of East Anglia. 
The streets consisted of only one ftirm of building - th~ 
house. Churches, market halls and guildhalls were insular, 
but the remainder - shops, inns, house&, were contigtiate. 
Htius~~ sheltered the whole life of the occupant. His shop 
2 
and workshop, even his factory were on the grOund flo"'r~ in 
~ fact houses only for living in were rare . Extensive and 
shameless copying went on from building to building4 even 
the 'shop·s must have conformed to· type in their different 
streets., be'cause the Guild organizations fostered congregatibn 
of trade~. ·Butchers' rows, Vintners' lanes, and scores of 
others perpetuate this practicre if only in name. An Italian 
traveller to London in the time of·Heri.ry VII counted fifty-. 
tyvc gold.smi th.' s~ · sh'ops in a street leading to St. Paul'· s · 
Cathedral?. 
·- · In height, neighbouring buildings probably did not vary 
bymore_than a floor. There is an interesting fragment quoted 
by Davidge 6 , that makes it appear th~t height was goverhed by 
sentiment rather than by by-laws~ "One Sir John Champneis, 
alderman and mayor, built in his house a high tower of brick, 
----------------. ----------------. ------------------------------1 " ' . - ' 
Ter Kuile~ Duizend Jaar Bomi'Jen in Ned~_rland, p.361 
3 
4 
5 
6 
An e~deption should be made for the larger Flemish fac-
torles, e.g. those of washers, beaters. carders and 
full-ers that employed hundreds in. the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries. · 
Ter Kuil~, oprcit, ~.361 
Atkinson: Local Style in English Architecture, pp.5 & 7 
Trevelyan: £nglish Social History, p.83 
Development of ~ondon and the London Building Acts. 
the first that was ever heard of in any man's house to over-
look his neighbours? and this delight of his _eye was punished 
with blindness before his death." 
Roofs gave unity to the streets. In England, continuous 
roofs of the sort still to be seen in Staple Inn, Holborn, 
London, formed the upper limit of the street wall (Fi~ure ~b). 
In Holland, repeat eel gables of equal height, lent rhythm to 
• ' •· • I • • 
the skyline. Speculative building led to repetition; for 
example, Goldsmith's Row inLondon consisted in 1500 of "Ten 
fair dwelling houses and fourteen shops all in one frame uni-
formly builded four: stories high1 . 11 
For the processions 9 so dear to the citizens, the uniform 
continuous architecture of the streets provided an ideal back-
ground. The colour and consequence of these· displays must · 
have remained as an aura of splendour in-the streets they 
passed,_ and stimulated men to bp.ild housefronts worthy of 
them. The streets were permanently decorated by the shop 
signs ~ a necessity for the illiterate·- which were held out 
to face the pedestrian, and were consequently in the most 
prominent position. Their use continued unt:i,l well into the 
eighteenth CE?ntury. By. then they had begun to pall, for The 
Spectator in 1710 wrote: "Our streets are filled with blue 
boars, black swans and red lions, not to mention flying pigs 
and boars in armour, with many other creatures mor~ extra-
ordinary than any in the deserts of Afric 2.'' Street number-· 
ing was not used until the postal system was introduced in 
the same century. 
Medieval street arcades were quite utilitarian. Commonly 
in Italy, Southern Fxance and Austria the face of the up~er 
floor was at the curb line, supported at ground floor level 
with an arcaded wall. They represent further evidence of 
concentration. Many bastides had arcaded market places. 
From a fifteenth century Book of Hours we can see the 
unity that comes .from identical houses. A drawing:, (Fig.Xc) 
-r~itc~~-The-;erra~~ Ho~~-in Engl~nd~-----·--·-
2 Davidge: Ibid 
3 ~imilar arr~ng~ments maY bP s~en in the Vicars Close, 
v_eJ.ls and tHO J:l'okkere1 7 · Lubecn.. 
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apparently made on the spot? shows houses that are almost 
. - .,., ' 
identical on each side of the street. ·They have tiled roofs 
and valley gutters with spouts projecting boldly from the 
building face. The whole s·treet was obviously built as one~ 
possibly as a muni-cipal or royal enterprise along a road out-
side a town. 
A number of points in the drawing are significant. Firstl~ 
both sides of the street are similar. As a financial venture~ 
this must have been a more complicated undertaking than re-
developing a complete block. Secondly 1 although a simple 
cottage roof to each run of houses would have saved money, 
gable fronts were used. This was a deliberate architectural 
choice, to give rhythm to the street. Thirdly, .the squared 
stone paving completed its unity, The street had again 
emerged as a whole architectural form. 
ThLM.§.s;lieY..§L§.:t_r_get~uilfling 
Like urban habits, the town house ot Medieval Eu~ope had 
a coUI?:try origin. It was simply the Gountry cottage, built of 
timber with a thatched roof. It was insular in form and stood 
alone, as.we may infer from the servitude of "invetison" that 
occurs in early legal records of the South of France at the 
. ·. 1 
time when Visigothic customs disappeared . This servitude 
consisted of an obligation to leave a space of five feet 
between houses, which ran alongside the road to protect the 
garden and to keep it as large as possible. There is no sign, 
except in the monastic enclosures, that any of the courtyard 
tradition of the Roman house and camp survived in Northern 
Eurqpe. 
Inevitably as the towns grew houses took up the whole 
width of the plot, and an early town custom in the North of 
France dictated that if an owner built to the edge of his 
plot, he could not prevent the wall from becoming a party 
wall if his neighbour built - the neighbour was to pay half 
the cost of the wall and the land it stood upon2 . 
1 
2 
Brissaud: 
Brissaud: 
History of French Private Law, p.332 
Op cit, P·333 
This st-age -must. have . been reached. long before Fi tzaylw_~n 1 s. 
Assize of'' 1189, which gave detailed instructions upon th~· 
building of:stone party walls ·and gave to a building owner the 
right t:o"block hi's neighbour 1 s light1 
Fitzaylwin 1 s Assize was directed against the most recur-· 
. . . 
rent and most feared hazard of urban life. On a windy day, 
these early houses, whether contiguous or not, could be 
deva~tated by fire in a matter of minutes. In 1161, London, 
2 -Canterbury, Winchester and Exeter were ali burnt out . A fire 
at Venice in 1112 tavaged sixteen island, destroying twenty-
two churches3. Fires could be started.by the ignition of 
wooden chimneys, by sparks or lightning on thatch andby pop-
ping wood fires. (Coal was not generally used until the 
sixteenth centu~y~) Straw mattresses drawn too near the fire 
and overturned cahdles were common causes. Fire-fighting, 
consisted only 6f throwing buckets'of water at the flames, and 
tearing off neighbours roofs with long handled hooks. 
Privileges were offered· in 1189 to those who built in. 
. . 4 
London with ston~ and tile . In 1212 roofs of reeds~ rushe~ 
straw and stubble were forbidden; building owners had to 
choose hetweeh tiles, shingles and boards. Existing thatch 
was to be whitewashed as a protection. Citizens who had 
thatched roofs.had to indemnify the city against -damage 5 and 
penalties imposed for proved care·lessness 6 As severe were . 
late as 1467 Worcester ordered five firehooks·to be set 
about.the city and forbade chimneys of timber and thatched 
ro~fi. That fire r~s5sting cionstruction was a natural 
1 Party walls were to be ~ ft. thick and 16 ft. high and 
a nolghbour was entitlea to build higher UDon half the thi~kness (Qu~nnell: History of Everyday Things in 
England, p.22J 
2 Salzman: English Life in the Middle Ages, p.86 
3 Cumm~ngs: History of Architecture. in Italy, Vol.II, 
p. 2'+2 
4 Solusbury: Op cit, ~.158 
.5 G.G.Coulton: Social Life in Britain, p.31B 
6 
·Lewis: · Op ·cit, p. 7: ''If a house in a town take .fire 
'bhr0ugh carelessness, let the owner ·pay for the 'two . 
nearest hou-ses that shall take"fire? and thenceforward 
let them pay.frum next to next as they are bound to do." 
corollary of contiguous building was soon realized. Fireproof 
party walls were demanded in Lubeck in 12761 and elsewhere the 
onus for fire resistance was thrown upon the building guiLds 2 • 
House Form 
-------. 
The domestic needs of tho medieval citizen were few~ a 
shop and workshop combined, a roqm for cooking and eating, and 
above a single bedroom, which all shared - the master and his 
family, apprentices and servants. At the back were the stables, 
or a place in which cattle and pigs could pass the nigh.t when 
the common herder returned thorn at the end of the day. 
Two simple forms of urban house emerged. Firstly 9 · the 
cottage type running parallel to the road and secondly, the 
deep type, sandwiched between party walls at right angles to 
the road. The cottage type was undoubtedly preferred because 
it could provide better daylight, and time and again we see 
examples of rich merchants building in this way - a return to 
an honoured traditional form that is echoed by the rich of 
other ages. From contemporary prints, it appears that the 
cottage type was commoner along gate roads outside towns where 
land was cheaper. England, which was mainly agricultural well 
into the fourteenth century and which had less urgent defensive 
needs, holds more of this typethan the Continent. Its charac-
teristics can be seen in the sixteenth and seventeenth century 
street cottages in the Cotswolds. Although these are not 
medieval in date, they ar~ so .in their rural origi~s3. Built 
of stone 1 ·they were 16 f"t. to 18 ft. deep, the stair oeing in 
the middle of the house. Fireplaces were put ~o that the flue 
emerged on the ridge or at the points of the gabled party walls, 
.·,· . 
thus a~oiding difficult flashings in valleys. There were no 
' 
substantial cross walls, so that the thrust'.from the heavy 
slate roof bulged the ·oute,r walls.. Eav:es gutters are unknown. 
In the older houses, a wide door or .arched entrance led to a 
-----· ---· ___ ._· -·---·-----~ ... ·--.... ______ , ____ . __ ·~~_..:. __ . _ __; _ . __ . -------
l 
2 
3 
Mumford~ Op cit, lL39. 
Renard: Guilds in the Middle Ages, p.52 
See Davie and Dawber: Old Cottages in the Cotswolds. 
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passage wide enough to take a barrow through t"o the garden. 
The street ~all and back wall wer~ lib~rally lit with windows 
that diminished on the first and again on the second floor. 
Each cottage merges into the row; it is difficult,because of 
their continuous roofs, to tell one froci €he next. 
An earlier example of this form is the Jew 1 s House at 
Lincoln, which had a chimney stack on the street front ... Staple 
Inn, Holborn, exemplifies the 6ontinuous street. wall and roor 
that are inherent in the type (Figure Xb). 
The second or deep type, which occurs in every town of 
Europe, has a width between party walls of anything between 
18 ft. and 40 ft. It is usu2lly more thcin two storeys in 
height, and is two rooms deep With a stair ggainst one party. 
wall. I~ the earlier examples, fireplaces ~re set against the 
medial wall so that the stack comes through the roof ridge, not 
through the valley. It is roofed eithei parallel or at right 
angles, to the road. In plan, either a passage at one side 
runs through to a corkscrew stair, or in the wider houses, a 
central door leads into the front room, which is thus a thor-
oughfare. This division of types is not representative, as 
there is a vast number of houses thnt, being square on plan, 
have the characteristics of both. There are also narrow houses 
conti~ually roofed, abd shallow houses with gabled fronts. 
The distinction has been drawn to show how different deg,rees.-
of concentration affected the forms of the house. 
Toward~ the end of the medieval period, the increased 
use of lead valley gutters multiplied the gablQ fronted 
< 
house. Houses with lead roofs were built in England during 
the thirteenth century1 . In 1241 an ord~r 0as given for all 
leaden gutters in the Tower of London to be carried· down to-
2 the ground . Vfuole roofs were not covered with lead in 
ecclesiastical work until the late fourteenth· c.cn,t'l).ry. 
It is likely that leaden gutters were used in-the thirteenth 
' .. .-. 
. . . . . ·. 
----· ----~·· . ··---~·--- - ... ---~----------------------------
1 
2 
Nathaniel Lloyd: History of the English House, p.31 
Ibid 
century as a luxury. 1 . As noted above 1 Lydgate 1n the early 
~iiteenth ~entury still thoug~t it the ideal for roofing. Metal 
• .: .I 
was the only material available that could make valley gutters 
watertight: with its general use, the whole frontage could be 
taken up with a gable-fronted house. 
Generally, we associate the gable-fronted house with the 
northern coast of Europe - Flanders and the Netherlands, and 
the roof with its ridge parallel to the road with Germany, 
France and England. But geographical distinctions are unre-
liable. John Speed's serial maps of English towns often indi-
cate the two alternating along the streets as if he regarded 
the pattern as a sort of hieroglyphic script conveying the 
street. A drawing of part of a model of Munich made in 1571 
. . 2 
by Jacob Sandtner :hows a length of street with five gabled 
fronts, nine houses with half gables of varying pitch, and 
seventeen with roofs sloping to the street. ·Jacques Lelieur's 
drawing of the streets of Rouen in 1525 shows 68 gable fronts, 
nine cottage roofs3. 
a clear majority. 
Only in the Lowlands had the gable front 
The gable-fronted roof had these advantages:- its thrust 
was held by its neighbours if they were the same height; it 
could keep rain water and melting snow from falling onto pedes-
trians; the roof space could be easily lit by a windaw in the 
gable; and goods could be hoisted into it. As to cost, the 
same amount of roof surface was presented in both types, smaller 
scantlings beine needed for the gable type, which also used 
less brickwork. Against this the builder had to set the cost 
of the valley gutter. 
Houses with gabl~s to the road h~d been built in the 
Netherlands before lead gutters were used, but they had taken 
advantage c..f the early ~ervitude of 11 dropright 11 • The custom 
----------------------.---··------·-----------.· --· --~-----~--·------1 
2 
3 
Supra p. 103 
Reproduced in Hegemann and Peets: Civic Art, p.174 
As reproduced in T.A. Cook: Story ·Of Rauen. Viollet-
le-Duc (Dictionnaire Raisonne-Maison, Vol. VI( p.262) 
writing of the XIV and XVth centuries 1 said: 'Generale-
ment ce sont les pignons qui se presentent sur la rue. 11 
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.J.s. .. in.t...e.:r.e.s.t.in.g ... hec.au.se ... i.t. shows .. .:.a -wa.y·0f concentra:t·ed building 
without party walls. Dropright allowed an owner to avert his 
rain water onto his neighbour's land. His neighbour had to 
lea've .·a space half a foot wide to receive i t 1 , but was indemni-
fied from damage to his wall. 
2· if th~ roof were thatched . 
A greater space had to be left 
Many bastides were, according to 
3 Violl~t-l~~Duc, built in this way . In Holland the legal 
usage ~as not earlier f~an th~ fourteenth century and was 
probably a direct application o~ the Roman ~tillicidii aver-
tendi. 
There was fully developed party wall legislation in the 
towns of Holland at t'his time but the way.cf building with 
dropright seenis to have been widely used4 . . It was wasteful 
of brickwork, as ·two waterproof walls had to be built 6 in. or 
so apart, with no later hope of repainting. A noisome slot 
separated the two neighbours. In th~ early Seventeenth cen-
tury it had become compulsory to build over the whole width of 
the erf, including the space previously reserved for dropright; 
. . 
in Rotterdam by an act of 1654 the builder wishing to do so had 
to put a "Keulsche goat" (C~logne gutter) on his w.ai15. This 
term as now used means a leaden or zinc gutter taking up the 
width of the top of the wall. As late as 1719 Rotterdam passed 
laws relati've to drop;ight, but by 1768, ·when Caspar Philips 
Jacobsz dre~ th~ streets and waterways of Amsterdam, it had 
.· 6 
disappeared in favour of the party wall and valley gutter • 
YYin£!2~.2 
The medieval craftsL,an w~:, under the guild rule, obliged 
to work on the ground floor towards the street, where all 
could see him( He worked from sunrise to sunset. 
1 
2 
3 
Simon van der Leeuwen: Commentaries, p.289 
Fockema Andreae~ Oud-Nederlandsch Burgerlijk Recht 1 p.257 
Dictionnaire Raisonn~ de L'Architecture (Maison): A plan 
of the Houses of Montpazier is given. 
The heavy line between houses in late sixteenth century 
views, e.g. those of Croningen and Deventer probably 
represents this space (illustrated in Ter Ku1le: Dul-
zend Jaar Bouwen 1n N~derland). A house still remain-
ing is shown in Plan ~77 in Vermeulen: Geschiedenis 
der Nederlandsche Bouwkunst, II. 
Fockema Andrea; Op cit, p.260 5 
6 Het Grachtenboek van C.P. Jacobsz. 
7 Pirenne: Op cit, p.l86 
(a) The Shambles, York. A jetti~d street typical of narrow 
streets in the majority of unplanned towns. 
(b) Elizabethan houses, Staple.Inn, Holborn, London, ereeted 
between 1)70 and 1588. The shop fronts are modern. 
(c) Fifteenth century street scene, from a miniature by 
Jean E'ouq\let. From Salzman~ English Life in the Middle 
Ages, p.65. 
(d) Early ftfteenth century timber house front at Rheims 
(Place des.March~s) from Viollet-le~Duc; Dictionnaire 
Raisonne de !'Architecture (Maispn) Jettied upon struts, 
the whole front is a bay window above ground level. 
(e) Het Lamm~tjie or Schotsche Huis, Veere, Holland, from 
Ter Kuile; Duizend Jaar Bouwen in Nederland, Fig. 195. 
Dating from 1?61, the front shows the usual ground floor 
.height. 
(f) House (Gasthuisstraat) at Zalt Bomrnel, early Sixteenth 
Century. From Vermeulen; Handhoek tot de Geschiedenis 
pl. 439. 
(g) Cross section of Ford's Hospital, Coventry, from Dallman 
and Jobbins: Ancient Domestic Architecture, Vol. I .. 
With jettying the first floor area was increased by 
22 per cent. 
X 
== 
(a) Y 0 R. 1<. Shambles (b) L 0 N D 0 N Elizabethan houses in Holborn 
(c) Fift-een~h cenrury srreer scene 
(d) ~ H E I M S Timbu house tronr 
0 I. t 16.6. 
I -
(e) V E E R E 
HV" Lammet-jie 
(f) Z A L T B 0 M M E L (q) C 0 V E N T R '{ 
Ford's Hospiral Di~ram of house 
G. Q., L '52 
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Night work was most unusual;· the expense and poor quality' of 
. 1 
candles made it unprofitable During the day he' spent long 
hours at·unglazed windows. Scriveners, or clerks working out 
accounts by abacus, must· have been muffled to their earsiin· 
winter~ Even when Arabic numer·als were introduced in the ·· · 
sixteenth century 9 the processes of arithmetic were still ·long 
and arduous. It has been computed that what is now a few 
minut~s' work, in the twelfth century took days of elabor~te 
. 2 
calculatlon • By the sixteenth century~ spectacles had ~o~e 
into common use; a sign that bad lighting was causing eye 
strain. 
The difficulties of lighting the deep g'round floor rooms 
toward the narrow street were met by building the ce:Liihg.high 
and opening up the street wall (Figure XIa). Glass was in-
traduced slowly. Instances of its u~e occur iri the thirteenth 
century3 . In 1328 a glazier's company was formed in tond6n~~ 
At first glass was used above the shutters, so that brt cold., . 
days the' roorn was still lit. It was white glass { translucent 
but not transparent - as a sixte~rtth century writer5 epito~ 
mised iti "Glasen wyndowis let in the ·lyght and kepe out the 
winde." In the last half of the Sixteenth Century it'was iri 
ready supply6. Examples show hoW fearlessly (from the archi-
tectural point of view) it was emplOyed .. · From stall board to 
the first floor, every square inch that could be spared by the 
structure was given to glass. The most whole-hearted examples 
belong to the early seventeenth ceritrlry. In Du.tch houses the 
ground floor was often 1? feet high, anci almost entirely · 
gliss. At the back a mezzanine ser~ed by a separate 
--: ~--~---------------------------. --------. ~.~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Tallow. often c.ost .fOtl.P times as much as lean meat (Coulton~ Op cit, p.31)5 ··· · · · ·. 
Dantzig~ . Number, t.he Language of Science, pp.27 & ,5 
Mumford~ Op cit p.5?. Lloyd: . Op cit p. ~0. 
Wood: Thirteenth Centu.ry Domestic Architecture in 
. England,. p .131 . 
McGrath and Frost~ Glass in Architecture, p.l7 
5 Horman (1519) Lloyd: Op cit, p.70 
6 . '.'Glass is . come to be plentiful and wt thin ? ·little so 
good cheap. 11 IJ1Jilliam Harrison ( 1587). VIJllson: 'Life 
HJ.:,Shakespeare' s England, p. 267 
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stair was inserted. The room heights diminished on th8 upper 
l 
fl.,o_ors . CF.igur..e .X e and f). 
The second function of the window - for observing the 
stre~t ~ was restricted when leaded light~ t6ok the place of 
shuttets? making it more difficult to lean out.· Bays and 
oriels were ·developed in timber, and during the fourteenth 
century translated into stone. Because they could relieve the 
monotony of a view restricted to the opposite building, they 
enjoyed great popularity in ~treet houses. Beautifully de-
tailed oriels were a favourite feature of tho rourteenth arid 
fifteenth centuries, and those placed at corners enjoyed a 
view of three or four streets (Figure XIb) 
Cogstry£~1Ql1 
Aside from the fire risk~ timber was the b~{ld~ng ~aterial 
par excellence for the town house. It was, to a large extent, 
prefabricated to save time and expEmse on the site. The· owner 
usually acquired the timber and delivered it to the "framing' 
place", which was oten a paddock behind· the carpenter's house·. 
There it was worked, the outside walls were set up and j6urney-
2 
men were sent to the site to erect it • It was possible in 
timber fronts to allow a very high perbentage of glass without 
losing strength~ this accounts for many Dutch houses that 
have timber framing at ground level supporting a brick wall 
above. 
Timber allowed the burgher to enjoy a greater floc~ ar&a 
the higher he built. Jettying, or dversailing the ~all ~elow 
with brackets and cantilevers, was generally used throughout 
The increase in floor area given by a small proJec-
tion is sur.prisirtg. In the smail two -storey Ford's Hospital~ · 
at Coventry in England, a gain of 22 per cent in floor ar·ea 
.... ,. 
is made with a projection of 18 in. (See section Figure Xg) .. 
. . . . ~ 
Jetties also weathered the front and protected pedestrians , 
l 
2 
3 
Jones~. ·Old 1-I~:mse in H9lland, y;42 
. .-. . ' . . . 
Atkinson: Local Style in English Architecture, pp. 8, 
11+, 15. 
At Montpellier, Boulogne, Paris ~nd other University 
towns, professors had the right of walking on the wall 
side of pavement (Renard: Guilds in the Middle Ages 9 
p.5.8) 
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though they were a hazard to horsemen at night1 (Figure Xd). 
Stone and brick fronts relied upon the timber floor for their 
stabiii'ty. ::!n Holland the cramps used to tie back the street 
wall became a decorative feature of the house froht, and the 
number of fronts still standing~ .. compared with that of other 
countri~s, bears testimony to their effectiveness. Jettying in 
brick· :remained as a vestige. of the timper forms, projections 
of one brick at each floor being com.rnon at Delft and Dordrecht 2• 
In plan, the simple ·form described above remained until 
additions had to be made at the back. Little light wells were 
then formed behind one back room, giving a fresh lease vf 
depth to the pl~n. This is particularly noticeable in France 
(Figure XI e and f)~ The typical plan of the older towns was 
protracted to a surprising degree (Figure XI han~ j). 
HO!!§.LE.£Q.!l:.t2 
MOst of the examples from which the. urban domestic archi-
teCture of the Middle Ages is known were built after 1400. 
Very· few timber houses of the fourteenth century remain3 ,' but 
the gable-fronted house had become, so firmly .established that 
it changed little in the succeeding years. Ter Kui~e points 
out that the vernacular.type of Dordrecht and Delft remained 
)+ 
stati6ria~y cintil the eighteenth century .. In fact, the sub-
sequent history of the Netherlands ho,use consists of the 
,, ' 
changes in its windows and decoration. 
These narrow gabled fronts formo4 a patte~ned skyline to 
the street wall, giving it a strong unity and. rhythm. At the 
same time the point of the gable marked tpo individuality of 
each house. Symmetry in the front came down from the roof, 
not up from the door. In almost all tho narrow houses, the 
symmetry petered out at ground level. It was thus a purely 
visual symmetry, for which there was no other origin but 
1 
2 
3 
4 
A height of 9 ft. had to be left 1mder them in London 
Davidge~ Development of London 
Ter Kuile: Duizend Jaar Bouwen, p.364 
No Thirteenth Century town house remains in England (Wood: Thirteenth Century Domestic Architecture in 
England, p.ll7) 
Ter Kuile: Op cit, p.365 
(a) Front and section of a timber house in the early fifteenth 
century, Rue de la Tuile, Rouen, from Viollet-le-Duc: 
b{ctionnaire Raisonn~ de l 1 Architecture (Maison). Most 
of the houses of this period had windows right across the 
street front. 'fuis 1 being a corner house, had light avail-
able from the side. 
(b) Corner oriel of the Bisho p1 shouse, 'Nurzburg, from Stevenson: 
Hou;te Architecture, Vol. I, p.269 
(c) Plan of George Inn, Glastonbury? Somerset, from Pugin: 
Examples, Vol;2. Built in the mid-fifteenth ~entury. 
(d) Plan of Tribune House, Glastonbury, Somerset, from Pugin: 
Examples,Vol. 2. Built in 1517 (see Harvey: Gothic 
England, p.39). This plan has certain features (screens, 
hall, stair and solar) in common with the contemporary 
English manor house. Both this house and (c) were of stone. 
(e) Ground and first floor plans of tvvel:fth century stone house 
(f) 
at Cluny from Viollet-le-Duc (op cit). 
(g) Plan of simple Burgundian stone house of early twelfth 
~ntury, from Viollet-le-Duc (op cit). 
.,· . 
(h) 
( j ) 
Ground and upper floor plans of typical merchant 1 s house-
. . r ' 
of Hamburg. From Hamburg und Seine Bauten, p.548, The 
' ' protracted shape echoes those of Amsterdam of the early 
seventeenth century, where sites of 20 ft. by 190 ft. ' 
were reserved for high buildings (Vermeulen: ·Haridboek 
tot de Geschiedenis, p.l89) 
(a) R 0 U E N Fron~ cf comer house 
seal~ 
012.3+5 10 
'lard 
A A~~~~ 
GLASTONBURY 
(c) G!ZOr')~ Inn (d) Tribun~ House 
livin<:j 
(e)~round fl (f) firs~ f/ 
C L U N '{ IZ~h cen~li· house (g) Burgundian house. 
Sea~ cf house-plans 
/~ 5 ~ Jo Zo lo Jo ~o fce:t 
XI 
(b) W U R. T Z & U R.. G 
corner oriel 
warehouse 
living 
or court 
showrooms 
hall 
shop 
~ i!e::==::s9 
(h) '!round floor 
HAMBURG 
warehouse 
. 
bedrooms 
hall 
1---- • 
_: 
'1--·..- _: 
liv inq rooms 
( j ) firs~ floor 
Merchant's house 
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the church front. Practically no emphasis ~~s~pl~ce~ upon the 
door. The old Roman.associations of the door and the gate and 
· th~ ~rchitectural treatment they engendered.hkd not survived 
the attack of the Church upon pagan practices. To our eyes, 
tr~ined in the classical tradition, Gothic church and cathedral 
doorways seem inadequate, even mean. House doors were never 
higher than a man's hat, and were usually accorded a simple 
moulding or label. 
In England the gable was used, but it was a projection 
from a mothering roof parallel to the road.· Small gables, 
either as dormers or as emphasis to those parts that were 
jettied to bays and solars, are common throughout the country. 
The elab?rately carved fronts that are often held to 
exemplify medieval architecture were not general. The Tudor 
George Inn at Glastonbury, the glazed brick house at Utrecht, 
the carved timber houses at Gallardoh, were exceptional and 
that is why we have knowledge of them. The riche-st wo-rk was re-
served for the gu~ld halls? likethose that· are the glory of 
Bruges and Ghent • 
.. 
QQJ1£.1Usi on§. 
It was inevitable that between the road and garden the 
Medie~al street buildings should have d~veloped a more or less 
prismatic form. The house 7 a frustum of this prism, was 
turned towards each reservoir of light. If glass had not been 
available~ it is likely that, to protect windows from the 
weather, the house lit only by an intern~l light well would 
have been generally us~d. But glass enabled thi house to be 
extraverted a~d this .gave the medieval street its important 
public character. Life in the street was continuously ob-
served, and those who walked in ·it had to do so with some 
sort of decorum. If the northern medieval builders had used 
the courtyard ho~se, with blank walls to the road, then the 
state of its streets from the architectural and sanitary 
points of view would hardly bear contemplation. 
The shape of the medieval street struck a mean between 
the needs of transport and the forces of encroachment. 
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1he church front. Practically no emph~sis ~~s:placed upon the 
door. The old Roman,associations of the door and the gate and 
th~ architectural treatment they engendered.hkd not survived 
the attack of the Church upon pagan practices. To our eyes, 
tr~ined in the classical tradition, Gothic church and cathedral 
doorways seem inadequate, even mean. House doors were never 
higher than a man's hat, and were usually accorded a simple 
moulding or label. 
In England the gable was used, but it was a projection 
from a mothering roof parallel to the road.· Small gables, 
either as dormers or as emphasis to those parts that were 
jettied to bays and solars, are common throughout the country. 
· The elab?rately carved fronts that are often held to 
exemplify medieval architecture were not general. The Tudor 
George Inn at Glastonbury, the glazed brick house at Utrecht, 
the carved timber houses at Gallardoh, were exceptional and 
that is why we have knowledge of them. The richest wo-rk was re-
served for the g~~ld halls, like· those that are the glory of 
Bruges and Ghent • 
.. 
.QQ.U£1UsiQ:n§. 
It was inevitable that between the road and ga~den the 
Medie~al street buildings should have de~eloped a more or less 
prismatic form. The house 1 a frustum of this prism, was 
turned towards each reservoir of light. If glass had not been 
available~ it is likely that, to protect windows from the 
:::. 
weather, the house lit only by an intern~l light well would 
have been generally us~d. But glass enabled the· house to be 
extraverted and this .gave the medieval street its important 
public character. Life in the street was continuously ob-
served, and those who walked.in ·it had to do so with some 
sort of decorum. If the northern medieval builders had used 
the courtyard house, with blank walls to the road, then the 
state of its streets from the architectural and sanitary 
points of view would hardly bear contemplation. 
The shape of the medieval street struck a mean between 
the needs of transport and the forces of encroachment. 
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~fuether or not the aesthetic idea of enclosure was applied in 
the continual remodelling of streEJt shapes, the plannEJdtowns 
do not bear its imprint~ the straight wide street was then as 
always the administrator's dream. 
. . 
Street form resulted from growth seemingly .. unhampered by 
by-laws. Custom, more yarious than the by-laws it fathered, 
controlled building with a looser rein. A hundred agencies 
swayed th~ growth of <::lach street; individual encroachme.rtts, 
a revered building here or there, the cost of paving, the 
varying prosperity of the town; its disastrous fires, collap.sed 
buildings, market laws and shops. But strongest of all iA 
the final event were the habitual traffic lines. Even the 
pattern of buildings express their dependence upon transport. 
VI/hat emerged were streets that for drama, ent;i.cement and 
. ' ' . .• . . ' 
natural rhytpm, are matchless. No other age can shpw these 
•• -, t"·, 
qual;ties in. s~~e~t architecture. To succeeding observers 
they have been a constant stimulus, and to the early Renais~ 
sance architects a mine of ideas for formal eff~cts. 
A contiguate house form, sufficiently stabilized in the 
public tastG to ~e repeated, emerged in the fifteenth.century, 
and the earliest record of an organic straight street dates, 
from that time! The emergence of the architectural street ~~.- , 
usually located in Northern Italy, where the first movement.<?~+ 
the Renaissance was strengthening to a flood~ If the idea 
was new, however, the constituents were entirely medieval. 
The repetition of similar houses could be seen in a hundr~d 
towns of Europe, . an,d was used as the accepted planning sy~tem 
.; 
! .•. for hospitals, alms-houses, monasteries and colleges. The 
repeated gable is a key sign of Gothic architecture. Even 
the constructional method shows a parallel to church building, 
approaching Lethaby 1 s description: "Continuous throughout 
. '. .. . 1 . " . '. 
and energetic in every part ~'' For the two roof~ rest~~g 
on each party wall Gance lled their )ateral thrusts 7 les.vit.?-g . 
only a dead load upq~ _t~e wall. 
1 
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This.archftectural street could not have reappeared had 
the street not been· perceived. as an internal shape. Unless we 
credit the medieval builders with evolving their ow~ symmetry 
(an assumption that it has never been necessary to make in 
reg.ard to other arts) the symmetrical ·Gothic cathedral interior 
was the only possible prototy}:'le ... : ·· 
One element was necessary to the new vision - a paved road-
way. The features of the early medieval. house front were ex-
ternal features; bays' and oriels 1 and the battlements 9 turrets 
and crossloops that persisted long after. their military purpose 
had gone~ These were excluding features 9 -and a townsman walking 
a road that was little better than worn earth between such for-
bidding buildings cannot have felt the security necessary for 
enjoying his surroundings. But if he trod good level paving he 
had physical security. He needed no longer to watch his step, 
and 6ould use his eyes for better things. The_paved way was a 
floor, an artificial plane connecting the street walls. It 
made the street an internal shape, completedby the pennon of 
sky that ceiled it. 
Once the internal shape of the street was acknowledged, it 
inevitably be·came ·the main element) to which the fronts and 
detail, as well as the alignment of the bui~dings, were sub-
ordinated · · a development that the Renaissance architects 
fully worked· out. · 
In attempting to develop an enclosed form for the straight 
street 9 its. designers faced a difficult task. Irregular en-
closed spaces give a subconscious~ if not a conscious feeling 
of security 9 strong in·· a space among buildings as in haphazard 
spaces in t:dies or roc'ks .·· But· a regular channel such as a 
forest ride. or a•dry river b.ed. do not give this feeling_7 
because acc~~ding to how he faaesJ the subject is vulnerable 
to attack from th~ flanks or·the rear. Consequently,_ if the 
street is straight and not termiriated within a reasonable dis-
... 
tance, no physical sense of enclosure is preserit. For this 
reason the treatment of the straight architectural street was 
primarily aesthetic. It contrived to give in an 1mpromising 
regular channel visual reassurance of security by analogy with 
the interi-or of a large building.. Whereas the. sense of. enclo -. 
sure in the irregular street was actual and ~rimitive~ that of 
the architectural street was suggestive and mature. 
Casual development~ encroachment and ~oadside building 
. 
continued right up to the present century~ but the medieval 
street epitomises the qualities we always asiociate with autbch~ 
thonous towns. Here, we feel, lived menwho could accomplish 
order without symmetry, who expressed function without geometry. 
Until the Renaissance there was no hegemony of style in domestic 
architecture; good design consisted in pro7iding a well-lit 
interior, with little concern for the appearance of the windows 
in the front. Outlook from the inside dictated the position of 
windows to command light and view. They were consequently · 
placed looking onto spaces or along streets where possible. 
From the spaces and streets, therefore, the windows terminate~ 
the vi~w. This secured a rightness both in outlook and appear~ 
ance, and the aspect of the building was, in short, relat~d to 
the prospect from it.· 
Control by by-law has n6w spread throughout the world. 
\Nhat aesthetic success it will achieve is yet to be seen. · The 
conditions in which the medieval street grew will probably 
. . 
never recur, and the forms, more biological than architectural, · 
that it produced cahnot be copied.· Camillo Sitte,·who · 
analysed the medieval town more closely than ~ny other, ~~~· 
1 . iterated warnings against copying these forms . · ·Attempts 
were made by his admir0rs to do· so, and' empty anachronisms· 
were· the result. The value of medieval· str·eets to us lies· in· ': 
our aesthetic experience of them; in the way we are exalted; 
and suppressed,. expanded and belittled, enticed and welcomed 
as we walk through their various and everchanging shapes. 
For the interior of the street can be free~ as no building 
can, of the structural regularities imposed by roofing. Ahy 
plan conceivable to man can be roofed with sky. 
--.--------.--.. --. ----------------------------------. . 
l In St~dtebau, Chaps. I~ V and VIII 
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There is a tradition. of treating Italian Renaissance· archi-
tecture as something created from a new outloo~ in all things~ 
a phenomenon that suddenly transformed the needs of mankind and 
showed man and nature in a new light, as if.the sun itself, on 
.. - . 
that day in 1377 when B:r:unelleschi was born, rose a different 
colour. However true this may be of religious architecture, 
secular architecture kept its old course. The medieval back-
ground of town and house, against which all the secular work of 
Brunelleschi, Alberti and Bramante must be seen, stood unchanged. 
He who looks for a radical difference in the street or the urban 
house before 1500 does so in vain. 
In Italy this background emerged from the Middle Ages as a 
close irregular network of narrow streets, few of them straight, 
between open spaces. The city was reasonably .fire~resisti~g. 
. .. . ,_ .... - ...... 
Brick or stone walls, sheer, high and continuous, lined the 
streets. At the ground floor they were blank o~ pierced with 
embrasures. Label moulds marked the level of each floor~ and 
the walls were cappe~ by simple eaves, machicolations or cdrbel-
1 . 
tables . Little light came from the street, so that where 
there was room the houses were built about courtyards. ·: Tn .·· 
contrast to this, the streets of many .towns in NortriGrn Italy 
. . . ; . 
were lined with arcades; set back behind the building-fate they 
gave access to shops, 
These were the surroundings in which the Renaiss-ance archi-
tects worked and built. They had to make the best of awkward 
sites, for the free-standing building was a rarity. During 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries churches and palaces 
were squeezed out of the piazza to jostle workshops, prisons 
and houses along the street, and to give to it an added conse~ 
quence. Even mi11or.streets echoed the rumble of gilded· 
' . '- ·, ' . 
------------:---. ,-.~---------------:--. --------------. --
1 Examples of the medieval facade are:~ Pal. del Comune 
a~d the Trovatel~i,.Pisa~ ~~- Gtbtanelli an~~~ Tolomei 
S1ena. P. Fr1an1~ San·G1m1gnano; Pal~ Gu1n1gi~ Lucca. 
The Pal. Buonsignore 7 Siena is sh'own in Figure xiid. 
carriages and saw church dignitaries passing on their daily 
occasions. Festal displays were more vigorous than ever, and 
.. . ., . . . .. ................. ·•· 1 
secular tri·ohfi··outnumbere·d-'rel"igious process1.ons . For the 
archi ~ects, settipg.s .anq .decorations for pageants became prized 
commissions. A.s a result the common street attained a new im-
portance: it was granted full civic status. 
The straight streets of the sixteenth century came into 
being .at. a time when, wheeled traffic was daily multiplying. 
Bvt the architi3cts who planned them showed that they hoped for 
something more than a useful traffic way. In fact, in the 
hilly towns and cities of Italy a.straight road was not always 
suitable for horses. Just as construction lost its grip upon 
architecture~ so in the building of towns practical matters -
climate, traffic~ building construction (which have hitherto 
accounted for the major distinctions in the architecture of 
the street) gave way to aesthetic matters. 
Q.Q.ti£~1-Y~lY§.~-
There was no prece~ent in ancient Roman buildings for the 
early Renaissance street facade. For the basis of their 
design, the architects took the medieval street wall as it 
stood. In the way they used classical forms upon it, they 
showed that a new idea was abroad~. the humanist idea of the .· 
individual observer~ towards whom every created object must 
be turned. In other fields of art, this idea had, early in 
the Renaissance~ been attendant upon the birth of new forms. 
The garden terrace is an example. At Poggio a Caiano, Fiesole 
and Quarracchi appeared the first attempts at the system epi-
2 tomised by Bramante in the gardens of th~ Belvedere • It 
was a system of moulding a hillside to give to ·the observer 
a number of views of. the countryside. Later, during the 
Baroque period, ,optical angles were to become the touchstone 
f . d . ~ o. p1.azza eslgn- .. In street buildings architecture began 
-------------------------------------------1 Burckhardt~ Civilization of the Renaissance, p.25'J 
... 2. Charageat: L'Art des Jardin:s·,--p.42 
3 See A.nalysis. of Piazz.a .di S. Pietro in Hagemann and 
Peet$ ~. Op cit; p.4o 
early to reflect a concern for the observer's view 9 hampered 
by the confines of the roadway. 
In a narrow street a man ·1o·oking at a facade is at a dis-
advantage .. He. c.annot see the upper parts well because of their 
foreshortening. A symmetrical facade he sees only in enfilade 9 
and he can comprehend it only. by. inference~ if he stands op-
posite the middle 9 its ends are outside his view. Any projec~ 
tion hides what lies beyond and is itself greatly exaggerated 9 
because its side or soffits .is more pro~inent than its front. 
By retaining the flat medieval facade with small projec-
tions9 the Renaissance architect overcame some of these diffi-
culties. He ordered the upper view of tho building by keeping, 
in a new guise, the Gothic bands.at each floor level. In 
facades tl}at were too wide to .be S'een in one coup d' oeil, he 
placed the door. off-centre~ and by giving no special mark to 
the ends of the building, disarmed it of any intent~on of 
symmetry. He enriched those parts of the building within 
. ' . . 
reaqh of the <:Ye more than those beyond it~ But to. the one 
projection always visible to the observer - the cornice -he 
gave everything he could must~r for dramatic effect 9 so that 
the facade 9 receding upwards, W?s. halted against the sky by a 
shaded torrent of form1 (Figure XIIc) 
The Renaissance architects realised that if architectural 
adornment is to be legible from one side, it must be presented 
as bas-relief. The more subtle the modelling, the more leg-
ible it will be. Thus in the Palazzo Rucellai~ Alberti kept 
the cornices at grou~d and f~rst floor to small projection, 
and used pilasters - not columns, thus setting a precedent 
for many others. Sculpture in low relief, stucco or sgraf-
fito was a feature of many of the richer palaces 9 such as 
the Palazzo Spada in Rome 9 and smaller houses 2 . 
l 
2 
A variant upon the classical cornicione is the cov~d 
cornice of the Pal. Raimondi-Soldi at Cromona (1496). 
It is quite plain and ~ainted with a number of car-
touches, eminently vis1ble from below. Soc Haupt: 
Renaissance Palaces, Vol. III. 
For cxample 9 the house in Via di S.Lucia (Le Tarouilly, 
Pl.99) 
(a) An early example of geometrical perspective in painting . 
. The cornice and paving lines lead to the archway and 
tomb, forecasting the trough shape of the street and its 
terminal vista. 
(b) Borromini's trompe l'oeil in tho courtyard of the Palazzo 
Spada in Rome, from le Tarouilly~ Edifices de Rome 
Moderne Pl. 243. It was arranged to give the illusion 
of great depth in a limited space. 
(c) The street conditions in which the Renaissance facade 
(d) 
was evolved. From Schutz: Die Renaissance in Italien. 
The sketch shows the continuous wall uf the street, 
Medieval in origin, and the typically large and decorated 
cornice. 
Palazzo Buonsignore, Siena, from Cummings~ 
Architecture in Italy, Vol. II, Figure 409. 
History of 
A twelfth 
or thirteenth century facade with all the latent ele-
ments of the Renaissance front: §heer wall face with 
open ends, strong horizontal lines 9 rhythmical window 
spacing and the corbel table that bec0me the classical 
corntce. 
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Th~ t1:ttimate step in this direction is the .entirely flat 
facade w'ith architecture or ornament painte~ upon it, and this 
we actual~y find in some cities. ·Genoa, in its pre-Alessi 
period, ~as noted for it, and at least one such facade remains, 
l 
though not in a street . It was a feature of Verona, where 
the Pal. Fioretti h£d frescoes painted by Bathista d'Angelo 
del Moro in 1600. Sir Kenneth Clark describes the painting 
of houses with garlands and pilasters as 11 universal 112 . Details 
of at least one painted house in Rome were recorded by le 
Tarouilly3. 
P e rJill..§. c t i v .§. 
All these concessions to ~he observer could be forecast· 
by the new science of perspective. This new structure of·· 
pictorial art - Geidion4 calls it ."the unchallenged canon to 
which every artistic representation had to conform" - was of 
particular interest to architects. Those who were painters 
used it in backgrounds to their pictures 5, or }il\.e Peruzzi6 , 
Scamozzi and Palladia,· used it :to. sinlulate reality in stage 
scenery. In illusionist reliefs they put it to practical test~ 
Upon Bramante's choir of S. Satiro, Milan, its use is justifi-
able. On the facade of the Scuola di S. Me.rco, it is not. 
.•. 
The entrance.to the Palazzo Farnese is a border-line case. 
Borromini's trompe l'oeil in the courtyard of the Palazzo 
Spada in .Rome (Figure XIIb) which le Tarouil1y7 dismissed as 
"un jeu pueril etindigne des nobles realite's de l'art" -is 
justifiable as.an attempt to give relief to the closed.view 
of the courtyard, si~ilAr in intention to the wall. paintings 
at Pompeii. 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
The Palazzo Luigi Pallavicini 
Architectural Backgrounds in RenaissancePictures, 
R.I.B.A.J., February 1934, p.J26 
Plate 34!+ 
Space Time and Architecture, p.31 
Kenneth Clark:. Op cit. Figure XIIa show~. an early·· 
example 
Vasari: Lives II, p.297 
Op ci ~1 p._?29 . 
Linear perspective postulates a fixed observer. The 
optical success of these few examples .depends upon whether the 
6bi~~~~i's ~osition ~s fixed or not. In·a street where the 
observer moves freely along a. line opposite and parallel to 
the facade, the application of perspective could give the val-
ue of horizontal projections from the normal viewing position, 
but its greatest assistance would be in the design of terminals 
to the street. However the observer moves in a street, the 
end of it is an inescapable attraction for his eye. Vertical 
lines disappear, while strong horizontal lines - of which there 
are many in the medieval and R'.;naissance facades - together 
. 
with the joints of the paving, present in stone the construc-
tion lines of a perspective drawing. We may be sure that the 
Italian eye, sensitized to pictorial values, demanded something 
in the focus of the picture that should be worthy of it. There 
was, as we have seen, no live tradition of axial st~eet ~lan­
ning in the ~1iddle Ages) so that the terminal building regained 
its classical value not through the classical element df ~otion, 
but through being ·the chief element in a picturesque view, or 
vista. 
Long views were rare in the medieval town. To us, the act 
of breaking a vista through these huddles of houses and ro~ds 
symbolises the Renaissance imagination bursting the barriers 
to new knowledge; and perhaps the Popes, dreaming in the 
Vatican gardens of the old Roman roads, thought so to6. They 
had in the city's traffic congestion a practic·al stimulus 
for their aesthetic ~lans. 
To judge from the increasing numbers of stables· and 
coach houses provided in town palaces in the first half of 
the sixteenth century, it appears that at that time the 
wealthy ca.me to prefer driving in coaches or carriages to 
riding in sedan chairs or .on horseback1 . The century saw 
------------------------·-·-------------
1 The Pal. Altieri, f.or oxample 9 h8d 58 stables and ten 
coach-houses, wh1.lc oven.modest houses (Figure :XIVe) 
hPtd two or three coach-houses. 
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the first four-wheeled vehicles with swivel fronts -more man-
oeuvreable and able to turn faster1 . This invention must have 
~ 
; aggravated the hazards of the streets~ which.in the preceding · 
! 
century had inspired Leonardo to advocate streets on two levels 
for the new Milan. "No vehicles should go in the upper streets; 
these should be reserved for the use of gentlemen. A.nd through 
the lower streets would go the carts Bnd barrows and things 
2 
used by the populace " 
There were, then, good reasons both practical and aesthe-
tic for straightening and widening streets. How the two in-
centives stood in the architect 1 s mind we may judge from 
P alladio 9 who s n"S. o,J.t the Rer .,; s s ~YJce theory of street design. 
We see in his writings, firstly, a medieval concern, prompted 
by the plagues that swept the cities of Italy, for the quality 
and movement of air. Secondly? there is an attempt to make 
the town lay-out suitable for wheeled traffic. Thirdly, 
throufhout the discourse he makes it clear that the question of 
beauty can clinch any·argument~ the buildings are to adorn 
the street as trees adorn a country road. His ideal of a 
street is that which shows the buildings to advantage, to 
delight the citizen's eye and to impress the strangor 1 s. 
This is what he wrote: (Quoted from Looni 1 s translation 
publis)?ed ·in 17153 
I 
I 
"The 'Nays ought to be st. crt, convenient? secure? plea-
sant and beautiful. They wilD be short and convenient if 
made in a strait line· and so largo, that carriages and 
horses be no hindrance to each other when· they meet; where-
fore it was ·proYided by law·among_the A.ntients, that where 
the ways were strait~ they should not be less than eight 
foot in breadth~ nor loss than sixteen, when they were 
crooked or winding. The ways w~ll be further convenient, 
if they are made everywhere equal~ th1t is to say, that 
there be no places in them where armies may not easily march .. 
"In the city there cannot be a more agreeable sight, 
than a strait, oven, and large street, having magnificent 
houses on each side, and built with those ornaments which 
are mentioned in the p:-2oceding books. Now as in tovms ~ 
the streets are beautified by buildings~ so in the country 
are the ways adorned by trees, which, being on both sides~ 
del,igh.tour minds with their verdure~ and highly refresh us 
with their shade. 11 
1 
2 
3 
Godwin~ Op cit~ p. 82 
Kenneth Clark: Leonardo da Vinci, p.64. A. drawing 
of Leonardo 1 s showing his design 1s reproduced in 
the Architectural Review, July 1952. 
Book III, Chap. I 
122._ THE ARCHITECTURE OF _,IHE_§.TREf<1I.__. --------------
In Chapter 11 .he. proceeds to planning~ recommending that 
where the air is· coid or temperate -
"there the streets ought to be made largo and noble~ since 
ther~by the city will become more wholesome, convenient and 
beautiful." 
In such a climate the streets should be built wide and 
high 
"that therefore the one side of such a street is less eclips'd 
by the opposite side~ the beautifulness of temples and palaces 
must needs be seen to greater advantage in the large than in 
the narrow streets, whence greater pleasure arises to the mind, 
and greater ornament accrues to the city~ But if the town is 
situated in a hot climate, the streets ought to be made narrow 
and the houses built high~ that by the shade and straitness 
of the passage, the heat of the Air may be temper'd, and con-
sequently that it may become more healthy· as this is well 
known by the example of Rome, which as we read in Cornelius 
Tacitus, grew more hot and less heaithy, after Nero, in order 
to make it more beautiful, had enlarged its streets. In this 
case,· however, for the greater ornament and convenience of the 
city, the street that is fullest of the principal trades and 
the ~ost.frequented by strangers, ought to be made large, and 
adorned by magnificent and sumptuous buildings~ because the 
strangers that pass thro' it will readily conclude, that the 
other streets of the city bear a proportion to the largeness 
and beauty of this." 
stre~ts' should lead directly from the gatos to the chief 
square, to the public buildings. They must not face the 
principal winds. They must always be paved, and.pedestrian ways 
provided at each side~ paved in large stones or tiles -
"the reason is, that in walking, they never offend the feet." 
Ther:e must be a kennel in the middle of the .roadway to 
take ~ater from the roofs. 
The impression we get is that he is glad to have any prac-. 
tical.reasons for reinforcing his aesthetic recommendations. 
It is significant of this attitude on the part of the Renais~ 
sance architedt that the new straight streets of Rome laid out 
by the Popes from Julius II to Gregory XIII did little to 
relieve traffic congestion1 . Dr. Giedion 1 s recent study2 has 
shown that, with the exception of the Via Guilia and the 
straightening of streets from the Pons Eli us bridgehead, 
new road!3 of the sixteenth century were not cut through 
living Rome~· but were laid through the derelict ancient 
1 
2 
See Fokken Roman Baroque Art, pp. 90, 91 
Sixtus V: Architectural Review? April 1952 
the 
the 
. ' . 
QJty .•.... O.f.. these,· the Sixtine ·roads Were· eccle.s:i.9..s·d.c~l in ori-
gin,_ intended to link the seven churches of the pilgrims. They 
were built, wrote Domenic& Fontana, without concern for the 
hills and valleys they crossed -
"revealing in several places which they pass, tho lowest por-
_tions· of the city with various and divers perspectives; so 
that, aside from the devotions, they also nourish ~ith their 
charm the senses of tho body~" 
Although Alberti recommended sinuous streets in small 
l 
towns f6r artistic reasons ' in all new building straight 
streets were the rule. Bern~rdo Rossellino (1409-64) designed 
three streets loading from tho square at the Castel St. Angelo 
2 
to the Vatican, lined with shops and arcades . His plan of 
large blocks is, however, really ~ho bastide system; it had 
no closed views. In his ideal town plt'l.n, Scamozzi gave co-
herence to road.Rnd building by placing a block at the junc-
tion of three streets and giving four vistas to each _piazza. 
The plan of Palma Nuova (1593) contained similar motifs. 
The practice of leading roads to important buildings hRd 
its corollary in the planning of buildings that faced the end 
of streets. The axis of the street gave tho pic~orial axis 
to the building facade~ an axis that did not penetrate far 
. . . . '. . 
into the plan. Peruzzi took thD entrance of the Palazzo 
Massimi alle Colonna to ono side 6f the plan to present a 
symmetrical facade to the street. The Palazzo Lancellotti 
at Rome was similarly treated3. If a street were long, the 
terminal building had to be very high to dominate the view. 
As an alternative, it could be symbolised by an obelisk. 
Those at t~e Piazza del Popolo, S.M. Maggiore Rnd S. 
Giovanni Laterano symbolised the gate and tho churches. The 
turning of the horizontal axis of the streets into the ver-
tical axis of the obelisk was an artistic idea of the 
1 
2 
3 
"This winding of the streets will make the passenger 
at every step discover a new structure~ and the front 
and door of every house will directly race the middle 
of tho street ... it will be both healthy and pleasant 
to have such an open view from every house by means 
of tho turn of tho street." (S.Lang~ The Ideal City. 
Architectural Review, August 1952.) 
Fokker: Ro~an Baroque Art, p.203 
Le Tarouilly, Pl. 346 
(a) Plan of the Piazza del ~opolo as laid out by Sixtus V 
and Dome~i~o Fontana. From Giambattista Nolli's plan 
of 174'8. 
(b) Plan .of. Piazza di Ponte, Rome, from the sam~ source. The 
church .. upon which the lower radial road terminates is S. 
Giovanni _dei Fiorentini. 
(c) The Quattro Fontana, Rome, at the junction of two streets 
laid out by Fontana. From a print reproduced in Bolton: 
Gardens of Italy, p.85. 
(d) Plan of Quattro Fontana from Nolli's plan. 
(e) s~ Maria in c~mpitelli 9 Rome, and adjacent houses. 
(Rainaldi: 1656). The main cornice common to the three 
buildings constitutes ono of the earliest successes in 
uniting different buildings. From Fokker~ · Roman 
Baroque Art, Vol. II, Figure 54. 
(f) A stairway in the Gardens of the Villa d'Este, Tivoli, 
laid out 1550-59 by Pirro Ligorio. From Bolton: Gardens 
of Italy, p.205. In such garden shapes the Baroque 
architects developed the form that later became the 
architectural street. 
R 0 ME 
(c) The Quattro Fon~one 
(e) S. Maria in Campih.dli 
xm 
fooo fut 
(b) Piaz.z.o di Pont-e 
(d) Qualtro Fon~one :plan 
(f) Villa d'Es~~, Tivoli : stairway 
G.QL. '52 
highest o:rder.~ it is comparable to Bramante's design for 
-' . . .· 
St. Pe.ter 1 s 7 which having a snow-crystal plan may be said to 
have a vertical axis. For the Mother-Church of the world this 
idea of approach from all points of the compass, culminating 
in the·implied upward movement of the vertical axis, was su-
perbly appropriate. 
Any symmetrica~ facade has, of course, a verticc:=\'1 axis, 
and therefore implies upward movement in one plane~ it is 
the concentration of this movement in a solid object that gives 
such tremendous .effect to the oboli;;ks, approached from a num-
ber of di~ections. The first star plan - that of the Piazza 
di Ponte at Rome .(Figure XIII'J) -dispersed traffic from tho 
bridgehead of the Pons Elius. There was no axial climax to 
the converging streets, but the Castel St. Angelo provided one 
as soon as the piazza was entered. 
VJhen they regulated the three anci_ent ways leading to the 
Porta ~el Popolo and created the Long piazza within the gate, Six-
tus,V and Fontana p)-aced·the obelisk whore it could serve two 
purposes; it terminated the view toward the gate from the 
city ~ndcit:also gave to those entering the city a sense of 
destination- t they were. in Rome. A~ it then stood, the piazza 
(Figure XI:):Ia) was a finer composition than it is today. Its 
long, narrow shape threw attention towards the three roads, 
and the twin domeB· gave to the churches a stream-l:i.ne appear-
ance; .like'.the.·cut~wate.rs of a.bridge~ motion and traffic 
1 
were everywhere suggested . It was a mistake to add the 
bell· towers; they gi ·.'o honour to the Corso at the. expense of 
the other two roads, destroying the trinity of the design. 
Tod~y, se~n from Valadier's enlarged piazza, the Ripetta. 
and Babuino each has a lopsided entrance, leaving no dominant 
element, either road or building. Enclosure and escape are 
expressed equally and the architectural road junction of 
Fontana is thus robbed of its virility?. 
1 
2 
A. drawi_ng attributed to Bramante shows a corner builqing, 
domed over a· rounded wall (Hagemann and Peets: .. Op c.lt, 
p.4o : the. earliest classical treatment of a corner~ 
. (' . . ' . . ' . 
How interesting it would be to know .how Fontana. intended 
to handle the JUnction of'> the fourth: Toad ~the Strada 
Felice) with the Piazza! · 
l )J. ____ TH~ fq~_CHlTECTURE OF '£HE __ §:TREE:r_ ____ . ----.-------.::--
- ......... .. 
'rhe~t Fonte~na .was sensitive to the aesthetic qualities of 
the road.is also apparent in his handling of tho crossroads of 
the Strada Pia and the Strada Folice - the Quattro Fon~ane. A 
fine,view in each direction made it 8 place for special treat-
ment, and the corners of the garden walls were splayed after 
the fashion of the Vigna di Papa Guilio and ornamented with 
statuary anda fountain (Figure III c and d). Thus each pair 
of fountains framed the further view as the crossroads was 
approached. It is not an embryonic or vestigial piazza, but. 
a place of pause in the journey, marked by an arrangement that 
reminds us of the Roman quadrivium with its tetrapylon. By 
seeing a fountain and not an entrance on each corner, our 
attention is kept upon the roads. 
The_§.treet_M....ill1 Ar_g_hi.t,.Q£tural_~n111Y 
By degrees, the street was dignified into an architectural 
whole. Its ideal shape.- the formal trough-- was first created 
. in gardens. . The Alley of a Hundred Fountains at tho Villa 
D'Este. at Tivoli 0.550-59)~ the great avenue punctuated by 
' ,.. 
statuary, leading to the Isolotto at the Boboli gardens; 
stairways such as the eastern stainvny at Tivoli (Figure XIIIf) 
the ascending ramp to the Casino at Caprarola, enriched by its 
. . . l . 
medial cascade~ all were variants of the same theme . But 
what in gardens was only a matter of design, in the making of 
streets had. to be carried out against tho difficulties of 
ownership, age and. size of the buildings. The intention was 
made clear by suggestions. Maderna and Giacomo della Porta 
emphasised the channel shape by the way they designed foun-
tains in two streets. The first fountain faced the straight 
Via Giulia, and consisted of a flat sheet of water falling to 
a tank; the second, in the Piazza Bologna, was placed in 
lirie with the buildings of tho Corso, at the end, not in the 
middle of the piazza2 . 
VIThen the street was considered as one complete shape, 
it was natural that it should attain some measure of uniformit 
--·----·--------~---~--------------------------------------.--
l 
2 
For illustrations see Bolton: 
Fokker~ Op cit, pp. 91, 92 
The Gardens of Italy. 
in its architecture. Throughout the Renaissance we can see 
the wish to contain diverse elements iri 'one 'arch:ttccttira·l ex-. 
pression. , The Canqellaria facade screened a pal·ace and a· church. 
Lombardo's old Procuratia (1480) in the Piazza San Marco at 
Venice gave a cursive facade to one whole side of the square. 
On the 6apitol~ne, the Palazzo dei Consorvatori was given its 
twin to complete a symmetrical composition. Uniform house 
fronts were des~gned by Cortona for the pentagonal piazza to 
S.M. della Pace at Rome, and the first example of sympathy 
between different buildings was the Church of S.M. in Campi-
telli at Rome and its flanking houses1 (Figure XIIIe). These 
examples were tentotiv2 steps ~G\Ja:cJs the unified architecture 
of Turin and countless later examples outside Italy. 
Inherent in idea of the street as a formal entity were 
the symmetrical. terminal and two symmetrical sides. Perhaps 
the first .and certainly the most important exampl~ in It~l~ 
of a. street with bilateral symmetry was Giorgio Vasari 1 s 
Uffizi in F.lorence. It was completed in 1574 2 in the aston-
i shingly short. time of five months?-. The architect was com-
missioned _to rectify the old street leading from the Piazza di 
Signoria to the river, and to preserve the old buildings that 
lined it. He took a colonnade at ground floor along the two 
sides.of the.streot and returned it at the end with a triumphal 
arch giying .a vista across tho Arno (Figure XIV a and b). 
Above the colonnade, two storeys one room deep t;ave a uniform 
facad~ to the s~reet. The sides have eleven repeated bays, 
with no mark at the.cc~t~o or the ends • 
. The facade treatment is really that of a palace cortile, 
extended to embrace a street. By closing the end at the Arno, 
Vasari. strengthened the sense of enclosure that its archi- · 
tectural treatment suggested. The courtyard of the Uffizi 
was an important intermediate between cortile and street. 
1 Fokker~ 0 p cit ' p . 20 3 
2 Anderson and Stratton: Architecture of the R$naissance 
in Italy, p.292 
~ ~asari! Lives, Vol. IV, p.285 
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The BarQ9.llQ_StrgQt, 
. . ' . . . 
In the naves of churches and in street facades, the rhyth-
mical rep,~ti tion of units in the early Renaissance was a con-
tinuation of Gothic practice. Windows occurred at regular 
intervals in the fRcade; the door did not interrupt the rhythm, 
but merely took the place of a window. During the Baroque 
these simple rhythms were dissolved in ltuger units. Progres-
sion was expressed in a different way. 
If we pass from one room to another in a house, we are 
aware that we have moved by our changed surroundings, not by 
counting our steps, either consciously or subconsciously. The 
Baroque architects found that by abandoning rhythm in favour of 
change, they could transport the observer as he walked along 
a church nave. His exaltation came from the subduing of his 
.. 
bodily rhythms. No chequered tiles, closely spaced columns 
or vaults reminded him of his pulse, breathing or steps; in 
their place were larger gradations of shape, each slowly suc-
ceeding the other. Ornament beckoned his attention hither or 
thither, seducing him away from the selfish to the sublime. 
The simple rhythms of Brunelleschi's S. Spirito, Florence, 
are entirely absent fr6m Vignola's Gosu. In wa~king from the 
door to the C:tltar of St. Peter's, our experience is hardly ohe 
of ~r6gression at all: it is almost one of translation. The 
whole· picture develop~ and enlarges itself, as if we were 
still and the building moving about us. Baroque church in-
teriors in this way induce a feeling of heightened importance 
in the individual, in contrast to his abasement in a Gothic 
cathedral. To take an example of a different sort; a long 
flight of stairs, such as those approaching the cathedral 
at Amalfi, tempts one to count each step one takes. If, on 
. . . . . . 
the other hand, the stair is arranged to develop in different 
shape's and directions 9 like tho de Sanctis steps approaching 
the Trinit~, then we forget ourselves in tho changing scene. 
To maintain interostupon a distant objective through 
successive changes, the architect must place great emphasis 
upon it. Baroque altars were consequently elaborate and 
enlarged~ Upon the facade, the line of approach was given 
ov·erriding importance. The door· regained its· Roman proportions, 
-and dom:tnated ·the whole· facade. 'lliis is naturqlly more 'notice-
able in churches than in dwellings 9 though Fokker notices 'that 
in the early· Bnroque period axially placed fountains commanded 
the attention in palace courtyards 1 
The straight· street,· lined by sumptuous palaces, remained 
during the· Baroque period, tho ideal of the· architect. Only 
one man seems to have gi~en it reality, and that w~s Galeazzo 
Alessi, Perugian by birth, he know Michelangelo in Rome, and in 
1549 was summoned to Gcno8. to construct.the mole2 . He had at-
tained some rejnitation as a mil.i tary architect~ and perhaps on 
this account was entrusted with'rostoring the city walls and 
laying out some new roads outside the gates. He 'conceived ·the 
idea of a new aristocratic quarter for the city.-, :built ~-abo·ut a 
·new street. This Strada Nuova wa~ to run at the foot of a 
steep· hill to· the north of the· city. A.t the time· of his death 
irt 1570, the project was vrell tinder way. It ;;ained an immediate 
and wide reptitation. Rubens3 published drawings of many of the 
pal~ce~, and half a century after it was built John Evelyn rioted 
. h' d' ' 4 ' 1n· . lS · laTy -
"Thefamous Strrida Nuova, built wholly of polished marble, was 
designed by Rubens, and for stateliness of buildings, paving. 
- a:nd···evenness of the street, is far superior to· any in Europe, 
for the number of houses." 
V~sari5 called it "the most magnificent street in Italy, 
. .. 
and the richest in palaces." 
With its later ex~ension (the Scrada Nuovissima) t~e new 
street ran for o distance of over 650 feet (Figure XIVc). The 
width of the road was 24 ft. The palaces all had facades at 
the road :Li:ne.,. generally of .three storeys and an attic. 
-~~--..,--. -- .. -· ·~ .. --. '' ·----~----·-·~ --------------·~------
1 Fokker: Op cit, p.64 
2 De Foville: GSnes, p.76 
3 In.l622. (Burckhardt: Recollections of Rubens~ p.l6) 
His drawing of the Pal. Lercari-Parodi is reproauced 
4 
5 
in De Foville, op cit, p. 83 · . 
17th October, 1644 
Lives: Vol. IV, p.242 
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Thus they made the street very narrow, but many had gardens 
beside them, .so that it was well lit. Cornices at the same 
level and string courses at the same heights as th~ir neigh-
bours, gave unity to some groups. 
Precis.ely. wl:lat. part Alessi played in the building of the 
palaces is not clear. He has in the past been credited with 
1 
many .· Whether he laid down the main lines of the facades of 
others is still questionable, but those which can be attributed 
to him with certainty2 show that he preferred plain astylar 
facades without the ornament in relief that covered those 
built later. 
The Strada Nueva held up an example to Italy of how im-
pressive a street.could be if the palaces lining it weje built 
in a restrained, flat and friendly manner, each subdued to the 
larger conception of the street. 
~uildin&.Li!L§lr.Qet.§. 
·The use of the courtyard plan in Italy must be left as an 
unexplained phenomenon. Its coolness in summer is unquestion-
able= but to an English visitor, shivering from All Saint's 
Day to Easter in rooms with no fireplace? and risking pneumon-
ia. in pa:ssing round the cortile, the courtyard house defies 
explanation in terms of climate. We have to fall back up·on 
some such post factum as "Geoffrey Scott 1 s~ "Classic forms in 
Italy were indigenous and bound to reappear3." In a strange-
ly literal sense this is true, for it is remarkable that the 
plan 6f the sm~ller Renaissance house was arranged very simi-
larly to those of Pompeii, which still lay hidden under their 
. . . '+ pal~ Jf earth . 
Even in two-storey houses the light from the courtyard 
did not penetrate far into the ground flqor rooms. 
. . 
---------------· _ ...~-~-"~·------------------------
1 
2 
3 
4 
G~uthier (in L~s Plus Beaux Edifices de la Ville de· 
Genes, Vol. I) attribute~ five in the Via Nueva and 
one in the Via Nuovissimi to his hand. · 
The Cambiaso and Parodi (De Foville, op cit, p.86) 
The Architecture of Humanism, p.20 
Cf. Figures VI d - j and XIV d and e. 
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They··were thus ·built high1 .- It -was an extravagance, _because 
they were put to rrtundane uses -.... stables 9 kitchens' servants' 
rooms, laundries, lavator:L~s ~nd sometimes shops. "This was a 
legacy of .:nedieval street conditions. In Venice the living 
And reception .rooms could not be on the ground floor,:which 
was subject to flooding. In ~orne,· according toLe ~a~ouilly2 , 
guests paused only for a moment i-n the courtyard befo·r.e pass-
ing up the stairs to the mezzanine where the owner. lived and 
on to the first floor re6eption rci6ms. It" is to ·this practice 
. . ~ 
that we owe the monumental stair of the Renaissance palace· • 
This is not the place to give any account of the :palace 
plan. TWo things, however, we may notice. Firstly, the 
courtyard was al~ays treat~~ as ~n open space, never as a 
light· well. It was graced with archi tectura·l ferms ·often in 
excess of the facade·, showing that· it still enjoyed something 
of the affection that the Roman gave to his ·atrium,. that the 
emphasis of life was inwards. The absence of bays,· ·oriels · 
)_~ 
and balconies from the facade is notable · Secondly, the 
arrangement of windows fixed the partitions between rooms on 
the street front. This planning method, which.was so searing-
ly criticised during the early years of this century, has now 
given way to determiriation by the centres of the 'structural 
columns, a practice hardly less censurable.· 
Fa cas!& 
The design ot l~te medieval churches· of Italy reverted 
to the Roman temple practice of giving special attention to 
the entrance wall; maki'ng. it almost a separate feature of . 
.. .. ; : 
the building. Although there ·are notable examples else-. 
where in Europe (e.g. ·Exeter and Peterborough Cathedrals) of 
this isolation of the facade, it was in Italy, particularly 
---·--,~---·----~~~--··. ~----·-------~----. ------~----~-------------1 For example, Pal. Massimi alle Colonne: over 22 ft. from floor -c;o floor. · · · · . . . ' .. · 
· ·
2 Edifices de Rome Moderne, p.l2 
J ., 
·Basements- were common. Those of the Pal. Massimi 
alle Colonne and the Pal. Giraud, for example, took· 
up the whole site~ · . . . · 
· 
4 
· In Venice balconies were common owing to the attrac-
tion of the canals. 
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d.tiring the ·Bar'o'que, that it developed~ We must look for the 
· c'ause. precisely where we found it i!l Roman times - in the 
procession or the idea of approach to the altar. The facade 
of the island church was the exp'}ession of approach along ~its 
axis; it~ symmetry was that of the interior~ the d'oor was 
·the invitation to the altar. The Renaissance architect ac-
cepted thir;; perceptual attitude to facade design, and neg-
lected the sides of the building accordingly. Often his 
facades bore no relation whatever to the sides or the interior 
shape. In street churches he had no compunction in making the 
facade a separate problem entirely. The difficulty of. making 
the right angled change of axis from the street to the church 
was partialiy overcome by giving dominance to the door, making 
it the aesthetic object of the whole face of the church. 
No prejudice about expressing the interior of the build-
ing existed during the Baroque. The lively facade of 
S. Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, which today epitomises the 
Baroque street front in Italy, completely defies relation to 
the interior. It was added 26 years after the church was 
finishsd1 , and it takes up only part of the street wall 2 . 
Attached and detached columns crowded about the doorway urittl 
they almost replaced the wall itself. 
Palace facades reflected these developments. In the 
Antinori and Strozzi palaces at Florence and those of Corharo 
and Vandramin at Venice, we see the street wall distinguished 
from the body of the building, the cornice returning upon 
itself at the ends. The spacing of windows was closer about 
the do6r in early Baroque palaces such·as the Palazz6 
Caetani, Rome. 
. . 
In working out ~he problems of the street facade, the 
Italian architects were fortunate; compared with those of 
Northern Eur~pe, in having cour~yards in most of the houses .. 
. . . . 
-------------~----..;_,...__. _____ ,~ .. -----------------------
1 
2 
V\Tellesley: Francesco Borromini. RIBAJ, March 1952, p .38 
Out of courtesy for the Quattro Fontane crossroads. 
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For the Northern European str~et facade, with its large win-
dows below and small above, was not satisfying as a simple 
wall=· the area of the wall, as the carrying member, increased 
as the building rose. In the courtyard house, windows were 
not important for lighting the ground floor rooms, and the 
area of wall diminished upwards. The difference is show~ in 
the two buildings illustrated in Figures Xf and XIId. 
During the Middle Ages it was the practice to render the 
street wall defensible by building a sturdy wall at ground 
floor and piercing it with embrasures. Fighting in towns did 
not die down until the sixteenth century, so that this feature 
remained in tho Rena is san co f1·on t. But this "stronghold" type, 
so popular in Florence, could never really succeed as a facade 
in the enclosed and 'unified street that the Renaissance de-
veloped. Large windows to the piano nobile were vulnerable, 
if the ground floor was not. The very seats that ran along 
the rustica'ted base of the Antinori, Riccardi and Strozzi 
palaces belied the military aspect. Worst of all, whenever 
shops wer~ placed along the ground floor, all pretence of 
impregnability in the facade was in vain. Palaces and 
hous~s, particularly in Rome, therefore, reverted to the simple 
wall pierced with windows of more or less equal value, while 
the rusticated basement was retained to give a suggestion of 
structural, not military strength. An echo of the embrasured 
ground floor remained in the grilles that covered the windows. 
The Fl~rentine facade was the last stronghold ~f exclu-
sion in the street. In breati~g it down, the shop was the 
strongest agency. Exclusion is the last thing a shopkeeper 
wants to convey, and in times of stress he must throw in 
his lot with the street for good or ill, relying upon the 
city wall as his last line of defence. From the beginning 
of the period, enclosure was the keynote of the shopping 
street in the North Italian towns. The same arcade that 
sheltered shoppers extended along residential streets· in 
Bologna and Padua. It consisted of a series of light arches, 
carried on columns, supporting tho face of tho building 
(a) The courtyard .of the Uffizi 3 Florence. From (a) Haupt:. (b) 
Renaissance Palaces of Northern Italy 9 Vol. I 9 and 
(b) a postcard. The actual courtyard measures 467 ft. 
by 58 ft. wide. 
(c) The Strada Nuova (now Via Garibaldi) 9 GJnoa, from De 
Foville: G&nes. The palace on the left (Raggio~ 
Podesta, by G-B Castello) exemplifies the flat, bas-
relief facade of Italy. 
(d) Small houses in Rome from Le Tarouilly, Pl. 26 and 99. 
(e) 
The first 9 on an irregular enclosed site, and the second] 
with the characteristic arrangement of the palace,:both 
show similarity to Pompeiian plans. 
(f) An early Renaissance cortile 3 from Baum~ Baukunst der 
Fruhrenaissance in Italian, p.lll. 
(c) 8. Spirito, Florence, from Baum~ Op cit 9 p.l+l. 
(h) . The facade of a palace in Bologna, built about 1500 ~­
from Schutz~ Renaissance. in Italian, Pl. III. 
The. same archi toctural .elements of arcade and vaulting 
surmounted by a wall.·wi th windows are used to enclose 
courtyard, nave and street. 
XIV 
la) Towards lh¢ Arno 
FLORENCE 
(b) Towards th¢ Palauo v~cchio 
Th~ Uffizi 
(d) R 0 ME House in Via Alessandrina 
Seal« af j:>lol'ls lo'~~sa;o=~,o~~2~o ==3<>!====='"'£4o==;l5o=:::=:=;.,co==7::eo=:::===!8o ~u.r 
C> 
(c.) G E N 0 A S~rada Nuova 
(f) Pal. M~ici Florence . (<j) S. Spirito Flonznc~ (h) Pal Fibbia Bolo<1na. 
G.Q.L 'SZ 
above •. It is of the greatest signifiCq!lCG that .. the _i~e_n,~~cal 
system was used to line nave and street alike, to enclose 
both cortile and piazza (Figure XIV f - h) . 
These North Italian arcades·were side aisles to the 
vo]_ume of the street? taken out of· the buildings~ they were 
not verandahs covering the footpaths and intruding into the 
street like those of South Africa. Once again we see an an-
alogy between the church and the enclosed street, as we have 
seen it in Syria and medieval Italy, indicating that the 
street had a positive shape of its own . 
.Q.Q.nclusion2 
The fair and regular paving of the Italian town enlarged 
the citizen 1 s sense of ownership. He could leave his bed-
chamher and without strapping pattens to his feet walk 
through the dustless ways and spaces of his city, often under 
cover, in perfect physical freedom. Paving was a great social-
·izing influence; it was the common floor of all. In com-
pletely paved towns, the main barrier between shelter and ex-
p6surs was not the house door, but the city gate. The streets 
of Italy thus became the open air galleries. of the town~ 
deserving a positive, definite shape and the same degree of 
adornment as the house courtyard. 
For·the shape that evolved, there are formal antece-
dents in the garderi alley and an architectural protdtype in 
the courtyard of the Uffizi. It may be wrong to credit every 
architect in Italy with a desire to build regular streets; 
up to 1650 there are few material grounds for doing so. The· 
ideal of the street as a long prism of space grew over a 
long period, from seeds sown by the painters, and it·is more 
by hints than by actual examples that we can judge. But 
when Alessi finally accomplished the straight, rich and 
regular form of the Strada Nuova, tho assent it received can 
leave us in no doubt that here was the street that all. would 
have built if they could. 
This regulation of the street was not such an obvious 
step as it seems. It was a fearless enlargement of the archi-
tectural unit7, a very different matter from laying out straig1 
roads merely to simplify surveying and make encroachment evidei 
It was a marriage of road and building into one form; a pro-
cess involving compromise between the opposing needs of traf-
fie and building owner. It lifted the whole question of the 
street out of the practical into tho aesthetic 9 and gave to 
the street a place among monumental forms. Insofar as it 
called for sacrifices by the owner~ who had to keep his build-
ing to a fixed height in order to satisfy an aesthetic pre-
cept 9 it was entirely new 9 and was possible only among a 
.. 
people of high artistic aim~. That these people were strongly 
individual in their outlook makes it even more remqrkable~ had 
they not had the riches of the port of Genoa in their purses 7 
perhaps they would not have been ready to make the sacrifices. 
The road itself was not, during tho Renaissance, glorifie~ 
in Italy. It was the excuse, not the reason, for making 
., 
straight st~eets. Traffic, moreover 9 was not reflected in the 
facades. Rhythm in the early Renaissance facade was a residue 
of structural Gothic rhythms and was abandoned in the Baroque . 
.. 
The Baroque facade was not concerned with providing a setting 
for traffic, so much as with halting traffic at its door. 
It was left to other countries in later ages to relate traffic 
to buildings by providing settings in which people could en-
joy the sensation of movement and speedc 
Renaissance and Baroque street architecture was pic-
torial architecture. If we consider the street to be an 
enclosing shape, then the design of its walls comes within 
the realm of interior decoration - a profession ·which came 
into being during the Baroque period. Tho design of inter-
iors is homocentric and perceptual, with regard for the 
observer as its main rule. It was the application of this 
to street architecture that was the main contribution of 
the Italian architects. 
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To build a perfect city, in which to live the perfect life, 
is one of mankind's oldest dreams. Such a city would be fault-
lessly planned, and therefore perfectly convenient. Its walls 
would be {~pre~nable, its air and water healthy, its roads 
durably paved. The buildings by their unity would advertise 
the perfect accord of its citizens. But because there have 
never been perfect citizens, the city has remained a dream. 
~~enever man has recorded the vision, he has described 
its unified architecture. Plato himself stated plainly1 : 
"All the houses must have good walls'· built regularly and in 
a similar style, facing the roads so that the whole city will 
have the form of a single house". Lydgate, to whom we re-
ferred in an earlier chapter, saw the New Troy of the fif-
teenth century furnished with houses of uniform height for 
2 
rich and poor. Dr. Lang quotes from Philip II's ordinance 
of 1573, Thomas More's Amaurot (1516) and Van der Neck's ideal 
city of 1764. They all made uniformity of architecture an 
aim - derivative, she says, from Plato. 
During'the Renaissance the ideal is evident in the imagi-
nary town plans of the architects. They were theoretical and 
abstract.in that they took no account of the sun, they never 
supposed rivers to run through the town, nor provided for ex-
pansion - that is to say, for children. Those of the six-
teenth century3 seem to have been simply paper exercises 
embodying patterns of roads, squares, blocks of buildings, and 
fortifications. What is significant about them is the 
enlarged view they betoken - the expansion of architectural 
planning to embrace tho whole town. In drawing geometrical 
plans, the architects presupposed regularly shaped buildings, 
1 
2 
3 
·-----------------
Laws 79? A and B, quoted by Dr. Lang (Th~ Ideal City: 
Arqhi tectur~l Review,. August 1952) ·· 
Ibid 
For example, by Martini~ Palissy 1 Lorini, illustrated in Rasmussen: Towns ana Buildin~s Q.2~ and 
Brinkmann: Stadtebau - Ideals seit der Renaissance. 
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not collections of different buildings. For the plan is only 
one analysis of an object; a geometrical plancannot be really 
representative of. an irregularly shaped idea. 
In these early plans there is little thought for the ap-
pearance of the city from the usual level. The patterns result 
from the·. shortest length of wall 9 the central strongpoint, the 
slopes of the conical hill their authors chose for a site. 
Roads and buildings fitted perfectly within tho fortifications. 
Only in tho square with roads from its mid-sides (a motif often 
occurring, and one which we have already noticed in Leghorn) 
do we see any aesthetic intention. It is in Wren's and 
Evelyn's plans for rebuilding London after the Great Fire that 
.we see the first practicable plans for a complete town. In 
them appearance stands on an equal footing with utility. Geo-
metrical plan-shapes were not suitable for towns built in 
Northern Europe in the sixteenth century. Fra Giocondo and 
J.A. du Corcoau prepared designs for "places" upon circular 
1 plans 7 with gabled buildings. Their appeirance is complicated 
and, with their pitched roofs radiating and rising, impractic-
able. What stood between the geometrical plans of the Renais-
sance and their fulfilment was tho gabled front. Until the 
regular block upon.the Italian model was developed, the geo-
metrical plan had to remain a paper plan~ and continuous archi-
tecture wa.s possible only when the form of the Northern house 
had been changed. 
The street buildings of Northern Europe wore in a number 
of ways quite unsuited to receive Italian Renaissance and 
Baroque influence. Differences in climate (~hewn by. the low 
roof pitches and courtyard plans of Italy, contrasted with the 
stoep gables 1 the chimneys, and the close plans of the North) 
underlined differences in construction. Stone was the 
material in vvhich most of the Italian forms evolved; in 
···England, France, Germany and Holland timber was' still at the 
1 Hagemann and Peats~ Civic Art, p.48 
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__ end. . .of. .the sixteenth .century the. main building 3·mat~·rial; 
. London was mainly a city of oak up to the Great Fire; · In 
Utrecht, houses were build wholly of timber as late.as 175'0l. 
Although stone and brick were used, the facades still showed 
unmistakable signs of timber origins (Figure XV a and b) 
Inevitably the R?naissance showed itself first in decora-
tion rather than form. By the time the influence had deepened 
t.o include the whole building, and had passed down from Royalty 
to the merchants, it was no longer that of the Early Renais-
_sance but that of the late Renaissance and early Baroque. 
In one matter this was importnnt to the street scene and:the 
.-cause of unified architecture~ the scroll and its variatioris 
were available for the treatm.ent of the gable (Figures XV b · 
and c} . 
. From Medieval times, architects in Italy had found diffi;.. 
culty with the facades of churches with side aisles. They 
/ 
could not with success repeat the sloping lines of the nave 
gable lower down thefacade in separate halves, for they thus 
introduced a disturbing set of slopes among the upright ~nd 
level lines that made up the facade. They tried a number of 
: . ; ~· 
other solutions - carrying the nave slope out to meet the 
orit~ide wall of the aisles, so making a flying wall; placin~ 
towers to stop the aisles; running a strong colonnade across 
.. 
the facade at tho level of the aisle eaves. If they u,sed 
r .. 
orders with pediments (as did Palladia at S.M. Maggiore, 
.. 
Venice) the two ends of the wider pediment at a lower level 
were so far apart that they looked like separate forms; the 
imagination could not connect them. 
Vignola, in his church of the Gesu - the first Baroque 
building - solved the problem by using scrolls; an astonish-
ing innovation, for they took tho shape of modillio~s blown 
up to the height of columns. The result of their repeated 
use upon Jesuit 6hurches was that, either as scrolls or as 
sculptured form, the cyma became the accepted means of link-
ing ~()rizo_!ltal to vertical. In N. o_r t.f.1S3 :r:n. Eur_o p e __ t.h e __ ~.t.E?.€3 P... _ 
gable, wi thou_t some _such device, coul;d· not have; peen gi;ven ·· 
-----------------------------· 
1 
· n · Bouwkunst van ons Land. n.l07 
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a classical. flavour. Another difficulty· we1s the windows~ which 
had traditionally been'larget b~lbw~ diminishing in size as the 
building'r6se. ·This was native to timbBr~ but foreign to 
stone wall c6nstruttion. It imparted a verti~6l emphasis to· 
·the house fronts, and stood in the way'of unity. between them. 
When classical forms wero introducea·to Northern Europe, 
they broright with th~m tho tendency t6~~rds continuous ~rchi­
tectu~e in the streets and squares. By re~olving all the 
lines of the facade into horizontal and vertical, by diminish-
ing the strong upward axis and by emphasizing the wall, the 
sixteenth and seventeenth century architects brought neighbour-
liness to the towns of the north. In the following brief 
account of this transition, much belongs to general architec-
·tural development~ the church and the country house altered 
in much the same way. But tho persistent selection of forms 
that made up a continu6us street architecture can leave us in 
little doubt that Plato's city vvi th the "form of a single 
house" was a constant ideal. 
The French knights returning from the Italian expedition 
of 1494-1515 brought news of architectural wonders. Just as 
the cannons and arquebuses of the French revolutionized war-
fare, so architecture in.France was thrown into confusion by 
the novel buildings of Italy. lt was as something new~ exotic 
and curious, a new fashion full of foreign glamour, that this 
architecture appealed to the French. The burgess at the end 
of the fifteenth century was proud; he kept what Viollet-le-
Due l called 11 18 p~(mi tude. de individualite" 9 and he son 
siezed upon the new forms of decoration as a way of showing 
it.. Classical mouldings, arabesques, balusters ~nd columns 
app.eared on the face of puildings. Jetties, gables and 
oriels showed strange, misbegotten features, though the body 
of the house was unchanged. In the South, where the influence 
----------------------------------------------------------
1 Dictionnaire Raisonna (Maison): Vol. VI, p.272 
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of Rome seems ne.ver to have died 9 stone hduses were general, 
often .with courtyards 9 and lit by small windows on the street. 
In the north, the timber house of the Middle Ages still kept 
its gable to the street, with a glazed wall at the ground floor 
and large windows above. 
Under Francois I timber uprights became pilasteri, beams 
became cornices and friezes, corbels became volutes and 
caryatids. As early as 1530' Il Rosso arrived at Fontaine-
bleau; Primaticcio, Serlio and Cellini followed soon after. 
Vignola himself spent a few months there in 1540. Thus there 
was an actual Italian school near Paris, under the aegis of 
Royalty. The first example of continuous architecture came 
directly from Henri IV. It dates from l6o4 9 when he laid out 
the Place Royale on the site of the old horse market. The 
reg~lation governing the building of the houses round the 
square realized the king's intention that they should be 
l 
similar (though not identical) with shops on the ground floor . 
A promenade under an arcade recessed in the ground floor gave 
circulation to the inhabitants "fort presses en leurs maisons 2". 
Israel Sylvestre's drawing made in 1652 shows the fronts of 
the houses with strong Italian influence in the Roman colon-
nade and the flat facades; though the steep roofs, with win-
dows that were half lucarne and half dormer, and the hipped 
ends breaking the skyline, are Medieval. 
Henri IV's ideas were again evident in the tri~ngular 
Place Dauphine, which had houses similar in general appear-
ance3. Royal taste in these matters was a long way ahead. 
The rank and file learned the new forms more slowly, and it 
was only in the latter half of the seventeenth century that 
a single house facade took on the simplicity of the ro~~l 
innovations. 
During Louis YIV's reign Perrault designed the building 
that had the greatest single influence in the course of 
l 
2 
3 
-------------------------------------------------------
Bonnier: Notice sur les architectures obligatoire~ 
This utilitarian reason bears comp0.rison with 
Li bani us' praise. of Antioch, p. 67 supra. · 
V!ard: Architecture of the Renaissance in France 1 
p. 249 .. ' 
Fr,nch street architecture. It is interesting to see that 
Italian· architects of the first rank were. concerned in it. 
The east front of the Louvre had to be a facade in the 
exact sense of the word. Behind it the three-floored 
9 ' 
palace was simply an excuse for it. Colbert was so con-
vinced of the prestige of this front that he called for an 
archite~tural competition. Illustrious French architects 
submitted designs~ Le lffercier, Francois ~/Iansart 9 Cottard 9 
Marot 9 F. le Vau and Perrault. From beyond the Alps came 
those of Pietro da Cortona, Rainaldi and Bernini hirnself1 • 
Although the final design was not Italian -Bernini's 
scheme seems to have boon too strong for the delicate 
palate of tho French - it had three ingredients so remote 
from contemporary French architecture that we must assign 
them to the Italians' influence and Bernini's presence. 
These were the giant order to the first and second floors, 
the embracing of the whole front in one long architectural 
swe~p, and the low-pitched roof. The facade, completed in 
1667} set a type that served street architecture for the 
following two centuries. 
The roof added a final touch of Italianisation. 
Lesc~t had attempted in the sixteenth century to make 
lighter roofs, and in pursuance of the same end Mansard 
introduced the roof of two pitches. This was very suitable 
for street buildings, because it moderated the outward 
thrust at the top of the street wall. But.in its context 
of classical forms, it was probably the low area of roof 
presented to view that made it popular. The s.eve,r.eJ.,_y ·~ 
classical and delicate facade of the Louvre could not have 
supported even a Mansard roof; a low lead roof was the 
only answer. 
Shortly after the Louvre front was complete, 
J .H. ·Mans art designed· the circular Place des Victoires in· 
~ . ' . ' . 
P8ris. It was regular and quite uniform. The Place 
Vend8me was also fro~ J.H. Mansart's hand. It ~as 
1 A full account is given in Ward~ 
""\/\ l"""j .-.of- r'l n,.... 
Op cit 9 II, 
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completed in 1701, and followed the Louvre prototype. 
Regularity in the facades was assured by building the facades 
round the place first? and only then selling off the ground 
behind1 . At Versailles Le Vau's scheme for the town was 
carried out by offering sites only to those who undertook 
to build in conformity with it2 . 
It is true to say that in France the individual house 
front was a quotation from these royalist schemes; but in 
Holland and England the house front was altered before any 
large pieces of town planning were made. 
The new decorative forms found their way into Holland 
via her neighbours, and from every direction they arrived, 
like the craftsmen who brought them, travel-stained. 
Those from the East showed German influence; those from 
the South French. Some of the Dutch architects obtained 
their knowledge directly from the soil of Italy, the most 
important names in the Dutch Renaissance being those of 
.men who had travelled and worked there, such as Vredeman 
de Vries who spent four years in Italy, or Jacob van Campen 
who worked in Vicenza and came under the spell of Palladio3. 
As in France, the Renaissance left the plan and 
general form of the house untouched. In Holland it left 
its mark only upon the gable; and perhaps in the mixture 
of materials that formed the facade there is a sign that a 
new awareness of the lowlands light and colour was abroad. 
As an object for Italianisation the Dutch house of 
the late Middle Ages was not promising. The windows were, 
more than in any other country, habitually wide below and 
narrow higher up. Constricted high houses, seldom more 
than three windows wide, formed the bulk of the towns. Steep 
and emphatic gables were the main element in each front. 
They crowned facades that often had strong vertical lines 
and always had strong individuality. 
l 
2 
3 
-----------------------·-----
Rasmussen: Towns and Building, p.l08 
Ward: Op cit, II, p.327 (See Figure XXj) 
Vriend~ Bouwkunst van Ons Land, pp. 104, 141 
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(a) Oak front of Sir Paul Pindar's house, as it existed 
in Moorgate 9 London until 1890, when it was moved to 
the Victoria and Albert Museum. Sketched in 1930. 
The original house was erected about 1600. 
(Catalogue V and A. Museum). 
(b) The so-called Hexenburgemeisterhause in Breitestrasse 9 
Lemgo, Germany, erected in 1571. From Fritsch~ 
Denkmaeler Deutscher Renaissance Vol. III. The 
· singular arrangement of columns could only have been 
acceptable to a designer who worked in a timber 
tradition. 
(c) Facade of the Baumeister's house, Schmiedegasse 9 
Rothcnburg, erected in 1596. From Fritsch: Vol.IV. 
(d) Piazza, S. Gimignano, from a photograph by G.Mitchell 
(Journal of Architectural Association, October 1950). 
(e) From an aerial photograph. These two sketches show 
the type of roof proper to the South and North of 
Europe during tho Renaissance. 
(f) Ground and first floor plans of Baumeister's house, (g) 
Rothenburg, from plans supplied by Bayerische 
Landesamt fur Denkmalpflege. 
(a) L 0 N D 0 N Sir Paul Pindar1s hous"-
(b)LEMGO 
(c) ROTHENBUR.G Baumeis~er's hOUS¢ (Plans b~Z.Iow) 
XV 
H <t><enbur<J<Zmeis~erhaus 
k.ikhlln 
('J) hrs~ floor 
G.Q L 153 
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There is no connected sequence either· of place or time 
........ -- -· '· ·--·· ..... _.,,,. ~- ... 
in tho bewildering variety of house fronts of the Dutch 
Renaissance (about 1530 to 1630). But there are broad 
movements towards Italian form. In tho early years·gables 
were stepped, without finials. Windows crept together, as 
the building rose, towards a single light in the gable. 
Strong horizontal bands of stone in the form of classical 
mouldings ran across the front at each floor level, some-
times repeated in the gable to connect the kneelers. 
Hendrik de Keyser, city architect of Amsterdam from 1595 -
1 1621 produced a style of his own, in which pilasters 
flanked each window as a wall adornment. 
In the East, the German influence appeared in a 
stronger pilaster treatment. Gable steps except in the sim-
plest houses were relieved with sculpture. During the 
classicist movement, pilasters were even more effective than 
before in lining up the windows and squaring their heads. 
Timber tradition, under ·which each upright could be moved 
along a beam at will, gave way to stone tradition, demanding 
that each column stood exactly over that beneath. Van 
Campen was the founder of classicism on the French model. 
He designed whole facades with a columnar grammar and win-. 
d~ws of the same width on each succeeding floor. Rich mer-
chants adopted his classicism for their houses in the new 
heart of Amsterdam laid out in the first decade of the 
seventeenth century. This set the seal on its success; by 
1650 the plain wall with orderly rectangular windows had 
emerged as the accepted urban facade. 
Two gable types remained! The first - the bell gable -
was a simplification of the earlier ogee gable; the second -
the neck gable - was a part of the wall projected upwards to 
contain a window, flanked by scroll work and capped with a 
curved cornice. ·Thus the gable lost its dominance. It 
finally gave way to a hipped end above a cornice, the gable 
window being replaced by a dormer (Figure XVI).· 
........ 
-------·-----------~~~--~-~--------------~~~~~------------------
1: Vriend: Op cit, p.ll6 
U3. .... !HE A'E.QHITECTUR~_Q.F T£1E STE~ET _______________ _ 
Before 1650 9 a. more.severe classicism had appeared 
with van Campen's house of Balthaznr Goymans. This facade 
had a simple array of windows sot in a framework of pilas-
ter and cornice. Abov~ the cornice was a low roof parallel 
to the road~ an object thnt would have been incredible in 
Holland a century before. 
Speculative builders repeated houses; in Caspar 
Phillip's drawings (soc Figure XVI), a front is sometimes 
repeated ten times. This in itself militated against the 
traditional Dutch facade~ for each time a front was 
repeated its individuality was halved. Tho larger blocks 
comprising a number of houses thoroforo followed the French 
models more and more; emphasis in the facade became almost 
entirely horizontal. 
l)!ngland 
William Harrison1 in his Description of England (1587) 
wrote: 
"Many of our greatest houses have outwardly been very 
simple and plain to sight, which inwardly have bE:Jen able 
to receive a duke and his train, and lodge them at their 
ease. Hereby, moreovor 9 it has come to pass that the fronts 
of our streets hnve not been so uniform and orderly builded 
as those of foreign cities." 
Fynes Morison's Itinerary of 1617 gives strong confir-
mation2: 
"Now at London the houses of tho citizens (especially 
in the chief streets) are very nnrrow in the fcront towards 
the street, but are built five or six roofs high, commonly 
of timber and clay with plastor 9 and are very neat and com- . 
modious within; and the building of citizen's houses in 
other cities is not much unlike this." 
.. 
Speaking of gentlemen's houses: 
"if they were joined to the first in good order, as 
other cities are built uniformly, they would make not only 
fair streets, but even a beautiful city to which few 
might justly be preferred for the magnificence of building. 
Besides that, the aldermen's and chief citizen's houses 9 
howsoever they are stately for building, yet being built 
all inward, that the whole room towards·the streets may be 
reserved for shops.of tradesmen, make no shew outwardly, 
so as in truth all the magnificence of London building is . · 
hidden from the view. of strangers at first sight." 
---------------------------------------------------
. . 
1 Quote in Wilson~ Life in Shakespeare's England, p.271 
2 Ibid, pp. 116, 117 
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vVhen thes.e writers admired the foreign streets so 
uniformly built, they were undoubtedly thinking of the 
gabled st.reets of Delft, Ghent or Munstor 9 and the simple 
facades of the Bprgo in Rome. We can sense the regret 
they felt for English reticence. Here and there in London 
were houses left from Tudor times - magnificent and richly 
ornamented houses in Cheapside and Lombard Street, the. 
.street of jewellers. But most of London in the early 
seventeenth century was in timber and plaster. The change 
to brick was heralded by a proclamation of 1605, compel-
ling owners within tho city and one mile therefrom to 
build the forefront and windows of all new houses in brick 
1 
or stone . 
The works of Palladio, Michelangelo and Vignola were 
becoming better known from books and Dutch influence upon 
detail had passed when Inigo Jones, armed with the complete 
repertoire of Italian forms, galvanised London with Covent 
Garden Piazza. Speculative building was common, but to 
clothe it in Italian. dross, causing each house to sink its 
identity for the good of the whole composition, was qu~te 
new. Tho piazza was built in 1631. Twenty-six years 
later followed London's first regular street (as Great 
Queen Street was called in the next century). It was 
not a monumental street~ its claim to the description 
rested only upon a run of 14 houses built along one side. 
The houses had three storeys, the upper two unitec1 by.the 
pilasters of a giant order, supporting a heavy wopdon 
cornice, with a stoop roof and dormers above (Figure 
XVII b). 
Lindsey House, Lincoln's Inn Fields, b~ilt in 1640 
2 from designs by Inigo Jones , set for Englan<:l the prece-
dent that the Perrault's Louvre later set for France, 
·and its elements were tho same; a strong ground floor 
acting as podilli!l for the giant order above, with a roof 
hidden behind a balustrade. 
1 
2 
--------------·--------------------
Gotch: Early Renaissance Architecture, p.203 
Godtrey: History of Ar6hitecture in London, ~.235 
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It is some time - until tho Great Fire in fact - before 
we hear of a monumental street again. By then the most 
recent houses had do~elopod to tho plain facade with square 
windows (such as Thorpe Hall, 1656, Pratt's Coleshill, 1662 
and Eltham Lodge, 1664). 1 . Nathaniel Lloyd attributes the 
hipped roof, the central pediment and the spacing and pro-
portion of the windows to Dutch influence. To those may be 
added the timber casoDent frame and its successor the sliding 
sash2 . 
Fire-fighting appliances wore hardly more effectual 
than those of the Middle Ago s. I1ooks for pulling down frames 
and roofs, buckets and two-handed squirts that discharged only 
a gallon at a time were poor weapons against a fire that 
spread by brands borne on the wind over eight or ton roofs 
at a time. Tho loss of the 13,200 houses and 84 churches 
devoured in the flames of the Great Fire crippled their 
owners, for there was no fire insurance. This made it 
unthinkable ever again to build a city of inflammable houses. 
John Evelyn's plan was almost entirely concerned with 
appearance. His hemicycles, ellipses, rectangles and stars 
were cut from an amorphous matrix of buildings, and connected 
with straight troughs. Subdivision of tho residual area into 
building plots would have been difficult. Evelyn, however, 
qas not an architect, but a cultured amateur who had admired 
tho latest in town building in France and Italy. 
Wren's plan on the other hand gave equal value to roads 
and buildings. He dignified the more important buildings 
with vista streets, and tho highways he punctuated with 
churches. Every plot was workable, and the road system 
thorough and efficient. The dispersal of traffic from 
London Bridge into the city would have been more complete 
than any city can boast today. 
--------------------------------
.1 
2 
History of the English House, p. 111. Wren had in his 
possession books by Vingboon, van Campen and .Hendrik 
de Keyser, as well as the standard Italians - Alberti, 
Scamozzi, Palladia:_ Ibid, p.112~ 
Vriond: Bouwkunst van Ons Land, p.l50 - Tho sliding 
sash superseded the casement in Holland about 1665. 
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V'ren' s most likely inspiration for the placing of the 
churches was High Stroot, Oxford 9 which as S<"lvilian Professor 
of Astronomy he know well. In his tioe, four towers rose 
along its length~ at Magdalen College, All Saints, St. Mary's 
and Carfax. ThtJ street, all in stonG, with the. uniform quad-
rrmgles of tho colleges., undoubtedly influenced his conception 
of vvhat a town could be~ 
There can be no doubt that Wren saw his new London as an 
artistic whole. Earlier in the year 1666 he had returned 
from a visit to Po.ris, where he hC'K1 seen tho Place RoyrJ.le; 
Lincoln's Inn Fields, Covent Garden Piazza~ Great Queen Street 
and the Place Royale were the only connected pieces of con-
temporary architecture that he know, though as Weaver points 
out1 , Bernini mrJ.y have shown him his designs for tho Piazza 
S. Pietro. 
Tho King and Parliament made a really serious attempt 
to prevent such another catastrophe as the Groat Fire. Some 
of the suggestions they considered - such as that of making 
every street 100 feet wide ~ did not survive. a cooler opprai-
2 
sal . But a minimum vvidth was accepted (of 14 feet). and 
some of the main streets were substantially widened;. Ludgate 
Hill was increased to 45 feet. 
With or without Wren, the ideal of unifornity was accepted 
in the new city. The Rebuilding Act of 1667 ordered that all 
new buildings should be of brick or stone, with unpierced 
party walls. Four types only were allowed 9 one type to a 
street, "for better regulation, uniformity and gracofulness3". 
Strict economy in tho rebuilding was enforced. Street fronts 
were to be in plain brick, with square openings, cornices in 
wood and steep tiled roofs. Bressumraers supporting floors 
had to be the same height except where the surveyors ordered 
otherwise. Often roofs were the same height and shape 
throughout a street. "All houses to be erected in the high 
------------------------------------------
1 
2 
3 
Sir Christopher Wren, p.53 
Reddaway: Rebuilding of London, A.A. Journal 
Bell: The Great Fire, p. 251. 
type existed until 1941. 
Examples of each 
FIGURE XVI 
Houses from Keiser's and Heeren Grachten, Amsterdam. 
This drawing~ one of a series showing 1400 houses, was 
made by Caspar Philips Jacobsz in 1768-1771. It 
shows the development outlined in the text, from the 
Medieval type to the Dutch Classical type. From Het 
Grachtenboek van Caspar Philips Jacobsz. 
The following references are all to houses that 
face the reader: 
Heeren Gracht 230, 238/240. Early Renaissance 
stepped gables with diminishing windows. 
Heeren 248 possibly had pilasters 
Keiser's 396 shows the later small house with window~ 
lined up vertically. 
Keiser's 380 and Heeren 219 show klok-gevels, while 
Keiser's 378 - 374 and ~30 and Heeren 236, 222 show 
halsgevels in the style of Vingboons. 
Keiser's 319 and Heeren 237 are classicist fronts. 
Keiser's 384 and 321 and Heeren 233 show fronts from 
which the gable has disappeared from narrow houses, 
the roofs being parallel to the road. 
XVI 
I 
l __ _ 
...... J.-.5.:3. 
and principal streets shall have Balconi?s.four feet broad 7 
with Hails 0nd Bars of Iron, equal distant from the ground; 
every_ of .which BBlconies shall contBin, in Length, t-vvn parts 
of the Front of· the House on which it shall be placed, in 
three parts divided; and the remaining VBcancy of the frqnt 
shall be supplied with a Pent-House, of the Breadth of the 
Balcony, to be covered with Lead 9 Slate, or Tile 7 and to be 
ceiled with Plastering underneath1 ". 
The streets of the new London were the result of archi-
tectural design carried out by regulation. Not one design-
er's name survives 2 . That those who framed the regulations 
were enlightened is obvious, and it is likely that they con-
sulted Wren. They wanted continuous .architecture and. 
legislated: to. get it. They set tho form of the reg~lar _ 
streets Df the eighteenth century; continuous brick walls. 
and roofs, each house having a facade that subscribed to 
the whole; afC~cnde without decoration, with no mark at its 
ends, no proud axis to the front, but with strong horizontal 
lines in roof, cornice and bands at each floor level 
(FigureXVIIa). Gables disappeared from the facade, and 
. . ' 
the attitude towards them we may judge from one of Wren's 
3 tracts . 
"Strait lines are more beautiful than curve; next to 
strait lines 7 equal and geometrical Flexures .. There are 
only two beautiful Positions of Strait lines, perpendicular 
and horizontal •.... Oblique positions are discord to the 
Eye, unless answered in Pairs, as in the sides of an Equi-
crural Triangle". 
Conclusions 
Continuous architecture in the streets of Northern 
Europe originated in the ide2l of the uniform town, expressed 
in the ideal plans of the Renaissance architects. This 
ideal developed in Italy) whore the subject for design ex-
panded from the palace or church to tho whole squnre. In 
France and England, these architectural syntheses were at 
l 
2 
3 
Quoted in Richardson and Eberlein: The Soallor 
EnglishHouse 7 p.121. The present by-laws of Johannes-
btirg·-·srs·o nllow balconi-es for -only· two-thirds of·- the . ---
frontage. 
Bell: Op cit? p.290 
Tract I. Wren Society, Vol. I 1 p.l26 
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first isolated phenomena. As continuous architecture became 
c,ommon currency, it passed from the square t.o the street. 
During the periqd of transition the individual house 
suffered a transformation from the northern to the Italian 
form; from an individual gabled house to an innominate 
1 house with a low roof ; from a timber house to a stone or 
brick house with a flat wall to the street, the windows 
arranged to a pattern and decorated with forms imported 
from the south. It was a change that flouted the climate. 
Starting with the ornaments, the northern house 90pied 
the dress and finally the figure of the Italian house, 
making it seem that fashion, as we know it in dress, and 
not architectural style, (the result of structure, use, 
philosophy) was the guiding force. Architects seem to 
have remodelled the whole house for a visual end. 
The whole change was one aspect of the larger change 
towards a new modulus in town design. In designing a 
town or a part of a town, the architect no longer thought 
of houses, but of squares, rows, streets, made of long 
runs of architecture, of which the house was only a lower 
notation. 
-----------
1 See Figures XV d and e 
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I.X. ·-~PUU.UN ATION 
During the early years of the eighteenth century, the 
new street architecture shed the last vestiges of its Medieval 
origin. The rebuilt London showed that wide regular streets 
were not only practicable~ but handsome. In the same way that 
the citizen's house had different rooms for his family's 
various activities, with his manufactory separate from it, so 
the city and the street each developed their separate parts. 
Markets were removed from the streets to special quarters and 
itinerant vendors 9 once inseparable from the streets of Paris 
and London, gradually disappeared. vn-101e nGw areas of the tovm 
were built solely for houses with gardens. Paving with gravel 
became general, with lines of posts and, later, raised side-
walks for pedestrians. Sewers were laid underground; streets 
were lit at night. Except in the heart of the city, the burly-
burly of the Medieval street was silenced. 
The new professional man was able to afford a place of 
residence away from his work place. He inclined in matters of 
art, as in other things 9 towards the aristocracy for guidance. 
Speculative builders, such as Barbon and his followers in 
England, who built the residential quarters, had their eyes 
fixed upon architectural style. By building fashionably they 
sold well, adding large districts of good architecture to the 
cities. 
The centres of the towns decayed and were rebuilt along 
the old street lines, changing the aspect of the street but 
not its shape. Thus it is that the matter for a study of 
eighteenth century street architecture consists almost entirely 
of the domestic street. 
IQ.WD_Life 
A general background of filth and disease heightened 
the spaciousness and elegance of the new quarters. All but 
a minute percentage of the population of Europe in the early 
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eighteenth century lived in conditions worse than the worst 
of the Middle Ages. For the cause of sanitation had lost one 
of its most ardent advocates~ the successful merchant now 
built himself a house away from his shop or factory, and the 
sanitary condition of the centro of the city 2 though it may 
have affected his purse, touched his person much less. 
Gwynn's Essay written in 17501 on the improvements in 
London listed the two greatest nuisances as ordure and rubbish, 
respectively, left lying in the streets. All our admiration 
fo~ the refinement of the eighteenth century - for the work 
of Boucher, Mo~~rt, Adar, Sheraton -would hardly support usli 
we had to sample what nine out of ten town dwellers had to 
sUffer. ''The first noticeable thing about these towns 9 11 writes 
, 2 It , 
one authorrty, wou;Ld have been theJ.r stench." Overcrowded 
rooms,unlit basements, open sewers and cesspools, all led to 
recurrent plagues, and it is not surprising that only one child 
of four born in London survived infancy; it was only in the 
last quarter of tho century that the birth-rate overtook the 
death-rate. Violence and lawlessness 2 with no police force 
strong enough to combat them, ruled unchallenged. Upon this 
background the new squares and streets sat, like lilies on the 
mud, clean and self-contained. 
In the residential life of the fortunate upper classes, 
women filled a new r8le~ they had to advertise to the world 
the prosperity of the master of the house. Their accomplish-
ments and conversation displayed the taste their husbands had 
the inclination but not always the time to acquire, while 
their hands and dress gave notice of the elegance enshrined 
in their home - the Chinese lacquer and pottery, the lndian 
silks and Italian paintings that adorned their rooms and 
stairs. Above all, those women had to appear idle. During 
the preceding centuries women worked as hard as men; now 
--------------------------- --
1 Bayne -Powell: Eighteenth century Londoh Life, p.l3 
2 Plumb: England in the eighteenth century, p.l2 
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it was thought degrading to do so. Tho idlo:_lady was "th~ .first 
1 
waste product of the now economic system 11 
Walking End Riding 
Within the limit of her purse, this lady of the new pro-
fessional class. modelled her life upon that of the nobility. 
In one .respect, however, her town surroundings limited her: she 
found it difficult to take exercise. Town gardens were too 
small to walk in. Riding for exercise was confined to the rich. 
It is said that no lady of the eighteenth century would walk 
alone in the streets, but many a drawing of street life belies 
it. An existence of needlework varied by a ride in a sedan 
chair and an occasional ball would have boon insupportable. We 
may be sure that, alone and escorted, tho upper .class woman 
walking in the streets for exercise was a common sight. 
The Elizabethans thought walking sufficiently important 
to provide special rooms for it. Sir Henry Wotton2 wrote of 
chambers "that are appointed for gentle motion, as galleries." 
Such gal~eries had a protracted shape; that at Buckhurst House 
was 245 feet long and 16 feet wida3. In town houses they were 
even more necessary, and-one of John Thorpe's drawings shows a 
- 4 
gallery the full width of a house of 57 foot frontage • During 
the seventeenth century tho gallery in France roached its 
zenith, and in the eighteenth century the street itself seems 
to have been the urban equivalent. The women brought out of 
doors something of the daintiness of their indoor life, and 
to their presence we may attribute the paved sidewalks shaded 
by trees, and tho eminently suitable background of light ver-
tical railings that protected tho front areas of the houses. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Winifred Holtby~ Women in a Changing Civilization, p.36 
Nathaniel Lloyd~ History of the English House, p.88 
Gotch: Early Renaissance Architecture in England, p.l95 
. 
Ibid~ p.204 
(a) House at the corner of Milk Street, Cheapside. The 
wall at first, second and third floors shows the plain 
building of tho years irr.tillodiately after the Great Fire. 
From a photograph in Bellg The Great Fire of London, 
p.294. 
(b) Part of the South side of Great Queen Street, London: 
"The first architectural street in England", from a 
print reproduced in Gotch~ Growth of the English 
House. Tho facade was in brick with a timber cornice. 
The windows were originally mullioned. A photograph 
of two of the houses is reproduced in Godfrey: 
History of Architecture in London, Figure 167. 
(~) From Lacroix: The Eighteenth Century, p.488. 
(d) A military town founded by Napoleon, with a plan 
designed upon the visual principles of vista and axis. 
From Hagemann and Peets~ Civic Art, Figur.e l055a. 
(e) Doorway of Alfred House, Alfred Stroot, Bath, by 
John Wood, Jnr. c 1768. From Mowbray Green: Bath 
Doorways. (Architectural Review, April 1905). The 
overthrow incorporates a lampholdcr, link extinguish-
ers and a hoist from the basement. 
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(a) LONDON Post-Fire House (b) Houses in Great- Queen St-rut 
{c) French li'lht- corrioCJe of the 18th cent-ur~ 
(d) L A R 0 C H E S U R. Y 0 N (e) B A T H Doorway in Alfr«< St-red 
! · ~ YL o/4 11mile G.Q.L. '53 
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As···a .means. o.f getting about town,. coaches replaced 
. 1 
riding in the last years of the seventeenth century , and 
then6eforward riding in coaches for pleasure became popular. 
Some of the jolts were taken from travel. when soon after 1660 
leather straps w~re used to isolate the carriage from the 
2 
axles 1 and more still when about 1665 steel springs were used 
for the same purpose in England3. Comfortable coaches for 
hire were available to the middle classes about the turn of 
4 the century . Roads improved, allowing lighter and faster 
vehicles. Soon the aim became £peed for its own sake. Faster 
and faster times were made on the coach and diligence runs. 
During Queen Anne's reign, the famous Darley Arabian horse was 
imported into England, infusing new speed and staying power 
into the bloodstock. The sports models of the day - the two-
wheeled gig and cabriolet - were beautifully finished and mir-
aculously light (Figure XVIIc). 
It was over the period of the development of the fast 
carriage that the avenue found its way into the town. 
Palladia, as we have seen, referred to "ways adorned by trees .. 
being planned on both sides." The idea was brought to Paris 
by Maria di Medici, who caused the "Cours de la Reine" to be 
built in the Tuileries gardens. Andre Mollet in 1651 was the 
first writer to advocate the extensive planting of avenues in 
private estates5, and it was a popular adornment by 1665, 
when Bullet and Blonde! planned the tree-lined streets 
( Calied originally !lCOUrS II) on the Sites Of th~- Old bouleVardS 
of ~a~is; they intended them to be promenades 6. 
-----~---------
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Burke~ Travel in England, p. 26 · · 
Ericycldpa~dia Britannic a.( Carriage) 
Boumphrey~ British Roads, p.99 
Encyclopaedia Britannica (Carriage) 
Inigo Triggs: ·Garden Craft in Europe, p. 77 
Abercrombie~ The Era of Architectural Town Planning, 
TPR. ·Vol~- V, and Hegemann and Peets: Civic Art, p.21fl 
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~s the fast carriage developed, the estate avenue also 
spread. Its lator proliferations, such as those at Badminton, 
where avenues w~th little origin and less.destinationcareered 
over the landscape in unending lines, can only have been 
caused,.by the love of driving. The rhythm of regular trees 
was a suitable accompaniment for fast movement; a delight in 
itself. It is not surprising that the wheel came to be the 
pattern for road junctions (e.g. the rond points of the 
Champs Elysees1 ) and even tho pattern for a whole town plan 
at Karlsruhe, where a tower stood for the axle. 
Trees gave the final touch, the fitting adornment to 
eighteenth century urban architecture. Severely disposed 
facades made.a perfect background for swaying foliage or the 
tracery of bare branches. When accompanied by water, as 
they were in the Grachten of Holland, they made a tr~o that 
was the ultimate blend of nature and artifice. 
In the street, then, there were three rhythms. Firstly, 
there was the Renaissance rhythm of windows regularly 
repeated, the doors suppressed and falling into the beat. 
Secondly, the trees marked equal intervals throughout the 
$treet •. Thirdly, as a foil to the movement of clothes and 
a measure of. the walker's steps, was the quick rhythm of the 
.. (:lrea railings. The simple upright, or lance,. was the uni-
veral pattern of railing (Figure XVIIe). 
The Street in the Town Plan 
--------------.-.. ------------
In the eighteenth century the usual unit of design was 
the rectangular block arranged in a chequerboard. pattern; 
a plan not encouraging good street architecture because 
each block could, by departing from the height, style or 
colour of the area around it, injure the architecture of 
four streets. The chequerboard, whose street views are all 
open, without terminals, is in essence a road plan, but it 
-------------------------------------------------------------
l Or the settings for the Louis XV monuments in the 
competition of 1748 (Hegernann and Peets~ Op cit, p.79) 
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is not, even as a road plan, efficient. The L'Enfant plan for 
Washingtpn attempted to provide diagonal access by diagonal 
streets, but the number of crossroads this made was exce~sive, 
while the triangular building plots that remained were, in an 
ideal plan, inept. Away from main thoroughfares, roads exist 
to. serve. buildings, and this function of the road can only. be 
expressed if. the road appears to lead to the buildings. By 
planning buildings as terminals to streets it can be made 
clear why the road exists. Karlsruhe was planned entirely 
with roads, the buildings filling the spaces· left. But the 
radial ·roads all terminated upon the tower of the castle, giv-
ing at .least one building to express in a visual way the fact 
that it. was the buildings that caused the roads. 
The great motifs of eighteenth century town planning can 
be divided into two groups~ those that gave the road domi-
nan.ce, and. those that glorified the building. In the former 
are the long.straight town road (which Abercrombie has called 
1 the Primary Straight Street ), the triple junction and the 
rond point. Perhaps the triumphal arch, which terminates a 
vi~w l;mt :does not stop the road, also belongs here. The build-
ing group comprises the square, the circus (when the roads 
entering it are few enough to make the enclosure continuous2 ), 
the crescEnt and the vista closed by buildings. 
According to its planning, the street falls into one 
category or the other. If it is straight and open, it is a 
road street; if terminated, it expresses as its main purpose~ 
the serving of the buildings. Eighteenth cen:tury streets in 
the great majority were of the second category. The great 
highways of the Champs Elysees and the Unterden Linden were 
primartly royal routes from palace to hunting lodge, and both 
passed under arches. Their trees shut off the buildings • 
. . ........ ~~~----------------------------:"-------------------------
1 
2 
The Era of Architectural Town Planning: TPR. Vol. V 
Compare~ for instance, the Circus at Bath which is 
composea of a circle of buildings, and· the Place de 
L'Etoile composed-of twelve roads meeting the taper-
ing buildings being insufficient to suggesi enclosure. 
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For. every bighway road such as these in towns there were scores 
of minor roads that, deliberately or by accidents of develop-
. ment, ran into squares or oblique roads or terminated at build-
• ings. Planne:rs .evidently fovourod a visual objective for every 
. l lmportant road • Rond point~ and squares usually had a central 
focus, and squares. consequently had roads entering in mid-sides. 
This practice, common in England in the seventeenth century 
was happily dropped in the eighteenth, giving the square its 
English characteristic of enclosure. 
,Axial Planning and .§zmm.§.try 
In planning, the axis was the line of view and the line 
of approach. All syrrill1etrical compositions of buildings and 
gardens suggest approach along the line of view. Approach may 
be physically impossible, as it is when an axial lake leads to 
.a country house facade, inviting us to wing our way in fancy 
over the water. It may be physically forbidding, causing us, 
for instance, to ride from Church Street to the Union·Buildings 
in Pretoria, rather than climb the terraces. But bilateral 
.symmetry ~nan interior always impels us. Such form, we may 
notice, is senseless when both si<'1es cannot be seen at once. 
Street patterns planned syrmetrically about an axis are entire-
ly wanton, and are unjustifiable on any grounds. 
Bilateral symmetry about the axis, such as le Notre in 
the·l660 1 s had exploited at Versailles, was not a feature of 
eighteenth century town streets, however much the planners may 
have desired it. vVhat was possible with trees, shrubs and 
gravel paths was out of the question when buildings and roads 
were the material. "Churches 11 as Ab:.:;rcrombie has said 2 11 are 
not usually produced in pairs like China vases. 11 • Neither 
are radial roads, bridges, nor town halls. Symmetry of the 
· ··· two sides of a street is comparatively rare. 
1 
2 
See Figure XVII d for an example of visual planning. 
Town and Country Planning, p.58. 
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As terminals to streets, architects first of all sought 
important and spectacular buildings. IHren recommended a new 
street to the front of London's Guildhall. Blondei had the. 
Rue Merciere cut throuGh to the Gothic cathedral at Strasbourg, 
as part of an axial scheme of planning for the city. Orleans 
' . 
cathedral, too, had its now approach (Figure XVIIIb). Schemes· 
of reconstruction upon axial lines were.made by Hawksmoor for 
1 . . . . . 
·Cambridge and for Oxford by an unnamed Italian2·, with a Trajan · 
. . 
column at the Carfax crossing and a triumphal arch where the 
Broad entered Cornmarket Street. Neither scheme was realised. 
The architect Gabriel produced an axial scheme for the town of 
Renne, burnt down in 17203 . 
The commission of Artists' recommendations for Paris in 
1793 included taking vista streets to many important buildings. 
If large building~ were not available, statuary acted-for them, 
often so small as to be insignificant. Roman arches were a 
substitute, glamorous to the upper two per cent who knew of 
. . 
their Roman religious connotations, but puzzling to the rest who 
did not. In close domestic development, the line of the cross 
street was marked by a feature such as a portico upon the build-
· ing facing it4. This made a good contribution to visual order 
in the town; it was a simple application of the principle that 
aspect and prospect are complementary. 
Where bilateral symmetry was used to great effect was in 
the marking of streets leaving open spaces. We have seen how 
the bell towers of the twin churches of the Piazza del Popolo · · 
threw emphasis upon the central road of the three leaving the 
piazza; as the central road it already held a domiriant posi-
tion, and the towers thus divorced the two outer roads from 
. . . 
the composition. A much more orderly scheme was that at 
-------------------~----~---·----~---------------~------------------
·l··· 8. Lang~ · Cambricfge and· Oxford Reformed 
2 Unwin:. To~nP~anning inPractico, p. 80 
3 Hagemann and Peets, p.72 
4 .. For eXample A~.~-am 1 s terminal to John St •. Adelphi 
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VersailTcs; -where the apices of the triangular blocks· were 
cut back and recessed, leaving wings flanking the three 
avenues: a dramatic way of· enclosinG the 'place' and framing 
The two curved facades flanking the entrance to 
- ' -· - / 
the Rue Soufflot from the Place du Pantheon deal with a simi-
lar problem' - tho treatment of blocks enclosing a space and 
marking a street. Porticoes used as pylons to streets occur 
in the PJ.ace do la Concorde, where the twin palaces are 
posted on each side of the Rue Royale, and at Orleans, where 
they stand at tho end of a bridge leading to another Rue Royale. 
Calton Hill, Edinburgh, and Waterloo Place, London (Figure 
XIXa) are further examples. Two houses in Cavendish Square, 
London have similar facades on each side of a narrow lane; 
2 a remarkable piece of bathos • 
Anti-climax was not always easy to avoid. Short vistas 
were produced with success3, but the central practical diffi-
culty of axial street planning is to provide a terminal 
building of esteem or size or beauty to justify its position. 
A closed vista throws emphasis upon tho terminal in direct 
proportion to the length of the street from which it is seen. 
Cathedrals, palaces, even churches could not, as they cannot 
today, be called up to order; often an architect had to see 
a lesser building erected than he had envisaged, Remodelling 
about an existing building produced, on the whole, better 
results. 
Great Pulteg~y_§~IQQ~Bath 
It is difficult to choose an outstanding example of the 
eighteenth century street. No single street was; like 
Miranda, "created of all creatures' best." But Great 
Pulteney Street, Bath embodies the ideals that the eignteenth 
century attained - order, enclosure and climax. 
----------------------------------------------------------
1 
2 
3 
Le Pautre's plan for Versailles is reproduced in· 
Gothien: History of Garden Art, Vol. II, Figure 41 
A scheme has recently been prepared to connect them 
~i~h a.bridge, thus resolving one of the worst dual-
~t~es ~n ex~s~ence. 
For example, Stratford Place, London. Rue Roche, 
Versailles. 
In 1777, ? fe.w years after he had bui:lt-·Pulteriey·Bridge, 
i: . 
Rqbert .. Adam· prepared a ·scheme for a street connecting the 
Pulteney esta·tes on the east side of the Avon wi.th the town1 . 
Though it was not carried out, it may have influenced the 
three architects who finally designed the estate2 (Figure 
XVIII a) .• This was entered by a short street leading from the 
bridge to a traffic junction set diagonally, from which 
branched two lateral streets and Great Pulteney Street itself. 
Laura Place (Figure XVIIIc) is large enough to be a square, 
but its axes make it in the direct lineage of the Quattro 
Fontane; there is no strong building axis, and the middle is 
all paved but for a fountain in -the centre3. ·The splays are 
. narrower than the width of Great Pulteney Street, which is 
100 feet. Laura Place is thus a crossroads, not a square. 
Great Pulteney Street is 1,100 feet long; it has in its 
. length two streets joining iiDn the west and one on the east. 
It ends at the Sydney Hotel, dividing in two to embrace the 
grounds~ the building being set back some 60 feet • 
..... . J..... .. 
-t~rira Place, Great Pulteney_ Street and the Hotel are all 
in B~th ston~, a~d are of one height and in one pattern 
throughout; . a rusticated ground floor; supporting two floors 
in ashlar acting as a colonnade. The colonnade is suggested 
by __ p~J.,0$ters .plac ed .. at strategic points, for example at the 
ends of blocks, in pairs around Laura Place, and on each side 
of a portico ma-rking the centre of blocks (Figure XVIII d). 
The hotel has a pj6jecting Palladian portico. Roofs are of 
the Mansard -typ·e, hidden· generally by a low parapet and in 
places by a· full baluitrade. The usual base~ent area with 
wrought iroh raili'ngs· separates the buildings from wide 
footpaths. Trees, sometim~s in the path, someti~~s in_t~~ 
---~------------.................... - .. -~ -·· 
l M.I. Batten: The Building of Eighteenth. Century Bath 
2 ~~~~e~~rEJ Thomas B~l~w~n, John Eveleigh and Harcourt 
3 Compare the .St. J qmes. Square,. Bath,. enter~q at the 
corners, but plante~ 1n the m1ddle. {See F1gure XVIIIa) 
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road, line the street. · The facades throughout are flat -
almost too flat for such a wide street; but they are refined 
and graceful. 
Great Pulteney Street epitomises the speculative resi-
dential street in England. It was built as one scene, in one 
material 9 spaciously and elegantly. It is a surprising 
achievement, a piece of fine patrician architecture fit for 
a king 1 s progress, but leading fittingly enough to a hotel, 
where upper middle class families who could not afford a 
house in the street could stay for a few weeks in the season. 
Arcag~g_and ColQUUgded_Str~~t~ 
Arcades and colonnades have never been succdssful in 
Northern Europe; they were the one Italian form that would 
not stand the journey to a colder climate. Yet the differ-
ence between the recorded climatesl of Kew and Rome is hardly 
enough to account for it:-
Kew Rome (Kimberley) 
Rainfall: 
Mean max. per month, in. 2.7 4.4 2.9 
Mean min. per month 9 in. 1.5 0.7 0.6 
Total per annum 23.8 32.7 16.2 
Rainy days per year 167 102 73 
Cloud amount (January) 7.4 5.0 4.':) 
(July) 6.7 L 2.0 l.B 
---------------------- --------------~-
More sunshine is available in Rome, and although Rome has the 
greater rainfall, London has it more continually. But through 
some twist of their character, Northern Europeans can abide 
rain - their poets even speak in praise of it - and they 
love sunshine. There is so little sun in the latitude -of 
. 2 . 
Greenwich that to sacrifice its warmth simply to keep dry 
at other times seems to them absurd. 
------------------------------------------
1 
2 
From Brooks~ Climate 
In a letter to the R.I.B.A.J. (November 1937) Mr. 
Trystan Edwards showed that in midwinter a street 
35 ft. wide running East to West with buildings. 
9 ft. high could have one wall completely sunlit 
for only a quarter of an hour a day. 
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-Wren- sug-ge-sted a- number of covered footways in hi.s · 
London plan and in subsequent designs. There were to haye 
been arcades around the Exchange piazza and that of St.Paul 1 s1 
after the fashion of Covent Garden Piazza. He designed a 
2,000 ft. stoa ·of Do"ric columns along the bank of the Thames 2• 
None of these were carried out. Apart frbm Baldwin's short 
colonnade at Bath (Figure XVIIIe), England had to wait until 
1820 for a colonnaded street; and the cblonnades were 
removed from Regent Street 28 years after they were built3. 
If Nash had had his way Regent Street would have had a con-
tinuous cover for pedestrians from Oxford Street to Pall Mall4,.. 
useful in wet weather~ but otheiwise exasperating. Possibly 
a copy of Wood's "Ruins of Palmyra" published in 1753 may 
have beenNash's inspifation. 
In the meantime in Paris~ Percier and Fontaine designed 
for Napoleon the continuous scheme of the Rues de· Ri voli, 
Castiglione and des Pyramides. It was a simple Roman arcade 
in ashlar supporting a plain wall of three stories with con-
tinuous balconies at first and third floor levels. Thanks 
only to official protection, these have survived. 
Tell££.§.§. 
To line a street with palaces was an ideal of the 
Italian Renaissance. Princes were few in England, so that a 
similar object had there to be accomplished with medium 
sized houses. Single houses~ separated each from its neigh-
bour by a narrow street, sometimes reached a size to merit 
being called palaces5. Such were those of Portland Place, 
London (Figure XVIIIg) designed by the Adams in 17766• 
1 
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A reproduction of the drawing is given in Ansell: 
Surroundings of St. Pnul's R.I.B.A.J., August 1944 
Hegemann and Peets~ Op cit, p.l87 
Summerson: John Nash, p.22l 
Ibid, p.l25 
This sort of house was called a "Maison Anglaise" 
in France in the Nineteenth century (Bonnier: 
Architecture Obligatoires, p.229) 
Bolton: Architeeture of Robert and James Adam, 
p.ll8 
(a) Plan of part of Pt:-,1 toney Estate, Bath~ from Donne's 
plan of 1810, reproduced in Architectural Review, 
June 1910. 
(b) Streot leading to the Cathedral, Orleans~ from 
Hagemann~ Facades of Buildings, Figure 104. 
(c) · From postcards. The fountain in the centre of Laura 
Place is Victorian. 
(d) .Portico in the middle of the south-west side of 
Groat Pulteney Street. 
(e) The colonnaded street at Bath, from a postcard. 
The terminals at each end are inadequate. 
(f) From Richardson: Georgian Arch~tecture, p.l49. 
This country house of about 1745 exemplifies hun-
dreds that were built with the roofs and blank party 
walls of urban houses. 
(g) Great Portland Street as designed by James Adam 
about 1770. From a print reproduced in the Architects' 
Journal, November 22, 1934. 
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{a) BATH 
Plan of Pul~ene~ Es~a~e (b) 0 R. L E A N 5 Ap~roach to the Co~hedral 
(c) 8 A T H Laura Place & Greo~ Pul~en12y Srred 
(e) B A T H 
(d) Houses in Grea~ Pul~eney 51-rut 
(f) Rou9hton Hall LincolnshiriZ. Great PorHond S~ru~ (latiZ. ISih ""~ury) 
G.Q.L '53 
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But this arrangement was uncommon; more usual was the com-
p~ete palace facade, taking up a whole side of a street. 
It was borrowed from the square, which it had graced since 
1728, the year of Queen's Scuare, Bath. The standard type 
in England had a central portico and pavilions at each end. 
It occurs in Stratford Place and the Adelphi in London and 
Rodney Street, Liverpool; all narrow streets compared with 
Great Pulteney Street, Bath, where we have already noticed it. 
Building a number of houses in the form of one palace 
has been condemned often enough upon moral grounds. In 
street architecture the result was a failure in two ways. 
Firstly, the facades were not legible, in spite of their 
flatness. Seen from some distance away in front, such a 
facade is obviously symmetrical. But in looking at a long 
symmetrical faca_;le from an acute angle, it is very difficult 
to verify its symmetry from one viewpoint; the only way to 
do ~o is to walk along the street and estimate tne number of 
windows on each side of the centre - a process that gives 
reassurance but little pleasure. As.Wren put it (quoted in 
full later in the chapter) "There are different Reasons for 
Objects, whose chief view is in Front, and for those whose 
chief view is sideways." Secondly, in a street it is 
wrong to mark the centre of the block with an arresting 
feature, particularly if the two sides of the street are 
symmetrical as well. Street facades are seen usually by 
a moving observer. Palindromic symmetry gives no sense ~f 
movement towards a destination, but of movement towards and 
then away from ap object, while continuing in a straight 
' line. A m11ch morE? satisfactory way of defining the size 
of the block is to mark only. the ends. Gordon Place, 
Bloomsbury is an example of how this could be done success-
fully .. The "morality" of such a design can hardly be 
questioned, because it is simply a number of houses col-
lected into a block, with the size of tho block determined 
by e~phasis ~pon its corners. 
Corners 
Houses at rectangular corners were seldom specially 
design~d w they usually consisted of a pa~ty wall suitably 
enliVened to face· the side street. Trystan Edwards1 has shown 
how theuse of blind windows accomplished this while at the 
same time expressing the habitability of the building. 
During the early Regency, specially designed end houses were 
more common: the house at Gordon Place had the entrance on 
the cr~ss street. 
Acute and obtuse angled plots facing junctions posed 
a now problem, for which thoro wore very few precedents for 
solution in the classical manner2 • The dramatic aspect of 
these corners and the prospect from them deserved special 
treatment. It had to fit into the columnar ~ystem, and the 
motive that emerged during the Regency was the circular temple; 
eminehtly·suitable, for from inside it was just a bay _window, 
and from outside it presented to the observer turning the 
corner a constantly legible form. The Charing Cross Hospital, 
Victoria Square and many other corners had this romantic 
feature (Figure XIX c and d). In the finest of all - the 
Tivoli Corner of the Bank of England - Soane achieved Roman 
magnificence. 
The genesis of the new Regent Street was the need for 
§north to south traffic connection3. This problem was 
something quito new to London. Development, that is to say 
expansion, was a normal everyday activity, but making a new 
road through the living city was untried, and its unfamili-
arity startled influential Londoners into the loud protests 
and denunciations that all but drowned the noise of its. 
building. Nash in his selection of the route antic~pated 
1 
2 
3 
Good and Bad Manners in Architecture, p.l96 
Bramante's sketch reproduced in Hagemann and Peets: 
Op cit, p.4o, is the only one I can find. 
Summerson: John Nash, p.l22 
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the great discovery of our generation; that ·a··~traffic· road 
does not unite, but separates the areas on each side of it1 • 
His first design, consist~ng of straight lengths of street, 
belied this in the awkward offset by which he brought the 
stre~b"onto the axis of Carlton House - a square entered from 
the north on the west side and loft from the south on the 
east side. In tho middle was an Opera House that would, upon 
his own principle, have beenfuolated by the traffic. As it 
was built, the road above the Quadrant abandoned axial plan-
ning and became a route, ending finally upon the spire of 
All Souls, Langham Place (Figure XIX). It was when he aban-
doned the axial straight roads hinged on circuses that Nash 
must have reluctantly foregone his vision of formal architec-
ture for the upper part of the street. 
Instead, he took as his model the urbane architecture 
of High Street, Oxford, which had none of tho continuous 
quality of the eighteenth century, but was united by being 
all in stone, and having important buildings linked with 
domestic fronts. If it had not been built all in stucco, 
Nash's Regent Street from All Soul's to the quadrant would 
have been quite unremarkable as a piece of street architecture. 
It was not monumental in scale nor had its buildings much 
rapport between them. In Summerson's words "Logical unity 
was sacrificed, and that variety within unity which is the 
essence of good street design was achieved." 
In every town in England there were now lengths of 
street, built without benefit of single ownership, that 
somehow contrived to look as if they were built as one. The 
type of house and house front was so universal that from 
1750 - 1810 tho common builder s earns to have knovvn no other. 
Small villages had an engaging touch of urbanity in town 
houses that lined their market place or winding streets, 
1 One of Nash's objectives was the cutting off of the 
poor area on the East from the Vlest End 9 whipb began 
west of the street (Summerson: Op cit, p.l2~) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
( e ) 
Regent Street, London. From drawings by T.H.Shepherd 7 
published in the years 1827 - 1828. 
l-~3\,_~-"~ \: 
Waterloo Place looking woa~ Piccadilly Circus. 
The entrance to the Quadrant from Piccadilly Circus. 
The Quadrant and part of Regent Street. 
The Harmonic Institution. 
Part of the west side of Rogent Street. 
Carlton House Terrace replaced the original Carlton 
House. 
XIX 
I I 
Carlton House Terrace a 
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obtaining .their unity bo,th from the continuous architecture 
and the uniform materials of the houses. The contiguate 
house form was even lifted from its urban context and used 
for free standing country houses (Figure XVIII f). Regent 
Street had the advantage that whole blocks were often from 
the hand of one architect? but colour was undoubtedly the 
main unity. 
It is difficult to find a prototype for the Quadrant, 
and all credit must go to Nash for an extremely original 
invention. It was obviously a vestige of the earlier scheme 
for colonnading the whole street, but the immense trouble 
Nash had in building it (to ensure that the curve 'Nas proper-
ly set out and executed, he leased and built every plot him-
1 2 
self ) show what importance it had for him . It was romantic 
and exciting. To drive along it, between the racing columns; 
to become lost in it - for the road was narrow enough for 
the end to be concealed for a third of its length; and tHen 
to emerge upon the temple corner, was surely the epitome of 
adventure in a town. It formalised once and for all the 
winding country street. Such a singular conception raised 
the road to a new level in ur~an design. 
Below Piccadilly Circus, the approach to Carlton House 
was a straight~forward piece of axial design, the street 
having a cross vista to the Haymarket Theatre and St.James 
Square, and widening into Waterloo Place. 
The Age of Stucco in England saw the final flowering 
of eighteenth century ideals. Neo-classical architecture, 
when built in a number of materials? was never free of indi-
vidual whim. In stucco it was pure and universal, with 
few local variations. Thus each building in a.stucco street 
sank its individuality, and the whole had a unity in addi-
tion to its colour. Shops were integrated with small· 
l 
2 
Summerson: . Op cit, p.219 
He had already explored the idea in his mind when 
he designed ·the double-ring circus ·in Marylebone · · -· 
Park (Ibid, pp. 112, 113) 
window panes preserving tho scale. One interesting feature 
was the way in which colonnades were mocked by proj octin'g 
porches, supported upon columns. Nosh in P!:'lrk Crescent caT-
ried the porch root right through tho house fronts, with 
coupled Ionic columns to support it. This gave the illusion 
of a projecting colonnade, though it darkened the ground 
floor and basement rooms. 
What Nash did for London, H~ussmann in 1853 tackled in 
Paris. He admired London's cleanliness, healthiness and 
greenery, and he was inspired by the greatness of France 
under Napoleon III and the Sr;cond Er:1 pire. Grand effects of 
space, splendid monuments and, informing everything, an iron 
order - these were his visions. Practically his preoccupation 
was road·s, or rather communications. The traffic in Paris 
of the 1850's was disorderly but not, compared with that of 
1880, congested. Haussmann's roads were fantastically wide 
for tho traffic that used them. He produced a city like a 
habitable P~rc de V2rsailles, and the dwellings received as 
little thought as le N6tre gave to the boskage that filled 
the space between the alleys. Luckily Haussmann had in his 
gardener Alphand a man more humane; one who saw the new 
routes as promenades rather than highways, and developed them 
with care and artistry. Heussmann and his specialists pro-
duced a fine road system, many avenues and parkways, some 
fine vistas but few streets. Tho vistas of Paris are pre-
Bminent in the world for the splendour of their terminals: 
The Opera, the Louvre, the Colonna de Juillet, the dome of 
the Pantheon, the flache of the Sainte Chapelle 9 the Fon-
taine St. Michel and the Chambrc des Deputes, and most domi-
nating of all the Arc du Triomphe. Even these wore not, 
as Giedion1 points out, adequate for the length of the 
vista. The Opera and the Pr:1.theon are the climax to closely 
built streets, and the effect would have been greater had 
1 Space, Time and Architecture, p.496 
the fad~d~s of tho streets been desi~ncd to enclose the 
spa6e, thus devoting it to the buildings and the terminal. 
Haussmann 1 s political and financial work left him little 
. l 
time for detail , but he took to himself all responsibility 
for. uniformi ty 2 .- There was much less variation in the 
matter than Nash gave to Regent Street, and there was so 
much similarity in the finished houses that regimentation and 
monotony are really the keynote of Parisian street architec-
ture. In their uniformity of material, height and style, 
the streets of Poris have ingredients that are important to 
good street architecture. vVhy is it that they fail? 
In the stucco facades in London a desperate attempt was 
made to extend the Palladian facade from three to five 
storeys. The first floor was made a mezzanine, the second 
became the piano nobile 9 an additional set of windows came 
either under or over the cornice. Even in late eighteenth 
century work in London the columnar system sometimes broke 
down. But in Paris it was stretched to breaking point and 
then abandoned.· Many of the boulevards have six storeys to 
eaves and one in the roof (Figure :XX a). In order to get 
one major floor in the composition, the architect placed the 
piano nobile sometimes at first floor, sometimes at second 
floor and often the second, third and fourth floors were the 
same height, the second being honoured with pedimented win-
dows. In view of the different character of the Parisian 
maison a layer from the London house, there is some excuse 
for this; the more distinguished floor could show a more 
distinguished facade without. But by using classical detail 
throughout, the architect invited criticism on classical 
grounds, and it is on their upward development that these 
facades fail. The Palladian facade was heavier below and 
1 
2 
An account of the financial arrangements for the 
reconstruction is given in Robert Moses: What 
happened to Haussmann. 
Giedion: Space, Time and Architecture, p.495 
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lighter above. The Hauss~ann facade had a very involved· 
upward development; large and small windows, with enrichments 
capriciously used, confused ra~her than explained the facade. 
Often it was capped by a heavy stone balcony simulating a 
cornice~ Perhaps the upper part could have escaped criticism 
had it not been that shops took up the ground floor; they 
were always glazed with plate glass in large sheets, headed 
by an architrave and cornice spanning at least twice as far 
as a classical column could bear. 
Viewed from the side, the greatest fault of these facades 
is their insistent and continuous balconies. Not only do 
they break up the street wall (already threatened by the 
large proportion of window in them) but they precipitate the 
eye to the end of the block, to the neglect of each building. 
Balconies are an extension outwards of the inward life of a 
building. One balcony on a house front is romantic, and it 
does not destroy the feeling of enclosure in a street; but 
balconies at every floor emphasize the outwardness of the 
street, and destroy tho sense of enclosure. 
On these counts -vve may judge that the street architecture 
of Haussmann's Paris was of a movement that had passed its 
zenith. In many ways it was a natural development of eight-
eenth century style. It was continuous in that there was 
little vertical emphasis and little symmetry in each facade. 
The streets were organic in colour and height. But the 
classical dress was being worn by buildings it did not fit, 
and the observer was at a disadvantage because his view 
was not considered and he could no longer invoke the force 
of gravity to explain what he saw. 
IhLE i gh.t e e n.th.J;;.£n..tllr:Y._§.:t_r_gg.t_JI o lHHLill En.fQ. and 
Continuous domestic architecture developed in England 
only because of the circumstances that surrounded domestic 
building. There were, firstly, in the cities large numbers 
of middle and upper-middle class families with similar 
means and requirements. The row house of the latter part 
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of the eighteenth centtiry had a frontage of about 23ft.~ 
and a depth of about twice that. In the basement, ground 
floor, two upper floors.and attic it had a total floor area 
. 
of over 6,000 sq~ ft: an astonishingly largo house, capable 
of taking a family of eight and their servants comfortably. 
Mile upon mile of those were built. Scc6ndly, tho system of 
1 land speculation, which is now·well known favoured repeti-
tion rather than variety. Thirdly, the fact that everyone 
connected with building acknowledged and obeyed canons of 
design that covered tho whole field of architecture, down to 
the smallest detail, made for standardized houses. The copy 
books of Ware, tho Langleys and others 2 were the agency for 
spreading these standards, and tho surprising scholarship of 
country examples show how far afield their influence went. 
As I have shown in Chapter VIII, the Italianised house 
had become firmly established by 1720. From then on it 
changed little in essentials. Houses in squares set the 
fashion for those in streets, and thoro is little of the 
street house that was not copied from their more distin-
guished neighbours. I propose here only to complete the 
story of those features examined in the previous chapters, 
up to the start of the decline. 
The contiguate form peculiar to England was standard-
ised and adopted throughout the country. Building between 
party walls was the most significant characteristic of tho 
row house. For economy, that is to say to enclose the 
greatest volume with the least cxternGl surface, a rigid 
prismatic form was developed, with as few serrations at the 
back as possible. Frontage was kept to a minimum. W"ithin 
this shape there was surprisingly little variation; the 
plan followed tho pattern common in the Middle Ages, with 
one room in front and one behind and an entrance at one 
1 
2 
Thanks to the researches of Surnmorso:o. and others (particularly "The Groat Lnndownors"J 
An account of these books is given in Richardson~ 
Georgian Architecture, p. 28 et seq. 
F1GU_BJL_X;K 
(a) Street elevation of the type of 'maison a loyer' 
built undor Haussmann (Lecomte 9 architect.) From 
Daly: L'Architecture Privee 9 Part 11 9 Vol. 1. The 
slender relationship that these elevations bore to 
the columnar system is shown by the base and column 
on the left. 
(b) Plans of the same building. From the same source. 
(c) 
(d) Plans and facade of 17 - 19 Featherstone Buildings, 
(e) 
(f) Holborn - early Regency houses showing the importance 
(g) 
of the party walls and stacks in the arrangement of 
the plan. From The Builder 9 ,June 3 9 1949. 
(h) Sketch showing the features of the contiguate form 
of the town house in England~ narrow frontage 9 
prismatic shape 9 continuous roof 9 chimneys on party 
walls, high first floor 9 cellars under pavement and 
coach houses and stables entered from mows. 
(j) Stone-fronted house of B.bout 1684 in Rue des Reser-
voirs, Versailles. The typo of astylar facade used 
in Le Vnu's new town. From Hegomann: Fncados of 
Buildings. 
(a) E lczvaHon to s~rcd· 
scale ''~o~~~~~o~====!,o====~~~====~so~====¥.af~ 
P A R I S N° I Boulevard de. S¢bas~opol 
(e) qround (f) firs~ &- second (d) bosemctn~ 
LONDON Houies in Bloomsbur~, 
(q) on riqhh facades 
Scale of plans 
!tmlnnl l I 
o 5 lo 4D 
±::-::=:::l 
so 6ofur 
XX 
(b) Upper floor plan 
(c) Ground floor plan 
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behind and an entrance at one side _from the street leading to 
a stair in the middle. As Summerson s·ay s, · humble cottagE;!!? . 
had the same plan as the great houses in Carlton House Ter-
race. (Figure XXh). Houses on the Continent seldom ha·d· 
basement areas, but had the same flatness in the facade 7 with 
higher coach-doors leading from the street to a courtyard 
(Figure XX j ). 
IilillQmm:! t s 
Gwynn's essay, already quoted, on improvements in 
London put number three nuisance (after ordure and rubbish 
left lying in the streets) as open cellar doors and stone 
steps projecting into the streets1 . In order to keep dry, 
the eighteenth century pedestrian hugged the wall wherever 
he could2 . Open traps and steps, though supposed by law to 
be protected by posts3 were· a devilish hazard at night. 
. 4 
About 1700 the whole basement system was blessed by the 
invention of the continuous light area between the house and 
the pavement. The little "airics" - a euphemism if ever 
5 
one there was protected by sloping wrought iron grilles 
thus disappeared, and all the basement windows opened on to 
a substantial volume of air. This allowed the kitchen to be 
at the front of the house 7 leaving the garden free for social 
purposes. B2sement kitchens seem to have boon imported from 
country houses 6 , which in turn got the idea from Italy7. The 
dining room was on tho ground floor~ servants carried meals 
8 
up to it by stairs often inhumanly steep . The continuous 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
·7 
8 
p. Supra (Bayne-Powell: Eighteenth Century London 
Life, p.l3) 
Gay (in Trivia) mentions this a number of times. 
Ibid: Book II, line 95 
Among the earliest are houses of 1704 in Queen Anne's 
Gnte and Mecklenburgh House, Buckingham Gate1 built 
in 1706 (Chancellor~ Eighteenth Century in London, 
Figure 110.) · ·· 
The word 11 r-:dry" vJas first used in this sense about 
the end of the seventeenth century (OED). It was 
later corrupted to "area". 
Tho so of Cole shill (about 1650) ·were partly under-
ground. 
Quenne11: History of Everyday Things, Part II, p.44 
In a house near Old Street, London, the stair nego~. 
tiated the whole height from basement to ground floor in one quarter turn. 
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area m?de basement rooms habitable, and by means of a stair 
within it, goods could be taken to the kitchen and garbage . 
could be removed without entering the house. The coal eel-
lars under tho pavement were a further development about 
1750. _ Sunnersonl has described the way in which excavations 
were used to make up the level of the road. A happy solution 
to the lighting problem was the wrought or cast iron railing. 
:Eirg 
Methods of fighting fire improved slowly. G~y 2 about 
1715 wrote:-
"See forceful engines spout their levell'd streams to 
qUench the blaze that runs along the beams. The grappling 
hook plucks rafters from the walls and heaps on heaps the 
smoky ruin falls." 
He was referring to Newsham's newly-invented fire engine, 
the first that was really effective. It replaced the hand-
squirts used against the Great Fire3 . 
There were now fully effective brick chimneys, placed 
always upon the party wall, where they lent their own stabi-
lity to it. The party wall remained the strongest line of 
defence against the spread of fire, and all by-laws after 
the Great Fire v.Jere inflexible about its construction~ they. 
had to be unpierced throughout their height and carried up 
to the underside of the roof covering. 
This placed strict limits upon both structure and plan-
ning. The main structural elements in the house were the 
party walls, and the fire-places, set along them, made a 
starting point for planning the house. The London Act of 
1774 finally banished all woodwork except windows and door-
cases from -the facade. 
The Mansard roof was adopted in England about the 
time of the Great Fire, but the steeply sloping Queen Anne 
roof was for a long time more popular. By 1750 the 
Mansard had commonly two slopes, about 60 and 30 degrees, 
----------------------------------------------------------1 
2 
3 
Georgian London, p.49 
Trivia: Book III~ lines 369 - 373 
Bell: The Groat Fire, p.296 
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cOve.re-cf vifth tile or slate, and a parapet gutter; From 1700 
rainwater heads and down pipes were in general use. 
VIJhen slate came into favour in the second half of the 
eighteenth century, the two upper slopes were covered in lead, 
the dormer window heads being almost level with the lower 
edges. This roof was an English compromise between the flat 
invisible roof proper to classical buildings, and the pitched 
traditional roof. 
1.i.ghti_gg 
A much greater refinement of the facade was possible 
when about 1710 the sliding sash was brought to England. As 
the window did not have to bear its own weight from one side 
like the casement, larger panes of glass and lighter glazing 
bars could be used. The miraculously light pine windows of 
1780, which are - or ought to be - the despair of every metal 
window manufacturer, set a new standard for the whole facade. 
The method of lighting rooms with high, fairly narrow 
windows was, according to P.~. Waldram1 , reached after a long 
period of trial and error. High storeys and high windows 
were more necessary for lighting the ground and first floors 
than those above. The dining room was on the ground floor, 
tied to the kitchens, so that the first floor reception room 
gave the piano nobile expression to the exterior. 
To give access to the first floor, the stair was an 
important feature of the plan. It generally rose halfway 
along the one party wal1; later a service stair was placed 
just behind it. In the more sumptuous houses, the reception 
suite demanded something more consequential than a simple 
passage from the front door to the st~ir, and elegantly 
varied shapes were arranged to do so. Bilateral symmetry 
was quite absent in the type plan. Lighting was given to 
the stair by an open well glazed with a lantern at the top. 
---------------~--------------------------------~---------
•l 
The Lost Art of Fenestration - Builder: January 23, 
1942 
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\llfhere needed, greater depth was giv~n to the house by repeat-
ing the Medieval device of leaving a small courtyard and 
starting a new suite of rooms behind. This practice was the 
forerunner of the. nineteenth century building that covered · 
the plot q,lmost completely except for funnel-like lightwells. 
Upon i~regularly shaped plots architects showed great inge-
nuity in the arrangement of classical shapes~ but they could 
not escape the discipline of the party walls and in essence 
every plan was the same. (Compare Figures XX d - f and 
XXId and o). 
Facades 
The essential need of the str~et facade - that it 
should be legible when viewed from an angle - was understood 
1 by the. Queen Anne architects. In his First Tract ~ Wren 
wrote:-
"There are different Reasons for Objects 9 whose chief 
view is in Front 9 and for those whose Chief View is side-
ways . • . . . In B1.J.ildings where the View is sideways 9 as in 
Streets 9 it is absolutely required that the Composition be 
square 9 intercolumnations equal~ and uniform. Breaks in the 
Cornice, Projectures of upright Members, Variety~ Inequality . 
in the Parts, various Heights of the Roof, serve only to 
confound the Perspective, and make it deformed, while the 
Breaches. and Projectures are cast one upon the other, and 
obscure all Symmetry •.. ,. · Fronts require a. Proportion' of 
the Breadth to the Heighth; higher than three times the 
Breadth is indecent, and as ill to be above three times as 
high. 11 
The Queen Anne street house always had a flat facade 
from ground to cornice, and sometimes above it a plain 
brick parapet. Plaster plates bandes, keystones and rusti-
cated quoins, usually symptomatic of the school of Wren 9 
were dropped after 1720, and the main wall became brick 
throughout and in this sense continuous with its neighbour. 
(Figures XX~ a and b). 
Wren's injunctions were followed in the simplest 
way possible: by building a flat wall and piercing it 
with rectangular windows. The only projection was over 
the door - the hood that was a Medieval necessity and died 
1 Wren Society: Vol. XIX, p.l27 
~ .... 
hard. Apart from this~ the face of the wall was fiat.with 
even the glass in the windows brought as near as possible to 
1 the brick face . Doors -vvere ·O·f. the. same size as those to 
the rooms i:qside. Unlike the Continental house, stables in 
England were .en tared from a mews beh:i_nd. 
By 175'0 it was the custom to make the door resemble 
the windows. Only the railings .swept up as an overthrow, 
with link extinguishers and a lamp socket, marked the entrance. 
(Figures XXI c and XVII e). Balconies •Nere in the fashion 
during the second half of the century, but they were not the 
substantial slabs of pre -:-:fire London. Never in history have 
local authorities encouraged balconies; they were too likely 
2 to be neglected and collapse , If the eighteenth century 
balconies collapsed they fell into tho owner's area, and 
perhaps on that account were tolerated. They were of such 
lightness that they would hardly have been lethal. Confined 
to the first floor, they were not for sitting on, but were 
simply a guard for the french windows allowing the householder 
the joy of a sunlit threshold on a spring morning. When they 
were covered, their form had no bulk - just a light stone 
shelf with a wisp of wrought ironwork against the wall. 
The quality of bas-relief in the street facade was 
evident throughout the eighteenth century. Detached columns 
were rare until the time of Nash. The astylar facade was 
the comiiJ.onest, but where distinction was required, attached 
columns or pilasters were used. Podium, colonnade, cornice 
and pediment were represented with a minimum of projection 
and recession, often less than 10 in. from the wall face 
to the tip of the cornice. Architects achieved an unpre-
cedented refinement as mu~h by the detail as by the main 
members of the facade, which were apparently lighter than 
was needed for the work they had to do. At tho present 
1 
2 
A practice stopped, for fire purposes, by the Acts 
of 1707 (Summerson~ Georgian London, p.)2) 
The rebuilding Act of 1677 called for balconies to 
the mansion houses not built on street fronts. 
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(a) A row of houses in London dating from 1722. From 
Chane ellor: The Eighteenth C\mtury in Lc;ndon, 
Figure 180, 
(b) A street facade built in 1708, From Chancellor: 
Op cit, Figure 177. 
(c) A large to,Nn house designed about 1760 by Sir Robert 
Tnylor. The stone front is 35 ft. wide. From the 
Architectural Rsview, F~bruary 1910. 
(d) Ground and first floor plans. The front room on the 
(e) 
first floor is 30 ft. square .. 
(a) Grea~ Smi~h S~ree~ 
li I 
I 
i 
(c) L 0 N D 0 N El'"l House 
XXI 
L 0 N D 0 N 
{b) No 44 Grea~ Ormond S~ree~ 
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{d) Ground floor 
Dover S~reer 
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(e) First floor 
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time, as during the seventeenth century, it is accepted that 
•. .r. 
what is exposed, to the weathe.r must be stouter and less 
finished than what is proteQted. But many an Adam·doorway 
with its fanlight and sidelights? or balcony, or carved, 
stringcourse would grace the fastidiously executed rooms 
within. Brickwork had as fine a surface as masonry. This 
made the greatest possible contribution to the feeling of 
inclusion in the street. 
As a result of the subjugation of each house in the 
street, symmetry in the front was evident only in a pre-
ference .for three or five openings •. Even in five-bay fronts, 
the door was rarely in the middle. 
The order of the eighteenth century town rested upon 
the order of the buildings in i~s streets and squares. Their 
simple appearance W8S the background to everything else in 
the town, the plain house front giving distinction and drama 
to the public buildings, statuary, gre~nery and water. The 
neutral seventeenth century facade, incomplete in itself and 
only having meaning when set among its neighbours, was the 
key that released the art of town planning. For it delivered 
design from the single building, so that it could deal with 
the whole town. With the house unit made repeatable, the 
architects could draw patterns on paper and play with fan-
cied forms, certain that their patterns would still be 
legible in the completed town. Town planning was thus 
exalted from an administrative duty to a plastic art. 
In the culminQtion of this J:J.ovement, the street took, 
on the whole, a modest part? rem;;rkable for reticence rather 
than splendour. vVhen something splendid was required, 
avenues were planted, though these tours de force of road 
planning come outside any but the loosest definition of 
street. In the ordinary street, the motion of traffic 
was reflected in the simple Renaissance rhythm of windows 
and railings and trees. Baroque expression of motion by 
change was made in one or two instances (in the Square -
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Circus - Crescent s6quence at Bath and Randolph Crescent -
Ainslie Place - Moray Place at Edinburgh) but it was left 
largely untried. It is impossible to deny the influence of 
motion and speed in the street decor. 
With the help of woman's presence in it, the street 
became an ordered, refined gallery. Enclosure was suggested 
by the terminals, the flat facades merged into one wall, and 
a delicacy of detail comparable to that of the interiors. 
It is no accident that the names in England and France that 
we associate with the summit of street architecture - the 
Adam brothers and Percier and Fontaine - were interior 
designers of the first rank. 
These attributes marked tho culmination of street 
architecture: continuity in the sides of the street, rhythm, 
and enclosure; and it is in their decay that signs of the 
decline are first apparent in the work of both Nash and 
Haussmann. Order has monotony as its shadow; the 19th 
century revivals relieved the monotony, but cut up the con-
tinuity of the street, and broke its rhythm. Ruskin, who 
wrote some classical lines in praise of street architecture, 
helped by joining tho battle of the styles to bring it down 
in ruin. Enclosure was injured when land values forced 
higher buildings, thus breaking the skyline, ~nd it dis-
appeared entirely when insular buildings replaced contiguate 
forms in the sides of the street. 
All these influences may be traced back to one human 
trait: individuality. The whole elaborate structure of 
order wrought by the 18th century was, after all, at the 
mercy of human nature. 
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X. THE PRINCIPLES OF STREET ARCHITECTURE 
Jnit:y 
· The Shorter. Oxford English Dictionary defines the word 
,· 
"street" as 
(1). A paved road; a highway. 
(2) A road in a town or village running between the 
lines of houses or shops. Also the road together 
with the adjacent houses . 
. It is the second definition that concerns us here, and in 
particular the second sentence. One road and two sets of build-
ings, taken together, form the street. If each side of the 
street is a row of separate buildings - detached houses, for 
instance - they do not, with the road, make one perceptible 
:>bj ect. They make a collection or two collE)ct~o!ls of house;:;, 
but not a street as it is defined above. · To be· a stree~, the 
h.ouses and rOad must be one thing, with one shape. This shape 
I 
is a~ internal shape; only as an interior can it be seen as 
::me archi tecttii-al 'form and· attain unity, which is the first 
requirement of any work of art. 
It is then the first test of street architecture that the 
street should enclose, that it should form an internal space, 
that it should give us a feeling of being within. It ne.ed not 
constrict or confine, but it must enclose, and its architec-
tural treatment must be devoted to that end. 
Themost notable streets of the past have achieved this 
by one of three ways; by physical enclosure, such as the 
curves, bends and tee-junctions gave to the citizens- of the 
~iddle Ages; in s.traigh t streets by analogy~ at Palmyra with 
the inside of a temple, at Bologna with the inside of:a church; 
:>r by association, which throughout the Eighteenth,Gentury~. 
. '··· !, 
suggested an interior by refinement of detail and py omitt:i,.ng 
rrom the facade all architectural features, such as battle-
nents or heavy plinths, whose original purpose was to exclude. 
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Internal Shape 
If the shape of the street is to be internal, it must be 
homocent.ric: :we must. feel that the shape was formed about us 
and for us. It must be positive, not negative nor residual. It 
may have projections from it in the shape of niches, coves, sid 
aisles, but not projections into it. The surfaces that bound ii 
should bow towards us, not away from us. It should therefore 
not be lined with insular buildings, which are positive in shap 
· for the street i t·self is the positive shape, and what lies 
behind must be residual from the street. 
The human eye should dictate the street's appearance, and 
tne observer must be able to see it all from within the street; 
particularly he must see some link with his.own size; therefor 
the human scale must be apparent. 
Architectural Troatment 
The outside walls of the buildings are the inside walls 
of the street. To save sp&ce, these walls are usually plain, 
upright and continuous. Their forms should be in high relief 
in wide streets, ~ow relief in narrow streets, and should be 
equally legible to one approaching at an angle along the ,street 
as to one standing opposite. 
The design of street facades is a matter more of line 
than of mass. It is interior decoration - an entirely per-
ceptual art, into which expression of purpose does not enter. 
Obviously such windows as are provided must light the front 
rooms of the building, but apart from that .. the facade should 
be dedicated to the street. Facadism, theatricality, pure 
decoration and all the tricks of illusion are here legitimate. 
Enough has, it is hoped, been said in.Chapter V to 
argue this point. Whatever the case for uhonesty 11 and e~pres­
sion of purpose in other realms of architecture, in the . 
street, the street must rule. 
Traffic must be acknowledged. Particularly, it must 
not seem to obscure any part of the facades. In the 
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Eighteenth Century the Palladian plinth served to perfection as 
a backg;round for. traf:f:lc-~ ····Tt the facade· starts .. JcrP_~ .s~reet ... ~evel 
' :. . . ; ~: •. !. :_: :-. r· - :··: ;. .. . 
(as it_does.in the b~ildirig illUstrated in Figure XIXe), the 
• ' • I . 
traffic seems to _intrud~. The facade from first floor upwards 
i . •.• 
should float over the sea of traffic. 
,. . . r - . ~ 
Uni tv 'of 'Ih.fildings 
It' is a matter of general agreement that if the terminal 
to a street is: symmetrical, t!J.en q,s a matter of pictorial unity, 
the street should have bilateral symmetry. The identical treat-
ment of the two sides need not, however, extend further from the 
terminal than the point from which we can see the composition in 
comfort. The converse is also gen,_erally agreed: that a symmet-
rical street must have a symmetrical terminal. If the terminal 
is a·building, the axis must lead to a door -otherwise the 
symmetry is·meaningless. But where there is not a symmetrical 
' ' 
terinihal, although there is no pictorial need for symmetry 
across the street, the two sides should in the interests of unity 
be similar. They should, to begin with, be similar in height. 
The illusion that the street is an internal shape rests heavily 
upon the illusion that it is roofed with the sky. If the build-
ings on each side of the street-differ in height, this illusion 
is destroyed. If one side of the street is in brick and the 
other in plaster, then we walk between two blocks of buildings, 
we do not walk in one street. 
In any architectural interior there must be unity of the 
enclosing surfaces. How this unity is to be attained in 
streets has proved such a difficult problem that it has gen-
erated, from time ·to time, ad:~f.ocates of laissez-faire, who 
point to picturesque ·streets in which there is apparently no 
unity, but which still contrive to be artistically satisfac-
tory. Exactly why these streets are satisfactory the advocates 
of. laissez-faire do not ~xpb~~n.-
What: .:'degree of similar,i_ty is ne~dE)d befbre 'I.Ul~ ty: is:. 
reach'E'd?· At what poiht does diversity destroy unity? These 
. . . . ' ·''. i :--i . 
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' . 
are probably the ~~~:t_-vexe4_ questions in street architecture·~ 
To produce a unified interior, each side of the street should 
appear a~ _onEr bu~lding; but streets are made of separate build 
ings, w~thn~eds_ that are generally the same, but differ in 
detail, just as do the needs of the human beings who live in 
them. Absolute unity is no more possible with buildings than 
it is with people; but apparent unity can be achieved, just· 
as it can in groups of people. 
If we wish to group several people into one chorus or one 
platoon or one council, the most effective way to unify them is 
to dress them in the same colours. We may give them more unity 
by standing or seating theni in a line. If, as well as doing 
these things, we can choose people of the same height, a still 
stronger unity is given to the group. These three unities of 
colour, alignment and height are the strongest means for group-
ing buildings in streets, and every well known informal street 
1 has unity in one or more of these respects (See Figure XXII) 
Buildings of different height can be further unified by 
sharing the same scale, thereby showing that people of the same 
size live in all of them. A fifth criterion of unity is char-· 
acter; whether the facades have mainly vertical or mainly 
horizontal emphasis, equivalent in human character to pride and 
independence on the one hand and humility and sociability on 
the ot.her2• A mixture of the two sorts of buildings can only 
result in domination by the vertical,· and consequent _disruptioJ 
of the group. In the Eighteenth Century the continuous quali~ 
in street architecture was attained by abandoning symmetry in 
the facade and leaving the ends open. Every street facade 
should be a link between its neighbours; only a terminal can 
be a climax. 
----------------------------------------------------------·----1 
2 
' ' - . 
For example, Oxford High Street and High Street Chippi~ 
Campdenareboundwith colour and alignment_r_ _ Alighfuent 
is responsible for the Unity along the Vene~ian canals1 
as it is in the streets of Nuremburg and Rothenburg. !I 
the Herzog Friedrichstr-asse at Innsbruck heiight and, to 
a lesser. extent, colour are the unifying qualities. 
This aspect of street archi teet-tire is fully examined b! 
Tryst·an Edwards (Good and Bad :Manners .in Architecture) l 
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-so-cHsrU:ptiv·e· or··contjJrtuity is the.:.syriunetr~cal facade, 
that it may be said that no street building should have sym-
... ·, ~ 
: ~- 'j. :) · .. 
metry marked by a strong verticai axis. Symmetry along its 
length (which I have called palindromic symmetry) puts a stop 
' ,._ <".• 
' to continuity. Large doors need an important approach directly 
-;·, '.; 
to them; this is impossible in a street. 
That ~rchitectural style, that is to say historical style, 
does not by itself link buildings together is shown beyond 
doubt by Scamozzi 1 s drawing of a stage setting shown in Figure 
XXIIe. Style maY link buildings by association, but it does 
not do so by any visual means. 
If buildings share colour, alignment, height, scale and 
character they n~ed by no means be identical. If they are the 
same colour, that in itself is enough to make them into one 
larger unit. If they differ in colour but stand to a line, 
presenting one continuous wall to the street, orif.they are· 
all exactly the same height, they also have unity, though to a 
lesser degree. Scale and character are not enough by them-
selves to unite buildings, though they can reinforce unity· 
that comes from colour, height or alignment. 
Thoroughfare Streets 
There are two main types of streets in towns. Firstly, 
there is the street formed about a thoroughfare in which the 
through road is the most important element. Secondly, there 
is the access street, in which the road exists only_· to serve 
the buildings. We have seen how the two types are exempli-
fied at Olynthus and Palmyra. This radical difference in 
the relationship of road to building affects the shape and 
architecture of the street. 
The road is paramount in the thoroughfare stre,et. It 
serves the buildings that line it only incidentally: i t~s ·· 
I 
objective is always elsewhere. The course of the road: and 
the needs of its traffic therefore should determine the street. 
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It should be clear, open and unhiridered~---its junctfoi'rs-"·f'luent, 
' : .. ' .,. ' . 
the_ buildings always f~llowing its -line, whether straight or 
curved. 
Doorways, which are the instrument ·and symbol of access, 
should. not be prominent in a thoroughfare street; they should 
I ' . ' , • . . . , , • ' 
be placed where they do not arrogate attention - never on axes 
of the road or. at corners. 
The architectural aim should be to make the thoroughfare 
street primarily a traffic channel; ·a suitable setting for the 
traffic and a suitable place to drive along. The motion of the 
traffic can be expressed by rhythm in the buildings and adjunct 
or by serial accents such as the towers of Oxford High Street. 
Progression can be made visible to riders and drivers by change 
, 
Movement along a street that is uniform and has no terminal is 
pointless. In such a street there is no sense of progression, 
•· I 
no objective to reach. This is one reason why the pavement ori 
the south side of the Rue de Rivoli is deserted. We have every 
right to expect, after walking 300 yards or so, that our ener-
gies have been rewarded by some new sight; but the same archi-
tectural scenery that we left at the Place de la Concorde still 
confronts us at the Louvre. Change may be gradual or sudden, 
of colour or treatment or shape of the stree~; . but in a 1.9..!?:~. 
thoroughfare, change there must be. 
Access Streets 
The buildings should dominate the road in an access 
street. The road exists for the buildings, and this can be 
expressed, firstly, by_ leading the road to a building, and 
more particularly to a door, and secondly, by emphasizing the 
doors in the buildings that line the street. Placing a 
building opposite a road completely subordinates the road. 
At junctions of access streets road axes should therefore 
1 determine the position of doors • 
1 -----------------~----
The Bressey report recommended this for trior9ughfare junctions1 surely a mistake, for the driver s interest 
would then be hela by building entrances, when the road 
should command his attention. 
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In contrast to thoroughfare streets, access streets 
should not slavishly follow the road. Corners should be square, 
or whatever shape the building demands, so far as the dictates 
of unity in the street will allow. 
Conclusions 
The following, then, are the main principles of street 
architecture that a consideration of history shows:-
(1) The street must·have unity. 
(2) It can only have unity as an internal shape. 
(3) This internal shape must be emphasized by either physical 
enclosure, analogy, or suggestion. 
(4) The internal shape of the street should be positive. 
(a) No street building should be of insular form. 
()) All street architecture must be perceptible to the moving 
~bserver at street level. 
(a) Expressionism is not valid in street-architecture. 
(6) A symmetrical street terminal demands a symmetrical street. 
(a) A terminal to a symmetrical street must be symm(3t: __ 
rical. 
(b) No street facade should have strong lateral symmetry. 
C7) Each side of the street should appear as one building. 
(a) If various facades have colour, alignment, height, 
scale and character in common, they will. attain 
apparent unity. · 
(8) 
(9) 
In thoroughfare streets the road is dominant. 
(a) Buildings should take their line from the 
(b) Doors should be suppressed. 
(c) Corners should follow the ·wheel-line. 
In access streets the building is dominant. 
(a) Buildings need not follow the road line. 
(b) Door$.. _should be emphasized. 
road. 
(c) Every access street should terminate at a door. 
(d) Corners should be dictatedby.the plan of the building. 
J,.98 
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FIGUM_XXII 
Showing the qualities· that unify buildings in informal streets. 
Colour 
(a) A street in Coggeshall, Essex, finished in stucco (from a 
photograph by the·author). 
(b) Part of 'the South s!Lde o.f High Street Chipping Campden. 
The colour of the stonework is the common denominator in 
. \;·· 
this group (from a postcard). 
Alignment 
(c) Buildings lining the Arno at Florence. Alignment involves 
not only alignment in plan, but the upward expression of 
the line by walls. Obviously the wider the street, the 
more the walls may be broken and still present a unified 
facade. Figures a and b also show the unifying effect of 
alignment on a curve (from a postcard). 
Height 
(d) The Herzog Friedrichstrasse Innsbruck. Tyrol. Though their 
other qualities vary, their equal height unites these build 
ings (from a postcard). 
Historical Style 
(e) Scamozzi's original drawing for one of the streets in the 
permanent setting in the Teatro Olympico, Vicenza. (Repro· 
duced in the RIBA Journal, 9th March 1935). Where other 
qualities are not shared, style is not enough to unify 
separate buildings. 
Sccale 
(f) Fred.erick Street, St. Pancras, London. Though varying in 
colour and height, the three houses look in place because 
their scale is the same as the rest of the street (from a 
photograph by the author). 
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XI. TH~PRESENT POSITION 
I propose in this chapter to study whether our present 
habits of building allow us to observe the principles outlined 
in the•last. 
Uni~d Enclosure 
The street life of today differs in two major respects 
from that of the past: firstly, the home has to a large extent 
vanished from the central areas of the town, and secondly, the 
street scene no longer interests us. When the house disappeared 
from the larger streets of the town, it left the workplace and 
the shop. For neither of these has the owner that instinctive 
regard that makes him decorate his house. His workplace and 
shop show that he is proud of them; but not that he loves them. 
We have today nothing of the pageantry of trade or the civic 
pomp that made street life a constantly absorbing spectacle. 
Trading now takes place. not in the street but inside the build-
ings. The spectacle of the street no longer attracts the public 
and one usually walks in a busy street faute de mieux. The 
promenade and parade are only enjoyable if there is no traffic, 
.. fo:r five minutes of watching cars and lorries is enough. 
···In these conditions the wish for enclosure in the street-
that is enclosure in which to enjoy the scene - has died. 
Physical enclosure for military protection is in these days 
of air attack no longer comforting, though as a windbreak it 
is still needed. The argument for enclosure today se.ems 
therefore to be primarily aesthetic. 
In our architecture, enclosure is becoming more sug-
gested than actual. The glass house of the adage has bepome 
a reality, and the interpenetration of interior and exterior 
space is· now accepted as one of the aims of house desig-n. In 
the process of breaking down the barriers between whatr''is 
within and what is without, it is obvious that the door must 
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go, and this age is the first since the daNn of history that ha 
tried to make the door: invisible, by colouring it like the wall 
-~. -· ··~-- -·-·· ··-~ ''·"~·-' .,_.... . ..... "". 
or making it, like the walls, of glass. Although a building rna 
appear ·not to enclose, it must in fact do so, because storms an 
burglars stili threaten it. Moreover, the instinct of man to 
seek enclosure is also unchanged. In the words of Lewis Mumfor 
"Without formal opportunities for isolation and contem-
plation, opportunities that require enclosed space, free from 
prying eyes and extran-eous stimuli and secular interruptionsi 
even the·. most externalized and extroverted life most eventua ly 
suffer. The home without such cells is but a barracks; the 
city that does not possess them is but a camp". 
The expression of enclosure may change, but the princip 
remains. In street architecture, walls of glass can define the 
main form of the street as well as walls of stone. What is im-
portant is that the shapes inside the buildings exposed by the 
glass should be extensions of the volume of the street. 
There are very few excluding features left in modern 
architecture, though banks and finance houses continue to build 
their-premises with those abrasive plinths and defensible semi-
basements that keep the onlooker at bay. Security can surely 
be suggested in other ways. 
One instrument of unity that we have left quite untried 
is paving. Between the usual facade materials and asphalts no 
rapport is possible. In colour and texture they are antipathet 
The habit of paving side-walks with stone or concrete slabs rna~ 
them appear as a margin to the building, giving each block a 
positive or insular form and separating it from the roadway. I1 
a jointed paving material were used for the roads, or if arti-
ficial joints were introduced into tarmacadam, the floor of th~ 
street would have some harmony with its walls. 
The sense of enclosure we get in a street depends much 
upon·~ts cross aection. Nine different cross sections are 
available. (See Figure No. XXIII) 
------~------------------1 The Culture of the Cities, p.29. Some writers, notably 
J.M. Richards, put enclosure as the first necessity in 
the layout of a present-day town. 
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(a) T,he. simple -·tro~gh, . with· o:r ·-wfthb~t(bas·ements under 
thE:! P.~yement. Here only architectural suggestion can make the 
.,,. I • ; ; ., ·,• • . 
observer feel enclosed. 
(b) 
.· ' .. ~ :-
The Eighteenth Century English street, providing 
habitaqle r9oms at basement level, but today subject to the 
likelihood of carbon monoxide fumes from vehicles entering the 
basement. Only when treated with delicacy can this type sug~ 
gest enclosure. If, for instance, the basement ~rea is pro-
tected by a solid balustrade, the idea of exclusion is at 
once introduced. 
(c) The simple verandah on columns or arcades, which is 
the most common in South Africa. This has (so far as enclosure 
is concerned) the disadvantage that it can never be anything 
but a projection into the street. In its favour, it could be 
a great unifying motive, if a standard pattern were adopted for 
the whole length of street verandah, and if it were not ruined 
by advertising signs. 
(d) The cantilevered hood over the footway. As at 
present designed they are (with exceptions such as that shown 
in Figure XXIII j) clumsy and ponderous, and they do not 
appear as anything but an extension of the building. The pedes-
trian has not the feeling of safety from traffic that a colon-
naded verandah gives. 
(e) The full height colonnade of the type used at 
Jerash and Palmyra. To be suitable for weather it can only 
be built in the tropi?S, Where the sun shines Verticitlly and 
where there is little wind to blow rain into the verandahs . 
. ~ ! . 
By analogy with a temple, it gives a strong feeling of enclo-
sure. 
(f) The side aisle street. For enclosure by analogy 
; 
this type is supreme. It exists at Balzano, Padua, ·Turin, 
Bologna and elsewhere in Northern Italy and is fllustra-tetl in 
Figu~es XIV h and XVIII e). 
The side-walk is a side aisle to the main nave o:f:the 
street - an analogy which is unescapable as long as a Gothic 
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or Renaissance church remains. It is a practicable way.of 
providing new rSide ... walks under the buildings, thus widening 
existing :roads·. 
Cg")' ':The side aisle street without columns. This type 
could only be bUilt as a new building: it can offer no advan-
tages over the colonnaded sic:.e aisle street. 
(h) The type of street at Chester~ where the colonnade 
is at first floor, will probably never be repeated: it is 
unsuitable for the aged and infirm~ But it very strongly sug-
g~sts removal from the dangers of traffic. 
(i) The raised pavement with or without columns, so 
often suggested as a solution to pedestrian traffic, would not 
give an enclosing shape for either pedestrian or motorist. 
:To sustain the feeling of enclosure, balconies should be 
kept to a minimum. They are often built to the limit of lengtl 
allowed by the by-laws. In a street the vi:ew from a balcony o: 
baywindow is more interesting along the street than across it; 
narrow balconies, like the boxes in a theatre, are therefore 
preferable to wide balconies. 
Continuous trees make a street into an avenue; the road 
bounded by trees is one element- the footwaybetween building 
and trees is another. They are .successful only if the footway 
is sowide that a substantial width of sky is visible from it. 
To maintain unity of form between the buildings on each side, 
they must both be visible at once. Occasional trees (i.e. 
trees separated by at least twice their own w.idth) are there-
fore better than closely-~nted trees if there is strong simi· 
larity between the two sides of a street. 
The various changes that have accompanied the decline in 
civic art (of which the decline of street architecture is 
only a part) are too well known to merit rehearsal here. Of 
them all the most active has been the advent of the high 
building - that unmanageable child fathered upon the city by 
high land values. 
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·A six+-storey building annihilates the orderof the street 
of' two 'or th:rl'.ee ,.storeys. Most high buildings of today are made 
up of fl~·ts or ·Coffices. The size of the building is not made 
by the expansion of one idea in men's minds, as were the large 
buildings of the past, but by the multiplication of small ones. 
This makes it impossible to make each building a unity without 
borrowing insular forms from elsewhere - from the tomb, the 
memorial or the shapes of rocks. 
In street architecture, the high building is most destruc-
tive in that it introduces these insular forms into the street 
view; they destroy enclosure as completely as the insula of 
the First Century Roman tovvns destroyed the enclosure of the 
domus. To preserve light in the street by-laws enforce a set-
back at the top, making an excluding form even if the cross 
section of the street is continuous; or they allew a tower, 
which dominates the street without being part of it. Despite 
the fact that the street plan is quite unsuited for the high 
buildings, ten-storey blocks are allowed in streets. Until 
architects·' evolve a new road and building plan, or find ::some 
way of adapting the street plan to receive high buildings, they 
must adapt the facade of the building to the street conditions. 
Visual Design 
High buildings commonly have a base in the form of shop 
windows, supporting (or attempting to support) a single form 
shooting upwards to terminate in a number of breaks and set-
backs. From any angle in the street, such buildings are illeg-
ible, just as the street is invisible from their windows. Their 
blank side walls are really their facades - they are very much 
more easily seen than the front. To relieve_ these. side _walls 
is one of the most urgent needs1 . 
1 Ttle London County Council will ~ermit windows_insuch 
positions ~rovided only that ~a· the neighbours t, :agree-
agreement ~ obtained and b hat the windows have llre-resls 1ng g~azing. Bu o build them in this wall 
would only emphasize their insular form. 
No-one can enjoy looking at a building if he can only· do 
so in an uncomfortable position. To suit the building to the 
. - . . , ... __ :_ -- .. :·:· : ~- _r_~ -
viewer in the street, the building should literally be designe< 
' .:.•. ' ' f 
from that viewpoint. Cornices and projections from buildings 
~re ofte~ designe~ in ac~ordance with the vertical angle at 
which they are seen. We can also find a suitable horiz~ntal 
angle to'determine vertical projections from the facade •. With 
the head held at the normal angle a field is seen that extends 
1 ' 
to an angle of 40° above the horizontal • Consequently, for a 
building 50 ft. high one has to be about 50 .ft. away to see it 
all without unduly raising the head. If the street is narrowe: 
,·, 
. . ' . 
than: 50 ft. it can all be seen only from further along the 
••• ··- > 
street. At this horizontal angle, which we shall call the ang: 
of appreciation, the architecture of the building should all b~ 
. .\ ·.' 
• as readable as when one is opposite to it. Particularly shoul< 
windows not be obscured by vanes or projecting columns. (See 
Figure'xxttr) 
· 1}Jith a· very high building - say 100 ft. high in a street 
50 ft. wide - this angle of appreciation becomes so acute that 
the building· cannot be seen at all, so far away is the obs~rv,(3; 
Consequently, it is necessary to postulate an angle of appreci: 
tion and to confine the observer 1 s attention only to the lower· 
few storeys.. This means that the upper part of the building 
would be 11written of:f" so far as the street is concerned, as 
it i$ visible only by Cr$ning the neck. The lower patt, 
designed with detail legible:from the street, would be the 
street facade~· • 
. .. Long, facades may, after the fashion of Eighteenth Centur 
Engltsh .terr-aces, be broken up into· fields of interest designe 
for the angle of appreciation. Where there is a verandah, the 
1 
2 
------·---------
My,reasons for choosing this angle are set out in the 
appendix. 
The. exact effect of a building in any urban seen~ can 
be determined by photogra~hy t see Waldram: ·.The Use of 
Photographs in Town Plann1ng). 
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inside of the verandah itself should be designed in the intimate 
. : ~· : 
scale of a room. 
An untried field for the narrow street is the facade with 
painted decoration in the form of murals designed to accord 
with the archite.cture. 
Colour 
There are practical difficulties in the way of ensuring 
unity of colour, alignment and height. 
Unity of colour usually, but not always, means unity of 
materials. The ease with which building materials are now 
carried from their place of origin to anywhere else makes it 
all the more important to regulate their use in street ~rchi­
tecture. Let us assume that a local authority wishes control 
materials in a street. The two difficulties are in the ques-
tions of cost and monopolies •. If the authority were to lay down 
that the facades in a street must be in a purple facing br~ck, 
' . 
then an own~r who could demonstrate that a red brick is cheaper 
would;];:tave a grievance. This is a transitory difficulty. When 
the control had been in operation long enough that the owner 
was forewarned of restriction on facade materials before he 
bought the· l.and, it would disappear. Much more difficult is the 
question of monopolies. No local authority would agree - in 
fact its constitution will probably not allow it - to stipu-
late one building product for use throughout a street. ·To lay 
down a colour limit regardless of material is perhaps a solu-
tion. If the whole street is owned by one man, the difficulty 
disappears. Speculative building has always been a strong . 
agency for producing orderly street architecture. 
,Alignment 
By-laws prescribing building lines usually forbid the 
building to "proJect.beyorid" the line. They should in places· 
where alignment is important be more specffic in.stating 
that the whole facade shall in fact be built to one line. 
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Projections; -·which are more damaging to the street than reces-
sions, should be carefully limited. 
Scale and Character 
_It is impossible to control either scale or character. 
Exhortatio~ and remonstrance are the only weapons the con-
troller has. .Fine examples exist of the effectiveness of 
these two qualities -perhaps the best being Edward Maufe 1 s 
theatre in Beaumont Street, Oxford, where the facade fits 
perfectly into a street of houses. 
Thoroyghfare Streets 
Up to the invention of the petrol engine, mankind recog-
nized in general two sorts of speed - that which was measurable 
and that which was too fast to be measured. In poetry imagery 
was borrowed from a man limping or walking, a horse ambling 
or galloping, a hart running -all had speedsmeasurable by 
rhythms seen or heard. The express train had sloepor~ pour-
ing beneath it, vibrating pistons and the sounds of the 
ey..haust and wheels to give a comparative impression of its. 
speed. For immeasurable speed the poets took the arrow or 
the swallow in flight, the shooting star or the bolt of 
lightning - things that had rhythmless, instantaneous motion. 
Ov:r_ present means of locomoticn are with the exception ··of 
walking and bicycling, entirely w~~hout rhythm. The measure 
of motion is. therefore absent. A_ horse galloping at 30 
miles-art hour gives a greater im~res~ion of movement than a 
car go"ing at twice that speed. Similarly, we seem to move 
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much faster riding on a scenic railway, with the sleepers of 
the track to watch, than riding in an aeroplane ten times 
faster. The difference between a caterpillar still and a 
catergillar in a hurry seems more than the difference between 
6oo and 700 miles an hour, because there is no rhythm in 
travel at these speeds. Without rhythm speed cannot be mea-
sured by the senses: it becomes velocity. 
In these circumstances it is important, if the street is 
to reflect the motion of traffic~ to introduce visual rhythms. 
This is particularly so in a thoroughfare st~eet. If it is a 
shopping street, verandah supports are the most obvious means, 
for the windows of shops are not susceptible of order. In 
other streets the rhythm can be given by the spacing of win-
dows or structural members, small projections, lamp posts or 
trees. The new approach to St. Peter's in Rome is a fine 
example of how rhythm and consequence result from pylons spaced 
along a processional way. 
Modern road design has formalised the biological shapes 
of the Middle Ages. But traffic roundabouts and the visceral 
shapes of..modern intersections are not suitable foregrounds 
for insular buildings. The line of th~ road gives a t~ll 
justification for the shapes that Brazilian architects so 
warmly favour at the moment - bent or curved and emphasizing_ 
the course of the thoroughfare. 
Access Streets 
In modern planning, particularly in England, architects 
are trying to recapture something of the casualness ari.d · · 
variation of Medieval streets: they use every form of en6lo-
~tire but the straight corridor street. In housing estates 
there are many examples of buildings dominating roads. 
In planning, staggered intersections are faVoured by 
road engineers, and the principle that each access street 
should lead to a building is therefore in accord with traffic 
theory. 
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.Althoug_n ... t_<:nm. ~lanning theorists condemn them, plans are 
being drawn every day that er:J.body streets';''-or roads that· fn-· -· ··-
spite of theplanner may be<:!o111e streets •. In South Africa the 
chequerboard,desp:tte ,its disadvantages, seems not to have run 
its coutse yet~., The treatment of its streets presents the 
greatest difficulties. Summ::lrized, they are as follow:-
. ('1) There is no climax or te_rmination; therefore every 
street is in character a thoroughfare street, but 
poorly· definEd because of the large number of inter-
sec.tions .. 
(2) The b,lock is .the unit of design. This means· that 
ev~n,if Wlity were achieved in each block, the view 
.along every street would be of a number of differing 
blocks. 
· (3) The block ,is .. an. insular form, which makes the 'street 
itself residual, and negative. 
(4) 'If an architectural dressing is applied to one 
street, the difficulty is where to stop it. 
The formation of street arcl;litecture then is a hopeless 
problem unles.s we cal\ emphasize some streets as thoroughfares. 
Where they leave open spaces, pylons (either free standing or 
as part of the buildings themselves) can be built to mark the 
thoroughfare. Along its length, the thoroughfare may be. 
favoured with standards or other rhythmical treatments. lf' ·it 
is practicable to close some of the cross streets to vehicl~s, 
then the thoroughfare could be made continuous with trees 
planted across the cross streets. ~bere streets stop.against 
hills (as often happens in South African towns) terminal build-
ings built against the hills would give the character o1' access 
streets to those that lead to them. 
In spite of the difficulties presented by the high 
building and the chequerboard p~an, it seems possible to bui:Ld 
and rebuild streets that would be, ·if not equal to those of 
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the past, at least an immeasureable improvement upon those of 
the pr-esent. 
There remains the matter of the individual, either owner 
or architect, and his willingness to co-operate in producing 
fine street architecture. Let it be said at once that there 
is no question where the responsibility lies. It is fashion-
able among opponents of aesthetic control to plead that it· is 
the public that prevents good civic art; without an educated 
public, they say, the architect is hamstrung. But no great 
civic achievement of the past has been caused by popular 
clamour against the wishes of those in authority. The general 
rule has been that those in authority have started the schemes 
and the public has paid for them. Today the architect is in 
authority. Whatever prestige he has lost to allied professions 7 
the architect is, and must always remain, the supreme arbiter 
of taste in building. He can impose restrictions upon his 
client in matters of materials and style. If he desired'uni-
fied architecture in towns, and if his voice rang with the 
authority of his whole profession, the public could not stop 
him from achieving it. 
No street architecture of the past has been built without 
controls and discipline. The controls have been in matters 
of building lines, fire protection and party walls. Nature 
has imposed the disciplines, engendering types of roof and 
walling sui table to the climate, and forcing the use of mater-
ials ready to hand. ··'These controls and disciplines account 
for a large part of the quality of streets built before 1850. 
The stone of the Cotswolds and the brick clay of London made 
it almost impossible for Chipping Campden and the Eighteenth 
Century London·street to be anything but beautiful. 
The advocates of laissez-faire overlook this. Except 
for the building lirie, ·fire !'estrictions and a maximum 
height, the controls and disciplines have gone. The canons 
of contemporary style, if they exist, have none of the force 
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of classical~canons. There is today no accepted contiguate 
form for large buildings, such as was general during the 
Eighteenth'Century~ in Renaissance Italy, Medieval Holland and 
in.Republican Rome. Any building material can be had anywhere. 
Thus we see materials used out of their element, and forms 
used out of their climate - flat roofs in Norway and snow-
shedding roofs in South Africa. I do not argue that this is 
bad for architecture in general; but it obviously means that 
' 
orderly architecture can only be built under some control and 
some discipline. 
Aesthetic control is to many undesirable, and to some 
detestable. Before it is imposed, every other possible step 
should be taken. One such step lies before the architects 
themselves; it is voluntary co-operation, fostered by the 
local authority or whatever body is most interested in the 
street. Whether architects work under controls by by-law, or 
in :voluntary co-operation, there must be a definite end in view 
It may be either· a preconceived formal elevation for a whole 
street~ or an informal street unified in colour, alignment 
and height. It must not be a matter of whim, such as that of 
the ·city archi'tect in England who ordained that every bui];ding 
must have 'a black plinth. vnthin the limits imposed the 
greatest freedom must be allowed, but variety in its present 
manifestations must be prevented. The most worn weapon of 
those who object·to control is the threat of uniformity. 
However monotonous uniformity is, it has none of the monotony 
of theunending variety our streets now display. The architect 
may give rein to his individuality .in many buildings, but the 
street buil~in~~is not the place to do so. I have tried to 
show that the street building presents an especial aesthetic 
problem as well as a planning problem. The natural surround-
ings of a building are always considered in the early stages 
of its design'; the street surroundings should be given the 
same regard. 
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For submitting to more restrictions, what is the repayment? 
An orderly town, with archi t·ectural streets; for the archi teet 
a communal act to replace an individual .act; and the possibi-
lity of building something that deserves Ruskin's eulogy: 
11 There is a charm and sacredness in street architecture 
which must be wanting to even that of a temple: it is a little 
thing for·men to unite in the forms of a religious service, 
but it is much for them to ~~itei like true brethren, in the 
arts and offices of their daily ives". 
FIGURE XXJ..ll. 
Street SectiQ.D.2 
(a) :The simple rectangular section. 
(b) · Eighteenth Century English street. 
(c) Projecting verandahs. 
(d) Cantilevered hoods over footpaths. 
(e) Full height colonnade. 
(f) Recessed colonnade or arcade at Bologna (Hegemann and 
Peets, Figure 816). Sometimes the colonnades rise 
through two storeys, as in the Via Po, Turin. 
(g) Recessed pedestrian ways with upper part cantilevered. 
(h) First floor colonnade as at Chester (from Hegemann and 
Peets, Figure 817). 
(i) First floor footways leaving road entirely clear for 
traffic. 
(j) Photographs showing diagrarrnnatically the upper field of 
(k) fixation from viewpoints in plan (m) with the eyes 
(1) looking at point X. (10° above the horizon) 
(m) Plan showing the position of the building (Pieter 
Neethling Gebou, Central Street, Pretoria, Architects: 
Louw and Louw in association with Norman Eaton). 
(n) Illustrating the "angle of appreciation", which should 
control vertical projections from the facade. 
Photographs byB.W.B. Ball ARIBA, M.I.A. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAP~~I : THE ANGLES OF VISION 
In 1803 Humphry Repton1 based his theory of garden design 
upon what is visible when the head is held erect. In this posi-
tion, he stated, the eye sees up to 28° above the horizon and 
56° below it. Unfortunately these angles vary with the confor-
mation of the skull and the habitual poise of the head. Modern 
textbooks2 give the field of vision as extending 50° up and 70° 
down. and, within this field, the field of fixation (i.e. the 
field in which the eyes can focus .upon an object without moving 
the head) as 35° up and 55° down. But we hardly ever hold the 
head still and roll the eyes in the way these figures suggest. 
Usually we tilt the head if we wish to stud~ anything higher 
than 10° above the horizon. So that our critical angle depends 
less upon the eye than upon the muscles of the neck. 
The figure must in any case be empirical, depending upon 
the personal factors alread~ mentioned and the length of time 
that the observer must look at the higher parts of the building. 
If we assume that a tilt of the head of 10° upwards can be 
sustained long enough to look at all the details of a building, 
then the field of fixation is 45° up and 45° down. With this 
position of the head the eyes can move to any part and focus 
upon it. As the building must come within this field, and tl1e 
highest part of the building is to the side, away from the 
centre at which we are looking, then its top should not be more 
than 40° above the horizon. 
Sideways the field of fixation extends 45° on each hand. 
No discomfort attends the study of widely spaced objects, but 
if they are part of one pictorial composition they must obviously 
be seen together • 
. I 
A lateral angle of considerably less than 90° 
should therefore determine the length of any facade feature. 
----------------------------------·----------------------------1 Observations upon the Theory and Practice of LandscaPe 
Gardening. Hegemann and Peets found the angle of 2~0 to 
be the cardinal angle in the design of the Piazza S.Pietro. 
Fo~. example, Laurance: Visual Optics and Sight Testing, p.o2 
2 
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